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ABSTRACT
Parkinson's Disease (PD) is a neurodegenerative disorder that affects approximately four
million people worldwide and is characterized by progressive motor and non-motor disability and
loss of dopaminergic cells in the substantia nigra. Pharmacological therapy has traditionally been
the most common treatment for PD, although it usually loses effectiveness and causes motor
complications within 5 to 10 years. Newer therapies such as cell transplantation hold promise for
better long-term treatment of PD, although some problems in early clinical transplant trials have
underscored that more research is needed before cell transplantation becomes a widespread
treatment for PD.
This dissertation investigates the electrophysiological correlates of dopaminergic cell
transplant therapy in 6-hydroxydopamine lesioned hemiparkinsonian (HP) rats and compares
these effects to those of levodopa in HP rats and in 1-methyl-4-phenyl-1,2,3,6-tetrahydropyridine
treated monkeys. Novel signal processing applications of multiscale autoregressive with
exogenous input (MS-ARX) modeling and transfer entropy are developed to more accurately
measure the connectivity changes between the cortical electroencephalogram and the subthalamic
nucleus local field potentials in normal, HP, and grafted animals. Additionally a new principal
component analysis (PCA)-based sleep-scoring method is described and validated.
Five primary results are described. First, intermittent levodopa administration does not
normalize PD basal ganglia burst firing, whereas graft-provided continuous dopaminergic
stimulation in the basal ganglia does normalize it. Second, non-synapsing basal ganglia grafts
provide the same electrophysiological normalization as synapsing basal ganglia grafts. Third,
transfer entropy is a more sensitive non-linear measure of connectivity between the cortex and the
basal ganglia in parkinsonism; and MS-ARX modeling is useful for the study of basal ganglia
dysfunction. Fourth, PCA sleep scoring is a useful tool for general sleep analysis, and confirms
sleep structure differences between normal and HP rats. Fifth, awake chronic recordings from
transplanted HP rats show that striatal dopaminergic grafts partially normalize the aberrant HP
subthalamic LFP coherence abnormalities and the cortico-subthalamic transfer entropy.
These results indicate that basal ganglia dopaminergic cell grafts can provide unique
electrophysiological normalization, that a new plasticity model is needed to explain basal ganglia
PD pathophysiology, and that basal ganglia grafts are worth investigating further as a PD
treatment with good potential to provide symptomatic relief while avoiding drug-induced side
effects.
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Chapter 1 – Introduction
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Parkinson's Disease (PD) is a neurodegenerative disorder that affects approximately four
million people worldwide and is characterized by progressive motor and non-motor disability and
loss of dopaminergic cells in the substantia nigra pars compacta (Dorsey, Constantinescu et al.
2007). Pharmacological therapy is the most common treatment for PD, although for most
patients within 10 years of starting treatment the therapeutic window narrows leading to motor
complications. Newer therapies such as cell transplantation hold promise for better long-term
treatment of PD, although some problems in early clinical transplant trials have underscored that
more research is needed before cell transplantation becomes a widespread treatment for PD. This
dissertation investigates the electrophysiological correlates of cell transplant therapy as compared
to pharmacological therapy, and describes novel applications of signal-processing techniques
related to PD. The remainder of this chapter provides a background on the neuroscience aspects
of PD and the signal processing methods currently used in PD electrophysiology, and provides
the rationale for the research in subsequent chapters.

Neuroscience Background
PD is characterized by the progressive death of dopaminergic neurons in the substantia
nigra pars compacta (SNC), the principal source of dopamine in the striatum. The resulting
striatal dopamine depletion leads to significant changes of neuronal activity in the basal ganglia
(BG) output nuclei, the internal segment of globus pallidus (GPi) and the substantia nigra pars
reticulata (SNr) that are thought to be critical mediators of parkinsonism.

Rate Model
Studies in animal models of PD have shown that dopamine depletion leads to rate
changes in the BG. In the healthy brain, the motor thalamocortical circuit sends cortical input
into the putamen and the caudate nucleus (collectively termed striatum) and the subthalamic
nucleus (STN). The striatum projects monosynaptically in a "direct" pathway to the internal
segment of the globus pallidus (GPi) and substantia nigra pars reticulata (SNr), the output regions
of the BG. The striatum also projects polysynaptically through an "indirect" pathway that
synapses in the external segment of the globus pallidus (GPe), the STN, and finally the GPi and
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SNr. The GPi and SNr project to the thalamus, which projects back to the cortex, completing the
circuit. BG circuits show segregation of pathways into motor, oculomotor, prefrontal associative,
and limbic parallel reentrant pathways, as well as some topological segregation by motor area
(DeLong and Wichmann 2007; Smith, Raju et al. 2009). Differences have also been shown
between monkey and rat basal ganglia connections, with two disparate centre-median
thalamocortical connection patterns seen in the rat brain and three disparate connection patterns
seen in the monkey brain (Smith, Raju et al. 2009).
In the parkinsonian brain, loss of SN dopaminergic cells has been hypothesized to result
in overactivity of the indirect pathway. The GPe thus becomes underactive and the STN becomes
overactive, causing increased inhibitory input to the thalamus and subsequent inhibition of
voluntary motion. In addition to this abnormality of the indirect pathway, the direct pathway
becomes underactive, aggravating the increased inhibitory input to the thalamus. This set of
changes is termed the “rate model” of PD pathophysiology (Figure 1-1), and was first
summarized by Albin and colleagues in 1989 based on early electrophysiological studies (Albin,
Young et al. 1989; Alexander, Crutcher et al. 1990). The model was later modified by Nambu
and colleagues to include the “hyperdirect” pathway from the cortex to the STN (Nambu, Tokuno
et al. 2002).

Figure 1-1 – “Rate Model” of normal and parkinsonian basal ganglia activity, including the
direct, indirect, and hyperdirect pathways. The width of the arrows denotes the average nucleus
firing rate. PPN=pedunculopontine nucleus, VL=ventrolateral nucleus of the thalamus. The label
putamen here is used interchangeably with striatum. Modified from (Obeso, Rodriguez-Oroz et
al. 2002), reproduced with permission.
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Pattern Models
However, later investigations found that PD affects not only the firing rates but also the
firing patterns. Scientists such as Obeso and colleagues pointed out that while the rate model is
generally true and correlates akinesia with increased GPi and SNr output, it does not account well
for other motor symptoms such as tremor, gait instability, nor does it account for autonomic
dysfunction and other nonmotor symptoms or differences in levodopa responsiveness between
patients (Obeso, Rodriguez-Oroz et al. 2000). Furthermore, it does not explain why thalamic
ablations have not been reported to cause parkinsonian symptoms. Additionally, the rate model
would predict that dyskinesias would be caused by ablation of the GPi, but in fact the opposite is
observed: lesions of the GPi reduce dyskinetic severity.
Hence the rate model has been supplemented by various pattern models, which suggest
that the firing pattern propagating through the cortico-BG circuit is the more important variable.
The model suggests that if a pathological firing pattern is propagated, then symptoms develop,
whereas if the firing patterns can be therapeutically changed (through deep brain stimulation or
other means), the symptoms can be ameliorated.
One suggested model of firing pattern abnormalities is an increase in neuronal burstiness
(Figure 1-2). Replacement of the regular firing of SNr and STN neurons with irregular and
bursting activity with periodic oscillations has been reported by several labs (Bergman,
Wichmann et al. 1994; Nini, Feingold et al. 1995; Wichmann, Bergman et al. 1999; Ni, BoualiBenazzouz et al. 2001; Tseng, Kasanetz et al. 2001), including abnormal correlation or
“crosstalk” between neighboring neurons (Heimer, Bar-Gad et al. 2002). These abnormalities are
not fully normalized under pharmacological dopamine replacement therapy (PDRT) (Heimer,
Rivlin-Etzion et al. 2006). The irregular, bursty and oscillatory firing patterns have been
implicated in the pathophysiology of PD (Bergman, Wichmann et al. 1994; Nini, Feingold et al.
1995; Levy, Hutchison et al. 2000). Dorval and colleagues recently showed that imposition of
irregular pulse stimuli into the BG by deep brain stimulation (DBS) caused increased
bradykinesia in human PD patients, compared to imposition of regular stimuli, even though
stimulating at the same frequency (Dorval, Russo et al. 2008; Dorval, Kuncel et al. 2010).
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Figure 1-2 – Burst-firing “Pattern Model” of normal and parkinsonian basal ganglia activity. The
width of the arrows denotes the average nucleus firing rate, solid lines show regular firing, dashed
lines show burst firing, grey color shows excitatory connections and black color shows inhibitory
connections. TH=thalamus, D1, D2=dopamine receptor subtypes 1 and 2, respectively. Modified
from (Vitek, Chockkan et al. 1999), reproduced with permission.
Another suggested model of firing pattern abnormality is an increased prevalence of
synchronized periodic oscillations in the neuronal firing rate and the local field potentials (LFPs).
Brown and colleagues have shown that an increase in beta (15-30Hz) LFP power is seen in the
parkinsonian brain, in human patients and in preclinical models (Figure 1-3). This is seen in
cortical electroencephalograms (EEGs), in individual LFPs recorded from the STN, SNr, and GP,
and in the coherence between pairs of these signals (Brown, Oliviero et al. 2001; Williams,
Tijssen et al. 2002; Brown 2003; Magill, Sharott et al. 2004; Brown and Williams 2005; Sharott,
Magill et al. 2005; Brown 2007; Mallet, Pogosyan et al. 2008; Mallet, Pogosyan et al. 2008).
Likewise, there are reports that dyskinesias are associated with elevated LFP power in the 4-10Hz
band and decreased power in the 13-30Hz band (Silberstein, Oliviero et al. 2005; Alonso-Frech,
Zamarbide et al. 2006).
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Figure 1-3 – LFP-oscillations “Pattern Model” of “prokinetic” and “antikinetic” cortico-basal
ganglia synchrony. The width of the arrows denotes the average power. From (Hutchison,
Dostrovsky et al. 2004), reproduced with permission.

Cell Transplantation Therapy
Among antiparkinsonian treatments, transplantation of dopaminergic cells is a unique
approach because of its potential ability to endogenously restore continuous dopamine release
within a given area in the brain and its ability to form reciprocal connections with the host
(throughout this dissertation, the words “transplant” and “graft” are used interchangeably). Fetal
dopaminergic cells have been transplanted successfully into the striatum of rats and monkeys,
showing reinnervation within the host brain, restoration of striatal dopamine levels, and
symptomatic improvement (Forni, Brundin et al. 1989; Moukhles, Forni et al. 1994; Astradsson,
Cooper et al. 2008). In humans, although dopaminergic transplants have not yet reached the level
of efficacy and safety needed to recommend transplantation as widespread therapy in PD (Freed,
Greene et al. 2001; Olanow, Goetz et al. 2003), development continues to advance transplant
techniques. Several individual PD patients with allogenic striatal fetal ventral mesencephalic
(FVM) grafts have shown long-term sustained improvement in parkinsonism without deleterious
side-effects (Mendez, Vinuela et al. 2008). It remains unclear what distinguishes such patients
from other FVM recipients who either developed graft induced dyskinesias or were found to have
neurodegenerative disease in the graft itself (Kordower, Dodiya et al. 2011). Newer
transplantation techniques including alternate dopaminergic cell sources and better understanding
of graft-host interactions may potentially overcome the current limitations of allogenic cell
transplantation therapy.
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Continuous Dopaminergic Stimulation
Separately, restoration of systemic continuous dopaminergic stimulation (CDS) has been
shown to reduce drug induced dyskinesias in human patients (Quinn, Parkes et al. 1984; Chase,
Baronti et al. 1989; Juncos, Engber et al. 1989; Mouradian, Heuser et al. 1989; Nyholm and
Aquilonius 2004; Splinter 2007). A single case report of pallidal recordings from a FVMtransplanted patient has recently been published (Richardson, Freed et al. 2011) and one mouse
study has looked at electrophysiology immediately adjacent to graft placed into the substantia
nigra pars compacta (Besnard, Decressac et al. 2010). However, no previous studies have
systematically examined the downstream electrophysiological correlates of either transplantbased or infusion-based restoration of CDS in human patients or in animal models of PD.
Instead, previous transplantation studies have been evaluated only on the basis of behavioral
changes (improvements in parkinsonism), and histological evidence of cell survival and cell
ability to secrete dopamine and form synaptic connections with the host. The observation of BG
firing pattern abnormalities associated with PD thus warrants investigation of the effects of
heterotopic striatal dopaminergic grafts (the most commonly used experimental cell
transplantation approach in PD) on these aberrant neuronal firing patterns.

Signal-Processing Background
The brain is an electrically-active organ, composed of approximately 80-100 billion
neurons in addition to other supporting cells. Neurons communicate via electrical action
potentials (also called “spikes” because of their short millisecond time scale) with amplitudes on
the order of millivolts, which propagate away from the cell bodies down lengthy extrusions called
axons. At the end of each axon, the action potential causes the release of neurotransmitters such
as dopamine, which diffuse into the synaptic space and cause changes in the membrane potentials
of neighboring neurons via specific receptors. The spatial differences in membrane potential
allow the measurement of electrical voltages from adjacent electrodes.
The two most common electrophysiological signal types recorded in vivo from the brain
are the spike times of action potentials fired by individual neurons, and LFPs recorded from
populations of neurons. This section will first discuss several methods for analyzing the temporal
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firing pattern of single and multiple neuronal spiketrains. Second, methods for analyzing single
and multiple LFPs will be summarized.

Spiketime-based techniques
Early measures of neural activity focused solely on neural spike firing rates. In recent
decades neuroscientists have developed tools to examine in more detail the temporal firing
patterns of neurons. One of the simplest and most prevalent of these patterns is a “burst” of
neural spiking activity. The methods below are used for general pattern analysis and in particular
for burst analysis.

Correlogram
The correlogram is a common method for visualizing spike arrival times. The
autocorrelogram plots a single spiketrain against itself to show periodicities, and the
crosscorrelogram plots one spiketrain against another to show temporal synchronies. The
technique uses a histogram of spike arrival times from one spiketrain synchronized to the spikes
of the other spiketrain. Peaks and troughs in the crosscorrelogram show synchrony between
spikes. Synchrony may arise from collateral interactions between neurons, or from common
inputs jointly modulating excitability (König 1994; Brody 1999). Importantly, the correlogram
can show both burst synchrony and non-burst synchrony between neurons.

Interspike Interval Measures
The coefficient of variation may be computed for the interspike interval (ISI) sequence as
a measure of the regularity of the spike timing (Tang, Moro et al. 2007). The coefficient of
variation is computed by dividing the standard deviation by the mean. If the spikes occur at
regular intervals, the ISI histogram will show a sharp peak around the average interval, and the
coefficient of variation will be small. If the spikes occur in a bursting pattern, the ISI histogram
will be broad and possibly multimodal, and the coefficient of variation will be large.
A burst index was introduced by Hutchison and colleagues as another simple measure of
the burstiness of the spiketrain (Hutchison, Levy et al. 1997), defined as the ratio of the mean ISI
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to the mode of the ISI histogram. If spikes occur at regular intervals, the mean and the mode will
be close together and the burst index will be close to one. If the spikes occur in a bursting
pattern, the burst index will be substantially larger than one.

Poisson Surprise
The Poisson surprise method for spike burst detection was developed by Legendy and
Salcman as a way to detect “bursts” of neural action potentials in a recording (Legendy and
Salcman 1985). Their method looks at the number of spikes n in a particular time interval T and
assigns a “surprise value” of S = -log P to the interval where P is the probability that a random
Poisson spike train with the same average spike rate r would contain n or more spikes in the time
interval T. Detection of bursts involves two stages. First the mean spike firing rate is computed
and any interspike intervals (ISIs) that are smaller than a preset fraction of the average ISI are
flagged as putative bursts. A preset number of ISIs (such as four in a row) is used to prevent a
single low ISI from being called a burst. Next, the poisson surprise value of each putative burst is
computed. ISI values from before and after the burst are then added one at a time and the poisson
surprise value recomputed for each new set. For thoroughness, a preset number of ISIs beyond
the maximum are examined. Finally the set of ISIs giving the maximum surprise value is labeled
as a burst if its surprise value is above a preset minimum. The most important parameter in this
procedure is the minimum surprise value. Legendy and Salcman proposed S = 10, but some
authors use a more inclusive value such as S = 3 (Wichmann and Soares 2006). In this work a
value of S=5 was used.

Poisson DDH Comparison
Another method of examining neuronal bursting properties is the comparison of the
density discharge histogram (DDH) of the entire spike train with the Poisson DDH, pioneered by
Kaneoke and Vitek (Kaneoke and Vitek 1996). The DDH is computed by segmenting the entire
spiketrain into bins of size T and plotting the number of bins containing zero spikes, one spike,
two spikes, etc. If the bin size T is chosen to be the reciprocal of the firing rate, the DDH of a
neuron firing with poisson randomness should match the poisson density with mean λ = 1, and
this comparison may be formalized with a chi-squared goodness of fit test. If the test shows that
the neuron’s DDH does not match the poisson DDH, the skewness or variance may be used to
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classify the firing pattern as either more regular than poisson (if the variance is less than one) or
more bursty than poisson (if the variance is greater than one) (Levy, Dostrovsky et al. 2001).
Individual bursts may also be found using this method by computing a threshold ISI based on the
DDH. The number d where the DDH reaches a local minimum after the first peak (or a
predefined slope if no minimum) is selected as the burst threshold density, and the ISI threshold
is then T / d. Any K or more consecutive ISIs which are less than this threshold are labeled as a
burst, where K is a preset number such as 3.
Several implementation issues arise in this comparison. All neurons have some
refractory period, which imposes physical limitations on the maximum firing rate. This implies
that the “one spike per bin” count of a real neuron’s spiketrain will always be slightly higher than
predicted by the poisson DDH. Therefore it is possible if using long spiketrains in the chisquared goodness of fit test to apply too much statistical power and always reject the random
poisson hypothesis. To overcome this, the chi-squared significance level may be adjusted, or the
original spiketrain may be split into shorter segments and the chi-squared test may be computed
on each segment, followed by a vote or average of the results.
All burst-detection methods which utilize the mean firing rate assume reasonable
stationarity of the firing rate, implying that recordings of neurons with mean firing rate changes
must be excluded. However, these methods can compare bursting of neurons with different mean
firing rates due to the normalization by the firing rate, providing a convenient way to summarize
the bursting properties of a group of neuronal recordings. We utilized several of these burst
quantification measures on our data rather than relying on a single measure, in order to provide
different complementary perspectives on the burstiness of our recordings. In particular, methods
such as the Poisson DDH, CV, and burst index look at the entire record as a block, potentially
providing a more global perspective than the Poisson surprise approach which looks at a local
sliding window.

Chaos-Theoretic Measures
Chaos-theoretic measures have been employed to quantify the degree of ‘chaos’ of the
spike sequences (Rodriguez, Pereda et al. 2003; Nawrot, Boucsein et al. 2008). For example,
Darbin and colleagues estimated the Fano factor series and Hearst exponents of ISIs in STN,
GPe, and GPi recordings and showed that most of the neurons showed nonlinear temporal
organization (Darbin, Soares et al. 2006). However, to our knowledge chaos-theoretic techniques
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have not yet been applied to spike recordings from parkinsonian patients or from preclinical
models of PD.

Information-Theoretic Measures
Another class of tools utilizes the probability density functions (PDF) of stochastic
signals to compute statistical measures of similarity. These measures stem from the seminal
insights of Shannon in the 1950s that the PDF may be used to understand the entropy rate, or rate
of information transfer, of signals.
The sample entropy measure was introduced by Richman and Moorman as a less-biased
version of the approximate entropy measure introduced by Pincus and colleagues (Pincus 1991;
Richman and Moorman 2000; Lafreniere-Roula, Darbin et al. 2010). The sample entropy is
defined as the negative natural logarithm of the conditional probability that data points within a
time window of length m that are similar to within tolerance r will remain similar at the next time
point. The sample entropy of the ISI sequence is a measure of the regularity of the spike train, as
a regular sequence will have a lower sample entropy than an irregular sequence. However,
“bursty” spiketrain ISI sequences will generally have lower sample entropy than a regular
spiketrain because the spike timings in a burst are more predictable. The tolerance r is usually
specified as a fraction of the standard deviation (such as 0.2 times the standard deviation) to help
make the sample entropy measure less scale-dependent.
Other information theoretic approaches to spike timing analysis have included LempelZiv complexity analysis of the spike times. This approach uses dictionary coding to compress the
signal and then uses the size of the dictionary as the complexity measure. Chan and colleagues
used this approach to show that neuronal firing irregularity measured by Lempel-Ziv complexity
could predict STN electrode localization better than simple ISI-based measures (Chan, Lin et al.
2010).

Local Field Potential-based techniques
The other common signal used for PD neuroelectrophysiological analysis is the LFP.
This waveform is the lowpass-filtered signal collected from an electrode in the vicinity of
neurons. In contrast to the spiking activity which represents the output of neurons, the LFPs are
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generally considered to represent the synaptic input currents to the neurons (Goldberg, Rokni et
al. 2004), although they may in some cases be caused by synchronized firing activity of a
population of neurons (Kuhn, Trottenberg et al. 2005; Trottenberg, Fogelson et al. 2006). The
signal measured just outside the brain, the EEG, is typically recorded from a larger number of
neurons with a larger electrode than the LFP. The EEG may be recorded in configurations
labeled bipolar or monopolar, corresponding to electrode contacts close and equidistant or far and
non-equidistant to the neuronal sources of interest, respectively. The EEG may be recorded from
the surface of the skin, without the need for surgically implanted electrodes.

Linear Second-order Measures in Time and Frequency Domains
One commonly used measure to analyze LFPs is autocorrelation and cross-correlation in
the time domain, or linear spectral measures in the frequency domain such as the Fourier
transform and mean-square coherence. For example, as mentioned above, Brown and colleagues
have shown that an increase in beta (15-30Hz) LFP power is seen in the parkinsonian brain
compared to normal controls. This is seen in cortical EEGs, in individual LFPs recorded from the
STN, SNr, and GP, and in the coherence between pairs of these signals (Brown, Oliviero et al.
2001; Williams, Tijssen et al. 2002; Brown 2003; Magill, Sharott et al. 2004; Brown and
Williams 2005; Sharott, Magill et al. 2005; Brown 2007; Mallet, Pogosyan et al. 2008; Mallet,
Pogosyan et al. 2008). The presence and magnitude of the prominent beta activity has been
shown to correlate with the severity of some parkinsonian symptoms (Kuhn, Williams et al. 2004;
Kuhn, Kupsch et al. 2006). Another signal processing approach employed on LFPs to investigate
functional connectivity is linear parametric modeling, such as autoregressive modeling. Bressler
and colleagues have used multivariate autoregressive models to compare coupling strength
between sets of simultaneously recorded LFPs (Bressler, Ding et al. 1999; Ding, Bressler et al.
2000; Angelini, Maestri et al. 2007; Bressler, Richter et al. 2007).

Granger Causality and the Directed Transfer Function
In addition to mere similarity between signals, metrics have been developed to
investigate directionality, or the question of which signals are “driving” other signals. A
commonly used parametric model to investigate directionality of signal coupling is Granger
causality (Granger 1969), or the Directed Transfer Function (DTF) in the frequency domain
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(Kaminski, Ding et al. 2001). Granger causality is based on the notion that if it is possible to
better predict one time series by observing a second time series, then the second series may be
called ‘causal’ to the first series. Granger implemented this notion by a straightforward linear
prediction algorithm. This approach has been used to investigate directional signal flow within
the BG. For example, Sharott and colleagues found in anesthetized rats that neural activity is
directed from SNr to GP and STN during slow-wave activity, but from GP to STN and SNr
during cortical “global activation” activity (Sharott, Magill et al. 2005). The DTF assumes
stationarity of signals, but can be adapted to utilize Kalman filtering to analyze time-varying
signals (Wilke, Lei et al. 2008). A related technique called partial directed coherence (PDC) uses
Granger causality to focus strictly on direct couplings (Baccalá 2001; Astolfi, Cincotti et al. 2006;
Hoerzer, Liebe et al. 2010), whereas DTF also shows couplings through intermediate nodes.
Florin and colleagues recently used PDC to compare STN LFPs and forearm electromyograms
(EMGs) and showed that the STN plays more of an afferent sink role than previously thought
(Florin, Gross et al. 2010). However, some scientists caution against accepting DTF and PDC
directionality results before confirmation of anatomical pathways, preferring to infer indirect
coupling when a direct anatomical pathway is not seen.

Nonlinear Third-order and Symbolic Measures
Correlation, Fourier transforms, and multivariate autoregressive Granger techniques in
their original forms involve only linear analyses. However, the neural connections in the brain
are nonlinear in general. Thus much recent attention has focused on measures that can observe
nonlinear interactions.
One such measure is the bispectrum, which applies the Fourier transform to the thirdorder cumulant-generating function. Marceglia and colleagues used the bispectrum to show that
there are increased nonlinear interactions between distinct BG LFP peaks at different frequencies
compared to controls, in the parkinsonian (dopamine-depleted) state (Marceglia, Foffani et al.
2006; Marceglia, Bianchi et al. 2007).
Another approach is to adopt similarity indexes developed in the data mining community
for pattern matching. For example, a nonlinear transform such as symbolic aggregate
approximation may be used as dimensionality reduction steps in place of Fourier-transform- or
wavelet-transform-based reduction, followed by computing a distance metric such as Euclidean,
weighted Euclidean, or dynamic time warping metrics (Lin, Keogh et al. 2003).
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Chaos-theoretic tools
Chaos-theoretic tools such as return maps and phase space maps have been used to
analyze EEG complexity, especially with respect to epileptic seizures (Gonzalez, Carbo et al.
1994). Measures such as Kolmogorov entropy, correlation dimension, phase-space attractors,
fractal dimension, and largest Lyapunov exponent are methods that seek to quantify the
complexity of a signal in dynamical state-space terms, i.e. the approximate number of “states”
required to describe the signal (Hively, Clapp et al. 1995; Gao 2011; Spasic 2011; Weiss 2011).
However, to our knowledge chaos-theoretic techniques have not yet been applied to LFP
recordings from parkinsonian patients or from preclinical models of PD.

Information-theoretic tools
Information-theoretic measures for waveforms typically use assumptions about the
stationarity or ergodicity of the measured signals in order to estimate the PDFs using histograms
or kernel-based methods. One measure called the correntropy has recently been developed for the
time-domain and applied to EEG analysis (Xu, Bakardjian et al. 2008; Gunduz and Principe
2009). Correntropy takes the statistical expectation on a kernel transformation of the signals,
allowing higher-order moments to implicitly be considered.
Another information-theoretic tool used to analyze LFP and EEG signals is the mutual
information (Lee, Wang et al. 2008), which is based on the estimated joint probability density
function between the signals. Like other information-theoretic tools, the mutual information has
the advantage of being able to observe nonlinear interactions, since it is not limited to a linear
parameterization. However, mutual information by itself is not able to show directionality or
causality. Thus the time-delayed mutual information (TDMI) is often used, in which one of the
signals is shifted by a variable time lag (Hoyer, Leder et al. 2002). Jin and colleagues recently
used the TDMI to investigate information flow between the EEG and wrist EMG, and showed
that there were both linear and nonlinear information flows from the EEG to the EMG (Jin, Lin et
al. 2010). In addition to signal amplitudes, mutual information may also be used to analyze signal
phases and phase-locking between pairs of signals (Hurtado, Rubchinsky et al. 2004; Quian
Quiroga and Panzeri 2009).
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Information-theoretic measures such as Lempel-Ziv compressibility have also been used
on waveforms, as Chen and colleagues showed that STN LFP recordings with lower Lempel-Ziv
complexity were correlated to higher parkinsonian akinetic symptoms (Chen, Hsu et al. 2010).
Finally, the transfer entropy (TE) was recently developed by Schreiber and colleagues,
which explicitly examines directional information flow through its use of conditional transition
probabilities (Schreiber 2000). The TE may be thought of as a sort of nonlinear Granger
causality test, which uses probability density functions instead of linear parametric models
(Chavez, Martinerie et al. 2003). It has been used both for spiketrain analysis (Gourevitch and
Eggermont 2007) and for waveform analysis (Lungarella, Pitti et al. 2007). Initial reports suggest
that TE may be more sensitive than TDMI in analyzing nonlinear effects (Nichols 2006; Sabesan,
Good et al. 2009). However, TE does not have the property of finite length scale estimate
asymptotic convergence that TDMI does, indicating that care must be taken in ascertaining the
proper scale at which to apply the TE and in interpreting the results to causality (Kaiser and
Schreiber 2002). Due to the theoretical applicability of TE and its sensitivity to nonlinear effects,
it was used in this dissertation work to investigate functional connectivity in PD and in PD cell
transplant therapy.

Dissertation overview
The remainder of the dissertation investigates the electrophysiology associated with cell
transplant therapy in hemiparkinsonian (HP) rat and monkey models and report novel
applications of signal-processing techniques for better understanding of the underlying
electrophysiology. As listed in Table 1-1, the methods used in this thesis were the spiketrain
burstiness measures, the spectral measures, a new multiscale autoregressive method, and the
transfer entropy.

Firing Rate
CV of ISI sequence
Burst Index
Proportion Spikes in Bursts
DDH Range
Poisson DDH comparison
Spiketrain Sample Entropy
Spike-triggered Average
(Fourier) Power spectral density with
threshold to check for oscillatory spiketrains
(Fourier) Power spectral density
Coherence
Cross-correlation
Multiscale ARX
Transfer Entropy

Condition
Species
Signal Type

2
2
7*
3**
7*

2, 4
2
2
7*
3**
7*

Anesthetized
Rat
LFP
Spikes
EEG
2, 4
2, 4
2, 4
2, 4
2, 4
2, 4
2, 4
2
2
2
6, 8
8
8
8

8

5

Monkey
LFP
Spikes
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

Awake
EEG

8
8
8

LFP

Rat

Table 1-1 – Listing of signal processing methods, animal models and signals recorded, and the chapter in which the analysis is described.
Other methods such as spike correlograms, chaos-theoretic measures, linear Granger techniques, third-order-moment tools, and informationtheoretic measures other than sample entropy and transfer entropy, were not utilized in the data analysis in this dissertation research. (*
Comparing TE to cross-correlation showed that TE more clearly illustrates differences between normal, HP, and grafted rat recordings. **
Comparing Multiscale-ARX to regular base-scale ARX showed that Multiscale-ARX provided better predictions.)
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Chapter 2 describes the downstream neuroelectrophysiological correlates of murine striatal FVM
cell transplants in an anesthetized HP rat model of PD, showing that in addition to behavioral
amelioration, cell transplants can return some BG electrical firing properties back toward normal
levels.
Chapter 3 describes a novel application of multiscale autoregressive with exogenous
input (MS-ARX) modeling for investigating the connectivity of the cortico-BG system, and uses
the method to demonstrate cortico-subthalamic predictability differences between the normal and
parkinsonian BG in the 6-hydroxydopamine (6-OHDA) rat model.
Chapter 4 describes a similar experiment as Chapter 2, but using retinal pigment
epithelial cells (RPEC) instead of FVM cells for the transplant. These RPEC are shown to effect
similar behavioral and electrophysiological results as the FVM transplants, potentially providing
a safer and more ethically-acceptable therapeutic paradigm for human transplants. Additionally,
Chapter 4 presents a direct comparison of the electrophysiological effects of transplants versus
levodopa treatment, showing that levodopa does not produce the same normalization that
transplants do.
Chapter 5 shows in a nonhuman primate parkinsonian model that levodopa, the most
commonly used drug for PD, does not normalize the BG firing patterns shown to be normalized
by cell transplants in Chapters 2 and 4. This result is relevant to the question of why levodopa
eventually loses effectiveness for PD therapy.
Chapter 6 introduces a new tool for rapid EEG sleep scoring, which is then applied to
EEG recordings taken from HP and control rats to confirm that HP rats show disrupted sleep
patterns. This tool is also used in Chapter 8.
Chapter 7 describes the application of transfer entropy as a novel tool to investigate
nonlinear similarities between the cortical EEG and the BG LFPs, and shows that it is more
sensitive to some differences than is the cross-correlation.
Chapter 8 describes the downstream LFP correlates of murine striatal FVM cell
transplants in an awake behaving HP rat model of PD, similar to Chapter 2 except using awake
rats instead of anesthetized rats. Transfer entropy is utilized as described in Chapter 7 to
investigate the directional coupling of the EEG and the STN LFP. The recordings show that
grafts partially normalize the aberrant HP STN LFP coherence abnormalities and the corticosubthalamic transfer entropy in the awake rat.
Finally, Chapter 9 summarizes the contributions to the field and the future directions
envisioned for this research.
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Chapter 2 - The effect of striatal dopaminergic grafts on the neuronal activity
in the substantia nigra par reticulata and subthalamic nucleus in
hemiparkinsonian rats1

1

This chapter is a modified version of the paper “The effect of striatal dopaminergic grafts on the

neuronal activity in the substantia nigra pars reticulata and subthalamic nucleus in hemiparkinsonian rats”
published in Brain 134(11), 2011, pp. 3276-89, authors Gilmour, T. P., Piallat, B., Lieu, C. A.,
Venkiteswaran, K., Ramachandra, R., Rao, A. N., Petticoffer, A. C., Berk, M. A., Subramanian, T. TS, TG,
and BP conceived the study. TG, BP, CL, KV, RR, AR, AP, and MB conducted experiments. TG analyzed
the data. TG, BP, CL, and TS wrote the manuscript. All authors finalized the manuscript.
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Introduction
In the experiment described in this chapter we sought to elucidate the
electrophysiological effects of dopaminergic striatal FVM grafts on the downstream basal ganglia
electrophysiology which previous literature has shown to be abnormal in PD. Our hypothesis
was that behaviorally-effective dopaminergic striatal FVM grafts would provide some
normalization of the basal ganglia electrophysiology. To test this hypothesis, we coupled
behavioral, histological and electrophysiological studies in an anesthetized HP rat model using
FVM grafts. FVM grafts were chosen because they are the most well-characterized dopaminergic
cell transplant modality in PD, as described in Chapter 1. The anesthetized recordings were
performed at the optimal survival time of the grafts to investigate the functional effect of striatal
dopaminergic transplants in the SNr and STN of the host brain.

Methods

Rats and Lesioning Surgery
Forty-four female Sprague-Dawley rats (CRL) were used in these experiments, weighing
220-250g at the time of acquisition and housed on a 12:12 light:dark cycle with ad libitum access
to food and water. All procedures were approved by the Pennsylvania State University
Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee.
Hemiparkinsonism was induced in 34 rats by the animal vendor (CRL) by lesioning the
left nigrostriatal pathway with a stereotactic injection of 6-hydroxydopamine (6-OHDA) into the
medial forebrain bundle using a modified version of the classic Ungerstedt paradigm (Ungerstedt
and Arbuthnott 1970; Lieu, Kunselman et al. 2010).
The remaining 10 rats stayed without any treatment (Normal control). The HP rats were
randomly assigned to one of two groups: HP control (N=8) and FVM transplanted (N=26).
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Behavioral Tests
Following a 3 week recovery period, lesioned rats were challenged with apomorphine
HCl (0.2 mg/kg, SC) at 3 and 5 weeks after 6-OHDA exposure. Apomorphine-induced rotations
(APIRs) were counted in an automated “rotometer” (San Diego Instruments). Only rats with more
than 245 rotations over 35 minutes were used in the study, to ensure adequate lesioning.
Transplanted rats were retested approximately every two weeks, up to 12 weeks.
In the transplanted group, a modified version of the extended body axis bias test
(EBABT) (Borlongan and Sanberg 1995) was used to measure posturing activity (Lieu,
Kunselman et al. 2010). Each rat was placed individually in a plastic testing cage. After attaining
a neutral position with all four limbs touching the bottom of the cage, the rat was vertically lifted
by the base of the tail so its head was approximately 1 inch from the cage bottom. The first
direction of body deviation away from vertical axis of 10° was recorded during a 5s interval. An
ipsilateral turn towards the lesioned side was scored with a +1, contralateral turn away from
lesioned side scored as -1, and no bias as 0. Five trials were summed for each test, and each test
was repeated twice per time point. In contrast to the APIR which is a forced measure of the
dopaminergic striatal sensitivity due to nigrostriatal deinnervation, the EBABT is a spontaneous
activity test which measures the tendency of the rat to swing to a particular side when held briefly
upside-down by its tail.
A combined behavioral improvement index was created by adding the percent APIR
improvement divided by the maximum possible percent APIR improvement to the percent
EBABT improvement divided by the maximum possible percent EBABT improvement.

Tissue Preparation and Transplantation
Ventral mesencephalic tissue was harvested from embryonic day 13.5 C57BL/6 mouse
fetuses. Under pentobarbital anesthesia, the fetuses were removed from the pregnant mother. The
ventral mesencephalons were dissected under aseptic conditions and were placed in Dulbecco’s
modified Eagle’s medium. The FVM tissue was dissociated into a single cell suspension (Yurek,
Fletcher et al. 2009) and kept on ice until transplantation. A final cell concentration of
approximately 100,000 cells/µl was used, with a 90-98% viability as confirmed with trypan blue
staining. Each rat was anesthetized and placed into a stereotaxic frame. One µl of cell suspension
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was injected at two depths into three striatal sites (AP 1.7, 0.7, -0.3; ML 2.5, 2.5, 3.5; DV -6.0/5.0, -6.5/-5.5, -6.5/-5.5) at the rate of 1µl/min, for a total of 600,000 cells per rat. The stereotaxic
frame’s incisor bar was set at -3.3 mm for all rats. All transplanted rats were immunosuppressed
for the duration of the experiment with daily injections of cyclosporine (10 mg/kg SC) to prevent
graft rejection.

Anesthetized electrophysiological recordings
The electrophysiological experiments were conducted twelve weeks after the
transplantation and after final behavioral tests. The rats were deeply anesthetized with urethane,
with nominal initial dose 1.3 g/kg (i.p.) and additional doses given as needed to maintain surgical
anesthesia depth as checked by the foot pinch and corneal reflex. Tungsten microelectrodes (5-7
MΩ, FHC Inc) were used for extracellular single unit recordings, and the signal was preamplified
and filtered between 500 Hz – 10 kHz (ISO-80, WPI) and digitized at 25000 samples per second
(Micro1401, CED, UK). A stainless steel screw implanted into the left occipital cranial bone was
used as the ground reference. Single units were identified online using an oscilloscope and audio
monitor. Spike sorting was refined offline using principal component analysis (Spike 2, CED,
UK). Each single unit was recorded for a period sufficient to capture at least 500 spikes, and at
least 120 seconds. Recording sessions were typically followed by an electrolytic coagulation of
20 µA (anodal) for 5 minutes at the level of the nuclei, for subsequent histological localization.
Localization within the nuclei was confirmed in three ways. First, the depth of the electrode tip
was correlated to a rat brain atlas (Paxinos and Watson 1997). Second, firing characteristics of
landmarks in the brain were monitored using an audio loudspeaker. Third, recording tracks and
electrocoagulations were histologically confirmed in the STN and SNr.
EEG and LFP signals were recorded together with the microelectrode single unit
recordings. For EEG recording, a stainless steel screw was implanted above bregma and another
screw above motor cortex (AP +3.7 ± 1.0mm, ML +2.5), and the EEG signal recorded as the
potential difference between these screws was subsequently filtered between 0.1 Hz - 500 Hz
(3500, A-M Systems), amplified, and digitized at 1000 samples per second. A screw implanted
into the ipsilateral occipital bone was used as a ground reference and was connected by wire to
the stereotaxic frame, the metal case of the preamplifier, and the faraday cage surrounding the
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frame. The LFP signal was taken from the tip of the microelectrode, filtered between 3 Hz – 500
Hz, amplified, and digitized at 1000 samples per second.
The EEG signal allowed classification of the recording by brain activation state: either
slow-wave activity (SWA), dominated by large amplitude waves at approximately 1 Hz, or global
activation (GA), characterized by smaller amplitude waves with peak frequency between 2-4 Hz
(Magill, Bolam et al. 2000; Magill, Bolam et al. 2001; Clement, Richard et al. 2008). Recordings
were excluded if they were less than 120 seconds in length, if they could not be classified as
clearly either pure SWA or pure GA, if they contained spontaneous transitions between brain
states, or if their spike isolation or LFP signal quality was contaminated by electrical artifacts.

Analysis of electrophysiological data
In addition to the firing rate, the coefficient of variation of the spike ISI sequence was
computed for each record as a measure of the regularity of the spike firing. A burst index was
computed as the mode ISI divided by the mean ISI, where higher burst indices indicate burst
firing (Levy, Dostrovsky et al. 2001). Individual bursts were also detected using the poisson
surprise method using surprise threshold 5 or greater (Legendy and Salcman 1985; Wichmann
and Soares 2006), and were used to analyze the proportion of spikes in bursts. The density
discharge histogram (DDH) of each neural recording was compared with the DDH of a poisson
random process. If a goodness of fit test did not show a significant difference between the
computed DDH and the poisson density, the recording was classified as “poisson”. Otherwise,
the recording was classified as “regular” if the variance of the DDH was less than one or “bursty”
if the variance was greater than one (Kaneoke and Vitek 1996; Levy, Dostrovsky et al. 2001).
The sample entropy was computed as a measure of spike randomness, using an
embedding dimension of 2 and a tolerance of 0.2 times the standard deviation (Richman and
Moorman 2000). Oscillatory cells were detected by thresholding the spectral density of the ISIs,
with the threshold set to 5 SD of 50 randomly reshuffled versions of the ISI sequence and a
minimum of 10 consecutive points above the threshold (Soares, Kliem et al. 2004).
The spectra of the EEG and LFP were computed using a Welch periodogram in a custom
Matlab (Mathworks, Inc) script. Prior to computation of the periodogram, signals were filtered
offline at 1–99 Hz, pre-normalized by the RMS power, and downsampled to 200 samples per
second. The Fourier transform length for the spectra and magnitude squared coherence was 256
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samples, with periodogram overlap of 64 samples. The spectra were normalized by the total
summed power in the 5-59 Hz and 61-95 Hz bands to avoid the 60 Hz line noise peak.
To assess the degree of synchrony between LFPs and neuronal spikes, spike-triggered
averages (STAs) of the LFP and EEG were computed for each spike train in a 6-second window
around each spike using a custom Matlab script. Randomized STAs were also computed by
shuffling the ISIs before computing the STA. Peak-to-peak STA magnitudes were computed
excluding the 15 ms around the spike to avoid LFP spike artifacts.

Histology
At the end of the recording session, rats were euthanized by transcardial perfusion of
heparinized saline followed by paraformaldehyde-lysine-periodate (PLP) fixative (McLean and
Nakane 1974; Subramanian, Marchionini et al. 2002; Lieu, Kunselman et al. 2010). Each brain
was frozen and sectioned coronally into ten wells at a thickness of 40 µm or 60 µm. Sections in
one or more wells were stained for cresyl violet to localize the electrocoagulation lesions and
microelectrode tracks, and for tyrosine hydroxylase (TH) to confirm lesion-induced nigral cell
loss and localize the striatal graft (Lieu, Deogaonkar et al. 2011). Graft derived TH-positive
neurons in each animal were estimated using design-based systematic random sampling and the
optical fractionator method of unbiased stereology (StereoInvestigator, Micro Bright Field) (Lieu,
Deogaonkar et al. 2011). Every 5th or 10th section through the striatum was evaluated. Briefly,
the graft area was first outlined at low magnification (4x). A sampling site grid was then
computer-generated with unbiased counting frames (125 x 125 mm) and superimposed onto the
graft area outline. Top and bottom guard zones of 10% were applied to each site. Section
thickness was measured at each site and counts for grafted TH+ neurons were performed at high
magnification (40x). Total graft TH+ neurons for each hemisphere were then calculated using the
Stereo Investigator software.

Statistical analyses
The statistical significance of graft-induced changes in rotational behavior was assessed
with an ANOVA followed by post-hoc T-tests with Dunnett’s Multiple Comparison Test.
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EBABT results were compared using a Mann-Whitney rank-sum test because the data were
nongaussian. The criteria for including data from a given rat in the final statistical analysis were:
(1) TH-stained sections showing definite surviving grafts in at least 2 separate grafted sites in the
striatum (meeting the conditions for stereological estimation), and (2) histological confirmation of
electrocoagulation or electrode track in the STN or SNr.
Electrophysiological values were first tested by group using the Jarque-Bera normality
test, and subsequently compared using the Kruskal-Wallis (KW) nonparametric analysis of
variance (ANOVA) when found to be significantly nongaussian. Group KW ANOVAs were
followed by pairwise rank-sum tests with the Tukey-Kramer Honest Significant Difference
(HSD) correction (using p < 0.05) if the KW test was significant. Fisher’s exact 2x2 test was
used to compare the oscillatory proportions and the DDH burst pattern proportions (combining
regular and poisson categories together).
The 95% confidence interval for coherence plots was computed based on the framework
of (Halliday, Rosenberg et al. 1995). The coherences in selected bands were also summed and
compared using a KW ANOVA with post-hoc pairwise rank-sum tests with the HSD correction.
The mean peak magnitudes of the STAs were compared between groups using a KW
ANOVA and post-hoc rank-sum tests with the HSD correction. The mean peak STA magnitudes
of each group were also compared directly with the mean peak magnitudes of the corresponding
randomized STAs using pairwise rank-sum tests.

Results

Histology and Behavior
As expected, the 6-OHDA lesions of the medial forebrain bundle (MFB) produced an
approximately 95%-97% unilateral loss of TH-positive dopaminergic neurons in the substantia
nigra pars compacta and substantial reduction of TH expression in the ipsilateral striatum
(Figures 1A, 1D). Electrode tracks were histologically confirmed in the SNr and STN (Figures 21H and 2-1-I).
Nine transplanted rats showed definite surviving striatal grafts with TH-positive neurons.
Figures 2-1B and 2-1C show an example striatal graft. Each identified graft site in each animal
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had healthy- appearing TH positive neurons and graft derived TH-positive neurites around the
graft that appeared to innervate the surrounding denervated striatum. Graft-derived TH-positive
cells were also DAT-positive (Figures 2-1 E-G) confirming their dopaminergic status.
The nine rats with surviving grafts fell naturally into two categories: five showed large,
robust grafts with many surviving cells, and four showed small grafts with few surviving cells.
The discrimination between the large graft and small graft groups was based on stereological cell
counts, using an arbitrary threshold of 4000 cells. The mean count of TH-positive grafted neurons
in the large graft group was 8975 ± 2386 (standard error of the mean, SEM), with coefficient of
error 0.18 ± 0.01. The mean in the small graft group was 1471 ± 328 neurons with coefficient of
error 0.29 ± 0.03. Although this range of surviving graft size was not the intended result of our
transplantation paradigm, it gave us the opportunity to analyze the electrophysiology from these
two groups separately to evaluate whether the size of the striatal graft had a differential effect on
the downstream firing rates and patterns.

Figure 2-1 – Histology. (A) Sample tyrosine hydroxylase (TH) stained section of HP rat showing lesioned left striatum, (B) sample
TH stained section of transplanted rat showing lesioned left striatum with surviving TH-positive cell transplant, (C) Higher magnification of
boxed area in (B), (D) TH stained section confirming denervation of left substantia nigra pars compacta, (E) Immunofluorescent staining
showing typical graft derived TH-positive cells and their neurites, (F) Immunofluorescent staining of the same area as (E) showing DATpositive graft cells and their neurites, (G) Composite overlay of (E) and (F), (H) Cresyl violet stained section showing electrode track into
subthalamic nucleus (STN), (I) Cresyl violet stained section showing electrode track into substantia nigra pars reticulata (SNr),. Scalebars:
1mm for A, B, D, H, I; 250um for C; 100um for E, F, G.
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Normal (10 rats)
HP (8 rats)
Small Graft (4 rats)
Large Graft (5 rats)
LFP Recordings
Normal (10 rats)
HP (8 rats)
Small Graft (4 rats)
Large Graft (5 rats)

Single Unit Recordings

Table 2-1 – Number of recordings.
GA
30
18
7
20
23
21
8
20

SWA
33
40
21
33
36
40
24
38

SNr

43
34
17
29

SWA
42
27
19
27

STN

10
19
15
13

GA
12
18
17
14

Figure 2-2 – Behavioral Tests. (A) Apomorphine-induced rotations showing behavioral improvement at 1, 2, and 3 months after
transplant (** p < 0.01 compared to Pre-tx). (B) Extended Body Axis Bias Test showing reduction of percent swings to preferred side at 3
months (* p < 0.05). (C) Regression of stereological cell count against the behavioral improvement index, the sum of the APIR and EBABT
score percentages, each normalized to their respective maximum possible improvement.
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Figure 2-3 – Sample waveforms. These recordings are from an STN neuron in a rat from the large graft group. A spontaneous
transition is visible between SWA (left half) to GA (right half), with characteristic EEG spectra changes between the two states as shown.
Voltage axes are shown in arbitrary units. LFP signals were filtered from 3-500 Hz, so any peaks visible below 3 Hz are attenuated. This
particular section was not used in the analysis because of the transition, but is shown here for illustrative purposes.
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As shown in Figure 2-2, both the “large graft” and “small graft” groups showed APIR
improvement at months 1, 2, and 3 compared to pre-transplant (p<0.05), but only the large graft
group showed improvements in the EBABT (p<0.05). The correlation of cell count against
behavioral improvement index was significant (p < 0.01), with an R2 value of 0.8055. We did
not observe graft-induced dyskinesias in any of the rats.
The remaining 17 transplanted rats were excluded from the analysis for one of the
following reasons: (a) the perfusion or TH histology was problematic allowing no firm
conclusion to be made about graft survival (10 rats), (b) surviving cells were seen but were all
misplaced outside the boundary of the striatum (1 rat), or (c) no surviving TH-positive graft cells
were seen but not enough total neurons were recorded to make a valid “no-graft-seen” control
group to compare with the other groups (6 rats).

Electrophysiology
Figure 2-3 shows a sample neural recording, including a transition from SWA to GA
states. Table 2-1 lists the numbers of neuronal spiketrains and LFP waveforms recorded in the
different groups and brain activation states. When possible, neurons were recorded from both
SWA and GA states, but these transitions were deliberately kept spontaneous rather than
manipulated (e.g. by paw pinch or thermal stimuli, cf. (Mallet, Pogosyan et al. 2008)), causing
some unevenness of sampling among the different activation states.
Firing rates in the SWA state were significantly different between groups in the SNr (p <
0.05) but not in the STN (Figure 2-4A). Post-hoc testing showed that the only significant
difference in the SNr was that the large graft group had lower firing rates than the small graft
group.
Firing patterns in the SWA state in both SNr and STN showed increased burstiness in the
HP state and a restoration of burstiness toward more normal levels in the large graft group
(Figures 2-4B-G). In the SNr this trend was significant in the CV (p < 0.001), proportion of
spikes in bursts (p < 0.001), and DDH range (p < 0.001). In each of these measures, post-hoc
tests showed that the HP group and the small graft group were burstier than the normal group, and
the large graft group was restored to a level not statistically different from the normal group.
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Additionally, the sample entropy was reduced in the HP and small graft groups (p < 0.001)
restored to normal levels in the large graft group. The proportion of SNr cells classified as bursty
by the Poisson DDH comparison increased in the HP group, but the trend did not reach statistical
significance (Fisher’s exact 2-sided test, p = 0.068).
In the STN, the same pattern was seen of increased burstiness in the HP group and
restoration to normal levels in the large graft group. This trend was significant in the Poisson
DDH comparison (Fisher’s exact 2-sided test, p = 0.025 between normal and HP, p = 0.0046
between HP and large graft) and proportion of spikes in bursts (p < 0.05). Post-hoc tests showed
that the large graft group was significantly less bursty than the HP control group in the CV, burst
index, DDH range, and sample entropy metrics.
The small graft group showed mixed results in both SNr and STN, with burstiness levels
closer to the normal group in some measures, and closer to the HP group in other measures. The
majority of measures showed the burstiness of the small graft group falling between that of the
HP group and the large graft group.
The percent of oscillatory SNr neurons was significantly higher in the HP group
compared to the normal group (p = 0.022). In the small graft group, the percent of oscillatory
SNr neurons was even higher than in the HP group (p = 0.0025, between HP and small graft
group). The percent of oscillatory SNr neurons in the large graft group was restored to normal
levels. The STN showed a similar trend. The HP oscillatory percentage was not significantly
increased from normal, but the small graft group had more oscillatory neurons than the normal
group (p = 0.0023).
In the GA state, firing rates did not significantly differ between groups in either the SNr
or STN (Figure 2-5A).
Firing patterns in the GA state were less bursty overall than in the SWA state in both SNr
and STN, and smaller differences were seen between the groups than in the SWA state. In the
SNr, the DDH range showed an increase in burstiness in the HP group (p < 0.01). The sample
entropy showed a significant reduction in the HP group (p < 0.05) and the percent of oscillatory
neurons was higher in the HP group than in the normal group (Fisher’s exact 2-sided test, p =
0.022). By contrast, the small graft and large graft groups did not show any significant
differences in firing pattern from the normal group.
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Figure 2-4 - Firing rates and patterns of SNR and STN neurons during SWA data segments (* p < 0.05 compared to normal control; # p
< 0.05 compared to HP control; & p < 0.05, && p < 0.01, &&& p < 0.001 compared to small graft group). Legend in E also applies to
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Figure 2-5 - Firing rates and patterns of SNR and STN neurons during GA data segments (* p < 0.05 compared to normal control).
Legend in E also applies to A, B, C, F, and G.
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In the SWA state, the mean EEG spectra showed a slight increase in power above 30 Hz
in the large graft group (Figure 2-6). This increase was also seen in the SNr LFPs and in the
EEG-LFP coherence, especially in the 30-55 Hz band. Quantification of this effect by summing
the power in the 30-55 Hz coherence band showed a significant increase in the large graft group
(p < 0.05). However, this peak was seen primarily in only two out of the five rats, from which a
large number of recordings were obtained (Figures 2-9 and 2-10). To visualize the coherence
results in another way that deemphasizes the variability of contributions from rats with greater or
lesser numbers of recordings, the mean of each rat’s mean coherences was also computed (Figure
2-6 inset). This mean showed smaller differences between the groups (statistics not performed
because of small sample size). The STN in the SWA state showed an increase in the 10-15 Hz
band in the HP and large graft groups (p < 0.05). However, while the differences between groups
were significant in the 10-15 Hz band in the SNr and STN in the SWA state, these peaks did not
cross the coherence significance level, and were thus not considered significant in summary Table
2-2. All rat groups showed a significant coherence peak in the 30-55 Hz band, with no significant
differences seen between groups in this band.
In the GA state, a significant peak was seen in the 10-15 Hz band in the HP group in both
the SNr and STN. This peak was significantly reduced in the small graft group SNr and in the
large graft group SNr and STN. However, these peaks were seen primarily in one rat in each
group, and the average of each rat’s mean coherences (Figure 2-6 inset) showed smaller
differences between the groups in this band. The HP SNr and the small graft group STN also
showed significantly increased coherence in the 30-55 Hz band compared to the normal group.
In the SWA state, STAs showed a trend toward increased post-spike amplitude in the HP
and small graft groups from both the LFP and EEG waveforms (Figure 2-7). This trend was
significant in the EEG (p < 0.05, post-hoc rank-sum tests on peak-to-peak amplitudes).
Additionally, the LFP showed significant modulation in the small graft SNr and the HP STN, but
no significant modulation in either SNr or STN of the normal and large graft groups.
In the GA state, the majority of groups showed significant STA modulation, but no
significant differences between groups were observed.
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Figure 2-6 - Spectral measures. Top row: mean EEG log-spectra (bold lines) and SEM (thin lines) across all recordings in each group.
Power units are arbitrary. Second row: mean LFP log-spectra (bold lines) and SEM (thin lines) across all recordings in each group (the
spike at 60 Hz in the LFP spectra is due to line noise). Power units are arbitrary. Third row: mean EEG-LFP coherence (bold lines) and
SEM (thin lines) across all recordings in each group. Inset: mean of each rat's mean coherence (bold lines) and SEM (thin lines). The black
dashed line shows the 95% significance level for the number of windows used. Bottom row: summed coherence in the 10-15 Hz band and
the 30-55 Hz band to highlight the differences in these regions (* p < 0.05 compared to normal control; # p < 0.05 compared to HP control).
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Figure 2-7 - Spike-triggered waveform averages for SNr. In each box, top four rows show the mean STAs for each group (bold lines) with
the SEM (thin lines). Dotted lines show the maximum and minimum of the mean randomized STAs. The bar graphs show the mean peak
STAs (black) and the mean peak randomized STAs (white) for each group regions (*** p < 0.001 comparing the randomized STA to the
corresponding un-randomized STA; # p < 0.05 compared to the normal control group STA).
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Figure 2-9 - SNr SWA spectral measures and spike firing measures for all neurons with good
quality EEG/LFP recordings. Hotter colors are more positive on an arbitrary logarithmic scale.
The horizontal axis shows the recording number. Black and white alternating line in center shows
the neural recordings coming from different rats.
Discussion

This was the first study to systematically compare the electrophysiological properties of
STN and SNr neurons before and after striatal dopaminergic transplantation (local continuous
dopaminergic stimulation restoration paradigm) in parkinsonian animals. In striatal-grafted rats
that showed good behavioral recovery and xenograft survival at 3 months, we found that firing
rates in the SNr and STN were unchanged compared to normal controls, but bursting firing
patterns in the STN were normalized in the group with large surviving graft. This finding is
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Figure 2-10 - STN SWA spectral measures and spike firing measures for all neurons with good
quality EEG/LFP recordings. Hotter colors are more positive on an arbitrary logarithmic scale.
The horizontal axis shows the recording number. Black and white alternating line in center shows
the neural recordings coming from different rats.

similar to what has been reported in a single case report of FVM transplanted patient who
underwent pallidal recordings (Richardson, Freed et al. 2011). The LFP power and coherence to
the EEG showed some reduction in the beta band in the FVM group, but the changes were not seen
in all rats.
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Firing Rates

The literature is not unanimous on typical firing rates in the urethane-anesthetized SNr and
STN in the normal and HP conditions. Although many studies report SNr and STN firing rate
increases in the HP condition (Breit, Martin et al. 2008), some studies report no change or even a
rate decrease (Rohlfs, Nikkhah et al. 1997; Ni, Bouali-Benazzouz et al. 2001; Tseng, Kasanetz et
al. 2001; Walters, Hu et al. 2007).
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Figure 2-11 - SNr GA spectral measures and spike firing measures for all neurons with good
quality EEG/LFP recordings. Hotter colors are more positive on an arbitrary logarithmic scale.
The horizontal axis shows the recording number. Black and white alternating line in center shows
the neural recordings coming from different rats.
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Figure 2-12 - STN GA spectral measures and spike firing measures for all neurons with good
quality EEG/LFP recordings. Hotter colors are more positive on an arbitrary logarithmic scale.
The horizontal axis shows the recording number. Black and white alternating line in center shows
the neural recordings coming from different rats.
We did not see any significant firing rate changes between control and grafted groups,
supporting the idea that parkinsonian electrophysiology may be more correlated with pathological
patterns than with rate changes (see discussion of rate model in Chapter 1). This result should be
confirmed in future single-neuronal recordings in awake grafted monkey experiments to show
that these effects are not simply due to anesthesia. Furthermore, it remains to be investigated
whether anesthesia substantially modulates the basal ganglia nuclei directly or whether it
primarily affects the cortex, which then indirectly modulates the basal ganglia.
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Our firing rate results from the grafted groups contrast with results from intermittent
pharmacological dopamine replacement therapy (PDRT). During PDRT, SNr firing has been
shown to slow while STN rates are typically unchanged (Levy, Dostrovsky et al. 2001; Gilmour,
Lieu et al. 2011). The difference between the rate changes effected by transplants and PDRT
could be due to the notion that grafts provide CDS whereas PRDT is intermittent. The exact
mechanisms underlying this plasticity remain to be elucidated.

Firing Patterns
There is broad agreement in the literature that BG firing patterns become more bursty in
the parkinsonian condition (Bergman, Wichmann et al. 1994; Rohlfs, Nikkhah et al. 1997; Magill,
Bolam et al. 2001; Ni, Bouali-Benazzouz et al. 2001; Tseng, Kasanetz et al. 2001; Breit, Martin et
al. 2008; Parr-Brownlie, Poloskey et al. 2009). One explanation for this increased burstiness is
that these bursts are due to rebound firing in the STN after inhibition from the GPe with the
neurotransmitter gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA) (Bevan, Atherton et al. 2006). Another
explanation is that dopamine depletion increases the excitability of striatal medium spiny neurons
(MSNs), allowing cortical slow waves to have a larger effect on downstream BG firing patterns
(Tseng, Kasanetz et al. 2001; Murer, Tseng et al. 2002). Our results corroborated this observation
of increased burstiness in both the SNr and STN. However, the effects were much more
pronounced in the SWA state than the GA state. This accords with previous reports which show
reduction of bursting activity in the GA state (Magill, Bolam et al. 2000; Magill, Bolam et al.
2001), suggesting that grafts may provide normalization in both brain activation states but the
contrast is much more obvious in the SWA state due to its intrinsically higher burstiness.
In the transplanted groups, our results confirm the hypothesis that dopaminergic grafts
exert a normalizing effect on the STN firing patterns. Future studies should probe the
mechanisms behind this normalization. It is possible that local restoration of dopamine reverses
the striatal polarization changes which have been shown to increase corticostriatal transmission of
the cortical rhythms (Tseng, Kasanetz et al. 2001). Besnard and colleagues recently performed a
related experiment to ours using orthotopic dopaminergic transplantation into the SNC in the HP
mouse model. Their observation of fewer bursting neurons in their grafted mouse group suggests
that local restoration of dopamine near the SNr may have some similar effects on the firing
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patterns as the striatal dopamine restoration effects that we report here (Besnard, Decressac et al.
2010).
The observation of differential effects of striatal dopaminergic transplants in SWA and
GA reinforces the importance of measuring brain state via EEG monitoring during BG
electrophysiology experiments. While anesthetized recordings are not a substitute to recordings
in awake animals, the reported results provide motivation for future studies in awake animals
using an identical transplantation paradigm. This would allow comparison of the effects of
natural sleep, wakefulness, and movement on electrophysiology in this rat model of PD with
striatal dopaminergic transplants. There is also some recent clinical evidence that CDS reduces
sleep disturbances (Trenkwalder, Kies et al. 2011), fitting with the electrophysiological
normalization we observed in this experiment.
More research should also be performed in the future to assess the effects of varying
graft-host connectivity on electrophysiological normalization (Soderstrom, Meredith et al. 2008).
The experimental paradigm described here could serve as a model to test the downstream
neurophysiological normalization capabilities of next generation pluripotent stem cells that have
the potential to provide customized patient-specific therapeutic options for PD.
Similar to our graft effect results, high frequency electrical stimulation of the STN has
been shown to reduce burstiness in the SNr (Maltete, Jodoin et al. 2007) and STN (Shi, Luo et al.
2006), supporting the notion that a reduction in burstiness correlates with antiparkinsonian
therapeutic improvement.
The observed effect of grafts in reducing burstiness contrasts with PDRT. Intermittent
apomorphine and levodopa have been shown to increase bursting activity of SNr and STN
neurons (Murer, Riquelme et al. 1997; Levy, Dostrovsky et al. 2001; Gilmour, Lieu et al. 2011),
possibly because of the pulsatile nature of the stimulation as opposed to the putative restoration of
CDS via dopaminergic cell transplantation. This hypothesis requires further testing, and further
steps in this comparison are described in Chapters 4 and 5.
The differential effect of small versus large dopaminergic grafts on downstream BG
electrophysiology is another novel and interesting finding. This conclusion fits with previous
literature suggesting that larger grafts provide better behavioral symptomatic amelioration
(Mukhida, Baker et al. 2001).
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Neural Firing Oscillations
Previous studies have shown that synchronous spiking oscillations appear in the output
nuclei of the BG in the parkinsonian state (Nini, Feingold et al. 1995; Hurtado, Gray et al. 1999;
Levy, Hutchison et al. 2000; Raz, Vaadia et al. 2000), and PDRT has been shown to reduce these
oscillations in the GPi (Heimer, Rivlin-Etzion et al. 2006). In both the SNr and STN in the SWA
condition, our small graft group showed increased oscillatory activity compared to the HP group,
whereas our large graft group showed reduction and restoration to normal percentages. In the GA
condition, the STN showed the same trend but the SNr showed the same amount of normalization
in both small graft and large graft groups. The differences in the GA condition were not as
significant as in the SWA condition. These results support the conclusion that graft induced
resupply of dopamine mediates a normalization of oscillatory firing patterns, with larger grafts
providing better normalization.

Sample entropy
The large graft group showed a full restoration of the sample entropies in the SNr and
STN, especially in the SWA condition. The small graft group showed a much less pronounced
effect, as would be expected. The information-theoretic randomness of a spike train is an
independent metric to the burstiness and ISI variability, as demonstrated by (Kostal and Lansky
2007), although increases in burstiness often reduce entropy because of the increased ISI
predictability relative to the ISI standard deviation within bursts.
By comparison, PDRT has been shown to reduce SNR entropy even further than the
parkinsonian condition (Lafreniere-Roula, Darbin et al. 2010). Interestingly, while DBS reduces
burstiness and PDRT does not, both DBS and PDRT cause similar reductions in entropy in BG
output nuclei (Dorval, Russo et al. 2008; Gilmour, Lieu et al. 2011). However, this is likely
through different mechanisms: the entropy reduction seen in PDRT may be primarily due to the
increased predictability of interspike intervals in the presence of bursts, whereas DBS reduces
entropy by phase-locking neuronal spikes to a multiple of the stimulus train.
By contrast, dopaminergic grafts may reduce the burstiness of the BG in a fundamentally
different manner than DBS. Instead of forcing the BG output into a rigid synchronicity with the
stimulus train, the continual release of dopamine from the striatal transplants may restore
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physiological firing of the striatum, STN, and downstream nuclei, allowing firing at higher
entropy levels that are closer to normal patterns without the bursting activity that emerges in the
dopamine-depleted state. Future preclinical transplant experiments should investigate the sample
entropy in the awake state, for increased clinical relevance.

LFPs and LFP-EEG coherences
Overall, we observed variability in the coherence peaks observed between rats and within
the recording session from the same rat (Figures 2-9 and 2-10). We observed some small peaks
in the low beta band (10-15 Hz) and in the low gamma band (30-55 Hz) in some HP rats, but we
did not see the robust pattern of all HP rats showing pronounced mid-beta band (20 Hz) activity
in the GA state which some other laboratories have reported and which has been linked to human
parkinsonism (Brown 2003; Mallet, Pogosyan et al. 2008; Mallet, Pogosyan et al. 2008). Despite
the variability between rats, it is plausible that the observed lack of a low beta peak in the grafted
groups is due to the grafts’ chronic replenishment of dopamine. The increase in the large graft
group in the gamma band has two potential interpretations. It may be analogous to gamma peaks
found in healthy awake rats in other studies (Brown, Kupsch et al. 2002), or it may be considered
an outlier due to the fact that it was mainly seen in only one rat. The latter hypothesis is far more
likely because even our anesthetized rats from the normal group did not show the gamma peak
which has been measured in awake healthy rats.
Some recent findings in other experiments and other species have also shown variability
in the link between parkinsonism and beta and gamma LFP activity. For example, Avila and
colleagues showed that awake HP rats showed beta activity primarily in particular activity
paradigms, not at all times (Avila, Parr-Brownlie et al. 2010). In human patients, while most
parkinsonian patients undergoing intraoperative recordings show beta oscillations while off
medications, substantial variability may be involved. Giannicola and colleagues reported that
three out of nine patients did not show beta peaks (Giannicola, Marceglia et al. 2010), and de
Solages and colleagues reported coherence peaks occurring within a wide spectral range of 10-35
Hz (de Solages, Hill et al. 2010). Thus the presence and location of coherence peaks may be a
transient and variable phenomenon. We did not see any significant 60-100 Hz peaks in any
groups, differing from some published studies in the awake rat (Brown, Kupsch et al. 2002) but
similar to other studies (Avila, Parr-Brownlie et al. 2010).
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In light of the beta and gamma LFP oscillation variability in our results and in the
literature, it is not yet fully clear how dopaminergic grafts affect this activity. Additional future
investigation is warranted to elucidate the exact connection between LFP activity and
parkinsonism and to clarify the effect of transplant therapy on this activity.

Spike-triggered averages
The large graft group mean peak EEG STA and LFP STA were not statistically different
from the normal group in both SNr and STN in both brain activation states. By contrast, the HP
and small graft groups tended to have higher STAs, and this trend was significant in the EEG in
both SWA and GA states. This result suggests that the synchronization of individual neuronal
output spikes to their local input potentials and distant cortical circuit potentials was partially
normalized by the large surviving grafts. This normalization was not complete, and in some cases
(such as the EEG STA in the GA state) the large graft group showed STA modulation whereas
the normal group did not. But overall, the data suggest that the striatal grafts affected the
downstream nuclei by partly decoupling the neurons’ outputs from their field potential inputs,
making the parkinsonian BG more normal. This fits with other reports such as those from
Bergman and colleagues which show that in the parkinsonian state there is increased crosstalk
between neurons in the BG output nuclei (Heimer, Bar-Gad et al. 2002; Goldberg, Rokni et al.
2004; Heimer, Rivlin-Etzion et al. 2006), which is partially normalized by administration of
PDRT. The fact that the majority of the STA waveform modulation occurred after the spike may
emphasize the feedback-loop aspect of the STN connections through the cortex and other areas.
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Table 2-2 – Summary of electrophysiological changes in the large graft group compared to HP
control group (- means “no significant change”, ▲ means “increase”, ▼ means “decrease”, *
denotes significant difference between groups but the peak did not cross the coherence
significance level, ** denotes the peak which was significantly increased but seen in only one of
the five rats). Burstiness row shows the combined result of the five burstiness metrics.
Large Graft Effects
SNr
STN
SWA
GA
SWA
GA
Firing Rate
▼
▼
Burstiness
▲
▲
Sample Entropy
▼
▼
▼
Oscillations
*
▼
*
▼
Low Beta EEG-LFP Coherence
**
▼
Gamma EEG-LFP Coherence
LFP STA magnitude
▼
EEG STA magnitude

Implications and Clinical Relevance
Several models of parkinsonian pathophysiology have been described which emphasize
various BG changes, such as firing rate changes in the striatal direct and indirect pathways
(Albin, Young et al. 1989; DeLong 1990), LFP antikinetic and prokinetic oscillations (Brown,
Oliviero et al. 2001; Brown and Williams 2005; Hammond, Bergman et al. 2007), increased
synchrony between neighboring neurons (Heimer, Bar-Gad et al. 2002), and excessive bursting
activity (Sanderson, Mavoungou et al. 1986; Bergman, Wichmann et al. 1994). Our results
emphasize the firing patterns (bursts, oscillations, and entropies) as being the most unambiguous
correlate of parkinsonism in the anesthetized 6OHDA rat model (Table 2-2). We did not see
significant rate changes in the HP state. The LFP changes we saw were variable between rats. The
STA changes we observed were consistent with, but did not directly measure, the synchrony
changes between neighboring neurons reported in the literature.
The firing patterns were robustly altered in the HP state and restored by the large grafts.
This normalization suggests that CDS is an important therapeutic paradigm which is able to
normalize electrophysiological parameters un-normalized by PDRT. Because of this and because
of the evidence supporting the therapeutic effectiveness of CDS, it is worthy of further
investigation in the ongoing search for PD therapies that avoid the long-term side effects of
PDRT.
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Conclusion
Our results confirm the hypothesis that dopaminergic cell grafts into the striatum have a
normalizing effect downstream on the bursty firing patterns, neuronal oscillations, low beta EEGLFP coherence, STAs, and firing entropies in the SNr and STN. These electrophysiological
results from the transplanted groups were associated with behavioral improvements and TH
positive graft-derived partial reinnervation of the host striatum in this xenotransplant paradigm.
This suggests that with future advances in cell transplantation techniques which lead to improved
cell survival and optimized host-graft integration, better electrophysiological normalization may
be achieved than currently possible with intermittent PDRT, potentially providing therapeutic
benefits with fewer side effects.
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Chapter 3 – Multiscale autoregressive with exogenous input modeling of the
cortico-basal ganglia connection in normal and hemiparkinsonian rats2

2

This chapter is a modified version of the paper “Multiscale autoregressive identification of

neuroelectrophysiological systems” published in Computational and Mathematical Methods in Medicine,
2012, pp. 3276-89, authors Gilmour, Timothy; Subramanian, Thyagarajan; Lagoa, Constantino; and
Jenkins, W. Kenneth. TG, TS, CL, and WJ conceived the study. TG conducted experiments, analyzed the
data, and wrote the manuscript. All authors finalized the manuscript.
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Introduction
The previous chapter established that grafts can effect partial normalization of the
bursting firing patterns in the parkinsonian BG. This chapter describes a novel modeling
application for better understanding of the system-level changes seen between the normal and
parkinsonian BG.
Complex systems such as the brain are difficult to analyze because of the huge number of
individual neuronal/synaptic paths between nuclei, the nonlinear nature of neuronal connections,
and the operation at multiple time scales. One approach is to use simple low-order linear models
to approximate the transfer function relationship, such as autoregressive with exogenous input
(ARX) models. The advantage of using linear ARX models is that there is no need to estimate
nonlinearity parameters, and less training data is required. However, the performance of such
models depends crucially on the model order, scale, and pre-filtering. To mitigate this
dependency, a multiscale version of the autoregressive with exogenous input (MS-ARX) model
has recently been developed (Nounou and Nounou 2007). The MS-ARX model allows automatic
selection of the optimal scale for the ARX prediction.
In this experiment the MS-ARX model was adapted and applied to evaluate the degree of
information transfer between cortical EEG and STN LFP signals.

Methods

Autoregressive System Identification
The ARX model is a common method to predict output signals from an unknown system
by using a linear combination of past output signal values and past input values. We will be
following the notation of Nounou and colleagues in our model description. The equation for the
ARX model is
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p

q

i =0

m=0

y (k + 1) = ∑ α i y (k − i ) + ∑ β mu (k − m)

(1)

where y is the output, u is the exogenous input, α i and β m are the estimated system coefficients,
and p and q are the maximum orders of the autoregressive and input filters, respectively.
Equation (1) may be written in matrix form as

Y = Xθ , where
⎡ y ( n) ⎤
⎢ y (n − 1) ⎥ ,
⎥ θ = α 1 Lα p β1 L β q
Y =⎢
⎢ y ( n − 2) ⎥
⎢
⎥
⎣ M ⎦

[

] , and
T

y (n − p)
u (n − 1) L u (n − q ) ⎤
⎡ y (n − 1) L
⎢ y (n − 2) L y (n − p − 1) u (n − 2) L u (n − q − 1) ⎥
⎥
X =⎢
⎢ y (n − 3) L y (n − p − 2) u (n − 3) L u (n − q − 2)⎥
⎢
⎥
M
M
M
⎣ M
⎦.

(2)

The weight parameters α i and β m may be solved using least squares:

θ LS = (X T X ) X T Y .
−1

(3)

The maximum filter lengths p and q may be estimated by minimizing some criterion such as the
Akaike information criterion (AIC):
AIC = r − 2 ln( L) ,

(4)

where r is the number of model parameters, and L is the likelihood function quantifying the
model goodness-of-fit.

Wavelet Decomposition
Signals were decomposed into a multiscale time-frequency representation by projecting
the signal onto an orthonormal set of basis functions. These functions correspond to a particular
scale and translation of a prototype scaling function φ jk (t ) and wavelet function ψ jk (t ) , given
by:

φ jk (t ) = 2− j φ (2− j t − k ) and ψ jk (t ) = 2− jψ (2− j t − k ) .
For the Haar wavelet used in this paper,

(5)
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⎧ 1 , 0 ≤ t < 0.5
⎧1 , 0 ≤ t ≤ 1
⎪
, ψ (t ) = ⎨− 1 , 0.5 ≤ t ≤ 1 .
φ (t ) = ⎨
t >1
⎩0 ,
⎪ 0,
t >1
⎩

(6)

Multiscale ARX Modeling
We applied the multiscale ARX approach presented by Nounou and colleagues. Briefly,
the input (EEG) and output (LFP) data was first split in half into a training and a validation set.
Second, both sets were decomposed using Haar wavelets into multiple scaled approximations in
addition to the original undecimated scale. Third, at each scale an ARX model was trained using
the model structure selected by an AIC minimization. Fourth, the computed ARX model from
each scale was converted to the original sampling rate using the following theorem proved by
Nounou et al.: an ARX transfer function Y j ( z ) / U j ( z ) = G ( z ) at scale j is equivalent to the
transfer function Y0 ( z ) / U 0 ( z ) = G ( z 2 j ) at scale 0, the original undecimated scale. Fifth, the
optimal scale ARX model was selected as the one that provided the smallest mean-square error
(MSE) on the validation set (Figure 3-1). The MSE is defined as:

MSE =

1 n
[ yˆ (k ) − yn (k )]2 .
∑
n k

(7)

Neural Data Collection
The motor cortex has been shown to project into the subthalamic nucleus (STN), thus
implying a system of unknown electrical parameters with the EEG as the input and the STN LFP
as the output, via pathways such as the direct and indirect striatal pathway (Albin, Young et al.
1989) and the hyperdirect pathway (Nambu, Tokuno et al. 2002). Furthermore, studies in
preclinical models of Parkinson’s disease have shown increased correlation between neighboring
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Figure 3-1. Block diagram of MS-ARX system-identification configuration. In general, the
system (dotted box) is unknown and so the true output y(k) and measurement noise n(k) are
unknown. The multirate equivalence theorem stated by Nounou et al allows precomputation of
the scaled wavelet ARX prediction blocks (dashed boxes), reducing computational complexity.

neurons (Heimer, Bar-Gad et al. 2002) and increased coherence in the 15-30 Hz band between
BG nuclei (Sharott, Magill et al. 2005; Mallet, Pogosyan et al. 2008).
To examine the connection strength between these disparate brain areas using MS-ARX,
we simultaneously recorded voltage data from the motor cortex EEG and STN LFP of
anesthetized normal rats and HP rats. Parkinsonism was induced by the vendor (Charles River) by
6-OHDA injection (12 μg in 4 μl, injected into coordinates AP -1.5mm, ML +1.8, DV -7.5 from
dura at 0.67 μl/minute, cf. (Ungerstedt and Arbuthnott 1970; Lieu, Kunselman et al. 2010)) and
was verified by apomorphine-induced rotation testing and histological verification as described in
Chapter 2 and in (Lieu, Kunselman et al. 2010; Gilmour, Piallat et al. 2011). Briefly, rats were
injected with apomorphine HCl (0.2 mg/kg, subcutaneously) at 3 and 5 weeks after 6-OHDA
exposure and the number of contralateral turns over 35 minutes were counted with an automated
rotometer. Rats averaging more than 7 turns per minute were included in the HP group. After
recording and euthanasia, the brain was frozen, sectioned coronally, stained for tyrosine
hydroxylase to confirm near-complete lesioning of the substantia nigra pars compacta, and
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stained with cresyl violet to confirm electrode localization. All procedures were approved by the
Pennsylvania State University Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee.
For EEG recording, animals were deeply anesthetized with urethane, with nominal initial
dose 1.3 g/kg (i.p.) and additional doses given as needed to maintain surgical anesthesia.
Identical anesthetic regimens were used for normal and HP rats. Stainless steel screws were
implanted above bregma and above motor cortex (AP +3.7 ± 1.0mm, ML +2.5), and the EEG
signal recorded as the potential difference between these screws was subsequently amplified and
filtered between 0.1 Hz - 500 Hz (3500, A-M Systems), and digitized at an initial rate of 1000
samples per second. An occipital screw was used as the reference electrode. The LFP signal was
taken from the tip of the tungsten microelectrode (5-7 MΩ, FHC Inc), filtered between 3 Hz –
500 Hz, amplified, and digitized. Offline, both signals were filtered between 0.1 Hz – 100 Hz and
downsampled to 200 samples per second. Recordings were taken from 9 normal rats (37 distinct
STN sites) and 8 HP rats (26 distinct STN sites). Localization of electrode tips in the STN was
histologically confirmed.
We used a maximum of 260 taps in our AIC structure selection step. This maximum was
empirically selected based on the observation that the peak frequencies in our data were usually
between 0.8-1.3 Hz or higher, thus allowing at least one cycle period within the ARX filter length
at scale zero. The maximum wavelet decomposition level was 4. Only recordings with robust
slow-wave activity were included in the analysis (Clement, Richard et al. 2008).

Results

Table 3-1 shows the MSEs at different scales. The undecimated scale was the optimal
scale for approximately half of the recordings. The other recordings saw better ARX prediction
performance at higher wavelet scales (more heavily-filtered wavelet approximations).
The mean MSE at the optimum scale was significantly lower in the HP group compared
to the normal group (Fig. 3-2, p < 0.05, rank-sum test). Also, the ratio (computed for each
individual recording) of the mean of the absolute value of the best-scale AR coefficients (αi) to
the mean of the absolute value of the best-scale exogenous input coefficients (βm) was
significantly lower in the HP group (Table 3-2, p < 0.05, rank-sum test). Figure 3-3 and 3-4 show
samples of the wavelet decimation and MS-ARX predictions, illustrating the differences between
scales.
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Average MSE at best scale
1.02
1
MSE

0.98
0.96

*

0.94
0.92
0.9

Normal
HP
Figure 3-2 - Mean MSE across all recordings at their optimal scale (* denotes p < 0.05 rank-sum
test between Normal and HP groups).

Figure 3-3 - Sample EEG and LFP waveforms showing the original scale and three successive
levels of scaled wavelet decimations
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Table 3-1 – Mean MSE at different scales across all recordings. Numbers in parentheses are the
percent of neuronal recordings which selected that particular scale as optimum.
Scale
MSE (mean ± SEM)
Normal
HP
j=0
1.005 ± 0.015 (51%)
0.953 ± 0.015 (56%)
j=1
1.008 ± 0.014 (11%)
0.958 ± 0.014 (24%)
j=2
1.012 ± 0.014 (3%)
0.968 ± 0.014 (4%)
j=3
1.013 ± 0.012 (8%)
0.973 ± 0.012 (8%)
j=4
1.019 ± 0.010 (27%)
1.000 ± 0.010 (8%)
Table 3-2 – Parameter summary for normal and hemiparkinsonian recordings. Each row shows
the mean (± SEM) absolute value of the parameter at the optimum scale for each recording (*
denotes p < 0.05 rank-sum test between Normal and HP groups).
Mean of Parameter:
Normal
HP
AR coeff.s
0.21 ± 0.024
0.19 ± 0.025
Exogenous input (X) coeff.s
0.083 ± 0.016
0.15 ± 0.033
Ratio of AR to X coeff.s
6.4 ± 0.87
4.9 ± 1.26*
Number of nonzero AR coeff.s
157.3 ± 18.5
177.8 ± 19.3
Number of nonzero X coeff.s
156.3 ± 18.5
176.9 ± 19.3
Best scale
1.49 ± 0.29
1.00 ± 0.27

Figure 3-4 – Prediction waveforms. A. Overlaid sample EEG input, LFP output, and the MSARX optimal scale prediction (scale 3). B. Overlaid LFP output and predictions from all scales.
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Discussion

The MS-ARX technique showed improved prediction accuracy compared to the
traditional ARX approach (which uses scale 0 only). This makes sense because the MS-ARX
approach uses cross-validation to automatically select the best tradeoff between smoothing and
preservation of signal details.
The results seen of decreased MSE and increased proportion of exogenous input weights
also indicate that linear prediction of the STN LFP based on the cortical EEG is more accurate in
the HP condition and is based more on cortical input. This indicates a greater amount of
similarity between the population-based cortical and STN electrical activity in the HP case.
Future studies should investigate awake recordings to eliminate any potential confounding effects
of anesthesia, and should take into account potential recording differences due to somatotopic
organization. Future studies should also investigate whether the increased predictability is
correlated to parkinsonian symptom severity. Brown and colleagues have shown that there is
increased coherence between the cortical EEG and STN LFP in the 15-30 Hz ‘beta’ band in PD
(Cassidy, Mazzone et al. 2002; Williams, Tijssen et al. 2002; Sharott, Magill et al. 2005; Mallet,
Pogosyan et al. 2008), and also that STN LFP beta activity is correlated to clinical symptoms
(Kuhn, Williams et al. 2004; Kuhn, Kupsch et al. 2006; Kühn, Tsui et al. 2009), suggesting that
the linear predictability in those scales may also be correlated to clinical symptoms. However,
unlike the coherence, the MS-ARX prediction measure we describe can also measure nonperiodic content similarity between the cortical EEG and STN LFP. Thus it may provide an
additional useful tool to investigate non-periodic cortico-subthalamic interactions. The recent
optogenetic study by Deisseroth and colleagues showed that high frequency stimulation of the
motor cortex achieved similar symptomatic amelioration as STN stimulation, presumably
affecting the STN through the hyperdirect pathway (Nambu, Tokuno et al. 2002; Gradinaru,
Mogri et al. 2009). However, this effect was only seen in high frequency stimulation, suggesting
that the temporal scale of synchronization may be important. The multiscale predictability
analysis presented here can aid in analyzing these scale-differential effects. Future studies may
incorporate the MS-ARX approach into other filter structures, like the adaptive Kalman filter, for
tracking time-varying system changes.
In conclusion, the MS-ARX method is well-adapted to the high-level analysis of neural
signals from different brain nuclei at multiple scales, and it confirms, using a novel approach, the
increased connectivity between the cortex and STN in the parkinsonian condition.
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Chapter 4 - Striatal dopaminergic non-synapsing grafts ameliorate
parkinsonism and correct basal ganglia electrophysiological abnormalities3

3

This chapter is a modified version of the paper “Striatal dopaminergic non-synapsing grafts

ameliorate parkinsonism and correct basal ganglia electrophysiological abnormalities” currently under
review at Cell Transplantation, authors Timothy P Gilmour; Kala Venkiteswaran, Milind Deogaonkar;
Brigitte Piallat, Christopher A Lieu; Renuka Ramachandra; Anand Rao; Andrew C Petticoffer; Matthew A
Berk; Thyagarajan Subramanian. TS, MD, KV, BP, and TG conceived the study. TG, KV, MD, BP, CL,
RR, AR, AP, and MB conducted experiments. TG analyzed the data. MD, BP, TG, and TS wrote the
manuscript. All authors finalized the manuscript.
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Introduction

Chapter 2 established that FVM dopaminergic grafts can provide partial downstream
electrophysiological normalization of abnormal bursting patterns, and Chapter 3 shed new light
on the abnormal HP pathophysiology by highlighting the increased predictability of the EEGSTN LFP system. The next step in the research was to compare the graft results directly with the
current clinical gold-standard drug, levodopa, and to investigate whether newer and safer cell
types can achieve the same results. Thus, to advance the field of neural transplantation and better
understand BG neuromodulation in PD, we sought answers to 3 crucial questions in this followup
study using behavioral, histological and electrophysiological criteria.
(1) Is graft-provided continuous dopaminergic stimulation more effective than
intermittent dopaminergic pharmacotherapy? To our knowledge this question has never been
tested directly in any pre-clinical or clinical setting with levodopa, the most commonly used
pharmacotherapy for PD. It is well known that dopaminergic striatal FVM xenografts can provide
local continuous pharmacological restitution of dopamine and behavioral recovery (Forni,
Brundin et al. 1989; Moukhles, Forni et al. 1994), and we showed in Chapter 2 that they can also
provide amelioration of BG electrophysiological abnormalities associated with parkinsonism
(Gilmour, Piallat et al. 2011). However, that study did not make a direct comparison to levodopa
therapy in the same animal model of PD. In the study described in this chapter, we directly
compared electrophysiology from parkinsonian rats with dopaminergic grafts to rats that received
pulsatile levodopa treatments, mimicking human PD patient experience.
(2) Is extrastriatal dopamine replacement required for optimal behavioral recovery and
correction of BG electrophysiological abnormalities? Clinical FVM striatal transplants in PD
patients have been associated with disabling graft-induced dyskinesias that persist even after
removal of dopaminergic medications (Freed, Greene et al. 2001; Olanow, Goetz et al. 2003),
ethical concerns, requirement for long-term immunosuppression, and neurodegenerative changes
in the grafted cells similar to that noted in the host (Kordower, Chu et al. 2008; Li, Englund et al.
2008). The lack of progress in clinical translation of numerous promising preclinical PD
transplant studies have led to a call by some for abandoning cell transplantation as a therapeutic
strategy for PD (Albanese 2011).
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However, several recent studies show that a limited number of young onset PD patients
that undergo FVM striatal transplants do show long-term sustained behavioral benefits that are
comparable to the combined used of pharmacotherapy and DBS in treating advanced PD (Freed,
Greene et al. 2001; Carta, Carlsson et al. 2010). It is still unclear why some patients get such
long-term anti-parkinsonian benefits from transplantation while collectively clinical trials of
transplants in PD have failed to meet the primary end point for efficacy or have been hampered
by significant adverse events.
One putative method to improve outcomes for cell transplantation in PD has been to use
multiple striatal and extrastriatal FVM grafts. Studies in 6-OHDA-treated rats (Mendez, Sadi et
al. 1996; Baker, Sadi et al. 2000; Mendez, Baker et al. 2000) and in human parkinsonian patients
(Mendez, Dagher et al. 2002) have suggested that implanting grafts into the substantia nigra in
addition to grafts into the striatum may provide enhanced benefits to ameliorate parkinsonism. To
examine the relative importance of extrastriatal dopamine replenishment, we compared
electrophysiological recordings from the STN and SNr in dopamine-depleted rats treated with
striatal-only transplants versus rats treated with both striatal and nigral transplants.
(3) Are synaptic dopaminergic connections essential for effective transplant therapy or
can non-synapsing grafts that serve as “dopamine-pumps” or “levodopa-pumps” (e.g., RPEC)
provide sustained beneficial amelioration of behavioral, pharmacological, and
electrophysiological abnormalities in PD?
Preclinical and clinical transplant studies to date that used FVM cells have had the most
success in ameliorating parkinsonism. These FVM grafts make synaptic connections with nearby
host cells. Although such connectivity between the graft and the host has been traditionally
considered a desirable outcome, recent data have raised questions as to whether such graft-host
connections are truly beneficial. One pertinent example is the finding that aberrant synaptic
connections between FVM striatal grafts and the host may contribute to graft-induced
dyskinesias. Soderstrom and colleagues recently showed with electron microscopy that FVM
cells tend to synapse directly onto dendrites rather than onto dendrite spines like normal
physiological orthotopic dopaminergic neurons (Soderstrom, Meredith et al. 2008). The apparent
synapses from the graft cells also tended to make asymmetrical connections, suggesting an
abnormal focal excitatory driving action on the striatal MSNs. The synaptic irregularities
correlated with behavioral measures of graft-induced dyskinesias (Steece-Collier, Soderstrom et
al. 2009). Recent studies also show that graft host synapses may be the source of transfer of toxic
material from the host to the graft. Such synapses have been hypothesized as a potential
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pathophysiological mechanism for the causation of neurodegeneration in grafted dopaminergic
neurons that resemble pathology noted in the substantia nigra of the host in PD (Kordower, Chu
et al. 2008; Kordower, Chu et al. 2008; Olanow and Prusiner 2009). Due to these problems
associated with FVM transplantation and with other recently completed clinical translational
studies of cell transplants in PD, some have suggested that many transplantation clinical trials in
PD were either performed in haste or sub-optimally before all pre-clinical parameters were fully
vetted (e.g., (Morley and Duda 2009; Albanese 2011)).
In view of the synaptic abnormalities and the risk for neurodegeneration associated with
FVM grafts, the question arises whether other types of grafted dopaminergic cells which do not
make synaptic connections could accomplish similar behavioral improvement and
electrophysiological normalization. We have previously published data showing that striatal
RPEC grafts, which do not make synaptic connections, can ameliorate behavioral symptoms in a
rat and monkey model of PD (Subramanian, Marchionini et al. 2002; Stover, Bakay et al. 2005),
and provide symptomatic improvement for PD patients (Bakay, Raiser et al. 2004; Stover and
Watts 2008).
While some studies have shown promising results for RPEC, other studies have
disparaged the use of RPEC, such as the recently reported failure of RPEC striatal transplantation
in a multicenter trial using post natal RPEC (Gross, Watts et al. 2011). The commercial sponsor
of this study chose to switch to post-natal RPEC whereas all preclinical studies and the open label
pilot clinical trial had been performed using embryonic RPEC. The embryonic RPEC used in all
these preclinical and pilot trials were obtained from a single donor and were extensively
characterized in vitro and in vivo (20-22, 25-30). PD patients that received embryonic RPEC in
the pilot study continued to obtain >45% symptomatic benefit for over 10 years without any
serious adverse events (Stover, Bakay et al. 2005; Stover and Watts 2008). In contrast, the
patients that received post-natal RPEC failed to meet the study primary end point and developed
adverse side effects (Gross, Watts et al. 2011). The sponsor made the switch to post-natal RPEC
to comply with German ethical regulations without replication of the pre-clinical efficacy studies
using post-natal RPEC. A limited autopsy study from one hemisphere in a single patient who
received bilateral post-natal RPEC showed poor graft survival (Farag, Vinters et al. 2009),
however, data from the other hemisphere have not been published.
In contrast to these negative findings, a subsequently reported study that used well
characterized adult RPEC showed excellent preclinical efficacy and safety (Ming, Li et al. 2009)
suggesting that laboratory characterization of the source RPEC may be critical for the viability of
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cells and for translation into a useful PD therapy. All studies to date using RPEC grafts in
parkinsonism indicate that these grafts do not produce any synaptic connections with the host and
remain phenotypically unchanged over time. Taking these facts into consideration, in this study
we used well characterized adult RPEC that secrete levodopa and maintain long-term phenotypic
characteristics. We directly compared RPEC grafts with FVM grafts to investigate whether
RPEC grafts are able to provide similar electrophysiological normalization that FVM grafts have
been demonstrated to provide, along with behavioral amelioration.

Materials and Methods

Experimental overview

130 female Sprague-Dawley rats were used in this study. Hemiparkinsonism was induced
in 112 rats by lesioning the left nigro-striatal pathway with a stereotactic injection of 6-OHDA as
described in Chapter 2 and in (Subramanian, Marchionini et al. 2002; Lieu, Kunselman et al.
2010) (rats were lesioned either in our lab or by the vendor prior to acquisition). The remaining
18 rats stayed without any treatment (Normal control). Hemiparkinsonism was verified using
apomorphine-induced rotation (APIR) testing, as detailed in Chapter 2. The HP rats were
randomly assigned to one of seven groups. Six of the seven HP groups underwent
electrophysiologic studies at the endpoint under anesthesia: HP control (N=19), HP with chronic
levodopa control (N=3), FVM striatal transplant (N=41), FVM striatal-nigral dual transplant
(N=34), and RPE striatal transplant (N=6). In order to test whether functional proteins were
crossing from host cells to graft cells, we gave the sixth HP group FVM transplants which were
pre-infected by the Cre-dependent opsin virus DIO-eNpHR-EYFP (AAV5-EF1a-DIOeNpHR3.0-EYFP), for histology only (N=4). The seventh HP group (N=11) received RPEC
transplants for histology only.

Animals

Several cohorts of rats were used in the FVM transplantation experiments, as parameters
were adjusted to ensure optimum graft survival. The source, housing, and stereotaxic coordinates
for the cohorts were slightly different, but there were no distinguishable differences between the
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animals in all measured characteristics (behavioral, histological, and electrophysiological). Thus
the corresponding data results from corresponding FVM cohorts were pooled. All cohorts used
female Sprague-Dawley rats weighing 220-250g at the time of acquisition, and housed with ad
libitum access to food and water. Rats were acquired from Harlan or CRL and were housed under
a 12:12 or 14:10 light:dark cycle. All rats were housed according to standards set forth in the
National Institutes of Health (NIH) ‘Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals’. All
procedures were carried out in strict compliance with the “Principles of Laboratory Animal Care”
(NIH Publication No. 86-23, revised 1985) and were approved by the local institutional animal
care and use committee.

Apomorphine Induced Rotations

Three weeks after lesioning, rats were challenged with apomorphine at 3 and 5 weeks
after 6-OHDA exposure, as described in Chapter 2. Apomorphine-induced rotations were counted
in an automated “rotometer” (San Diego Instruments) following the model of Ungerstedt et al
(Ungerstedt and Arbuthnott 1970). Only rats with an average of more than 210 rotations over 35
min (6 rotations/min) were used in the study. Transplanted rats were retested approximately
every two weeks, up to 12 weeks.

Experiment 1 – FVM transplantation, behavioral tests, and electrophysiology

Ventral mesencephalic tissue was harvested from embryonic day 13.5 C57BL/6 mouse
fetuses (wild type) or from green fluorescent protein (GFP) positive mouse fetuses (for
fluorescent histological graft tissue localization). This transgenic mouse line was produced with
an ‘enhanced’ GFP (EGFP) cDNA under the control of a chicken beta-actin promoter and
cytomegalovirus enhancer, obtained from Michael Young (Scheppens Eye Research Institute)
following the method of (Okabe, Ikawa et al. 1997). The fetuses were extracted from the
pregnant mouse under pentobarbital anesthesia. The ventral mesencephalons were dissected
under aseptic conditions and were placed in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium or Hank’s
Balanced Salt Solution (HBSS). The FVM tissue was dissociated into a single cell suspension as
described previously in Chapter 2 and elsewhere (Yurek, Fletcher et al. 2009) and kept chilled
until transplantation. The AP coordinates were 1.7, 0.7 and -0.3 for the 3 sites (or 1.3 and 0.3 for
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2 sites in some rats), ML varied between 2.1 and 2.9 for the anterior targets and was 3.5 for the
posterior target, and DV varied between -4.3 and -6.5. Nigral transplant coordinates varied
between AP-5.0 to AP-5.3, ML 2.3 to ML 2.4 and DV -7.6 to -8.2. Although there was some
variability from cohort to cohort of animals used for these transplantation studies, injection of
cells were at two depths into two or three striatal sites (2µl at each site) at the rate of 1 ml/min,
providing ~100,000-600,000 cells per rat in the single striatal graft group; and ~100,000-800,000
cells per rat in the dual grafted group. Despite the variability in number of cells transplanted, the
rats from each group had comparably-sized surviving grafts after 3 months, and were thus
grouped for combined analysis. All FVM-transplanted rats were immunosuppressed for the
duration of the experiment with daily injections of cyclosporine (10 mg/kg SC) to prevent graft
rejection.

Electrophysiology

Either twelve weeks after transplantation (for Experiment 1) or following one week of
chronic levodopa exposure (for Experiment 2), the rats were deeply anesthetized with urethane.
The nominal initial dose was 1.3 g/kg (i.p.) and additional doses were given as needed to
maintain surgical anesthesia depth, monitored by the foot pinch and corneal reflexes. Tungsten or
stainless steel microelectrodes (2-7 MΩ at 1mm, FHC Inc) were used for extracellular single unit
recordings, and the signal was preamplified and filtered between 500 Hz – 10 kHz (ISO-80, WPI)
and digitized at 25000 samples per second (Micro1401, CED, UK). A stainless steel screw was
implanted into the left occipital cranial bone for a ground reference. Single units were examined
in real time using an oscilloscope and an audio monitor. Spike sorting was refined offline using
principal component analysis (Spike 2, CED, UK). Each single unit was recorded for a time
length allowing the capture of at least 400 spikes, and at least 120 seconds. Recording sessions
were typically concluded by one electrolytic coagulation of 20 µA for 5 minutes in each nucleus
at the depth of the recorded neurons. Localization within each nuclei was confirmed using three
methods. First, the insertion depth of the electrode tip was correlated to a rat brain atlas (Paxinos
and Watson 1997). Second, firing characteristics of landmarks in the brain were evaluated using
an audio monitor. Third, recording tracks and electrocoagulations were histologically confirmed
in each nuclei.
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Analysis of electrophysiological data

For each neuron, the firing rate and coefficient of variation of the spike ISI sequence was
computed. A burst index was also computed as the mode ISI divided by the mean ISI, where
higher burst indices indicate burst firing (Levy, Dostrovsky et al. 2001). Individual bursts were
also detected using the poisson surprise method, using surprise threshold 5 or greater (Legendy
and Salcman 1985; Wichmann and Soares 2006). The density discharge histogram (DDH) for
each neuron was compared with the DDH of a poisson random process. If a chi-squared
goodness-of-fit test did not show a significant difference between the computed DDH and the
poisson density, the recording was classified as "poisson". Otherwise, the recording was
classified as "regular" if the variance of the DDH was less than one or "bursty" if the variance
was greater than one (Kaneoke and Vitek 1996; Levy, Dostrovsky et al. 2001).

FVM Histology

At the end of the recording session, rats were euthanized by transcardial perfusion with
PLP or 4% paraformaldehyde as described in Chapter 2. Each brain was frozen and sectioned
coronally into ten wells at a thickness of 40 µm or 60 µm. Sections in one or more wells were
stained for cresyl violet to localize the electrocoagulation lesions and microelectrode tracks, and
for tyrosine hydroxylase (TH) to confirm lesion-induced nigral cell loss and localize the striatal
graft.
To assess the size and health of the graft, two methods were used. First, in a subset of 9
rats which had grafts large enough to meet standard stereological assumptions allowing
approximately 100 cells to be counted and typically 2-3 sections showing grafts, these rats
underwent unbiased stereological counting of TH+ cells using design-based systematic random
sampling as described in Chapter 2.
Second, in order to provide a graft-size and graft-health measure for the smaller grafts, all
FVM-grafted rat brain sections (both “large graft” and “small graft”) with surviving TH+ graft
cells observed were photographed, randomly renamed, and rated by a set of four expert blinded
raters on a scale of 1-4 with 1 meaning “extremely tiny, doubtful-looking graft” and 4 meaning
“extremely large, healthy graft with many cells” (Figure 4-8). The mean of the four ratings was
labeled the “GraftScore.”
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If the initial survey for graft survival in a grafted rat did not show evidence of surviving
graft cells, additional TH stains were performed in an effort to check for graft. Rats which did
not show any evidence of surviving graft after multiple TH stains were excluded from further
analysis. Rats which were originally dual-transplanted and showed surviving striatal graft but no
surviving nigral graft were grouped for behavioral and electrophysiological analysis with the
striatal-only grafted rats. There were no rats which showed surviving nigral graft but not
surviving striatal graft.

Statistical analyses

The statistical significance of graft-induced changes in rotational behavior was assessed
with two-sided z-tests comparing the difference in 3-month scores to baseline scores. The
levodopa scores for the stepping, forelimb, cylinder, and extended body swing tests at 30, 60, 90,
and 120 minutes were first tested with an ANOVA, and subsequently compared to baseline scores
using individual 2-sample t-tests if the ANOVA was significant. The dyskinesia scores at 30, 60,
90, and 120 minutes were compared to the null hypothesis of zero dyskinesia using a two-sided ztest.
Electrophysiological values were first tested with an ANOVA on all the groups, followed
by individual T-tests between the normal control and the grafted groups, and the HP control and
the grafted groups, using the Tukey-Kramer Honest Significant Difference (HSD) correction.
Fisher's exact 2x2 two-sided test was used to compare the oscillatory proportions and the DDH
burst pattern proportions (combining regular and poisson categories together).

Experiment 2 – RPE transplantation, behavioral tests, and electrophysiology

A cohort of six rats were transplanted for electrophysiology with RPEC derived from eye
bank donation from a 19 year old anonymous donor (ATCC) and subsequently infected with a
lenti-GFP vector for accurate histological verification. A second cohort of 11 rats was
transplanted with RPEC for histology. Donor cells were carefully dissected from the choroids and
placed in RPEC medium by the vendor (50:50 DMEM-F12) containing 5% FBS. Cells were
passaged at 80% confluence for 3 additional passages to yield 108 cells. These cells were further
passaged, banked and stored at -800C. To allow easy identification, RPEC were grown to
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confluence and infected with a recombinant lentiviral (rLV) construct that contained EGFP as
described below. Electrophysiological recordings were taken with identical parameters to the
control and FVM groups.

rLV EGFP Constructs

HR2-cPPT-CMV-EGFP-WPRE-SIN8 (H2GWS): R8.91 was used to make the virus,
lenti-EGFP. ΔHR-EGFP-WPRE-SIN8 was cut with Bam-HI and XhoI and this fragment was
cloned into HR2-cPPT-CMV-EGFP-SIN8 BamHI-XhoI to get the viral vector HR2-cPPT-CMVEGFP-WPRE-SIN8. This plasmid was used in conjunction with the envelope plasmid pMD-G
coding for the VSV-G envelope protein and the packaging plasmid pCMV. rLV for these studies
were packaged and produced at the viral vector core laboratories at Cleveland Clinic Foundation
with all appropriate precautions and extensively tested for safety. Final titers of 109 pfu/µl were
attained and these aliquots were stored at -800C until use.

Preparation of RPEC-recombinant lenti-EGFP

RPEC were cultured in plastic. Confluent monolayers of RPEC were infected at a rate of
about 107 pfu recombinant lenti-EGFP per 4x104 cells for 5 hours in presence of 4µg/ml
polybrene. After 48 hours the cells were observed for expression of GFP. RPEC-EGFP was
sorted in a FACSvantage sorter to get a 100% GFP expressing population. These transduced cells
were grown in dishes coated with fibrinogen and riboflavin. RPEC-EGFP cells were passaged
and banked.

Transplantation

The overall method of RPEC-EGFP transplantation was very similar to our previously
published technique using embryonic origin RPEC transplants into parkinsonian rats
(Subramanian, Marchionini et al. 2002). Twenty-four hours prior to planned surgery, RPECEGFP vials containing 2 x 106 cells were thawed and mixed with collagen microcarriers with
aseptic precautions. This provided an attachment platform for cell adhesion and survival, while
allowing the cells to simultaneously be exposed to the brain. This slurry was incubated overnight
at 37C on a gentle rotator to permit uniform attachment of RPEC-EGFP to the microcarriers. Two
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hours prior to surgery, a small aliquot of the slurry was removed and the collagen bead lysed to
estimate the number of RPEC. A final injection volume of 4µl containing 10,000 RPEC was
implanted unilaterally into each denervated striatum. A 26 gauge needle attached to a 50µl
syringe was used to transplant RPEC-lenti EGFP at a rate of 1µl/min into the striatum at the
following stereotaxic coordinates: AP +1.5, ML +2.0, DV -5.0 from bregma.

RPEC Histology

The sections were observed for RPEC expressing GFP under a Leica fluorescent
microscope. The adjacent sections were stained with cresyl violet to observe the cell morphology
and the graft location. The sections with transplants were stained for TH using as described in
Chapter 2. Sections were also quantitatively examined using design based stereology using the
optical fractionator method to estimate EGFP positive RPEC. The RPEC remained attached to the
microcarriers and had very few free cells in the needle tracts. There was no evidence of host
inflammation at the graft sites.

Experiment 3 – Chronic intermittent levodopa treatment and electrophysiology

In order to directly compare the effects of intermittent pharmacological dopaminergic
therapy to the graft effects, a cohort of three rats were given twice-daily doses of levodopa
(2mg/kg i.p.) with benserazide (15mg/kg) for one week. During this stable dosing period, on
separate days, two behavioral assessments were taken on each rat at 30, 60, 90, and 120 minutes
after injection. Three behavioral assessments were performed after the morning dose (stepping
test, vibrissae-evoked forelimb placement test, body axis bias test) and two assessments were
performed after the evening dose (cylinder test and dyskinesias observation), as described below.
The body axis bias test was described in Chapter 2. The other tests are described below.
After completion of behavioral tests, the animals were anesthetized with urethane early in
the morning as described above. After recording two or three tracks of baseline neural data in the
“off-drug” state (approximately 12-14 hours since the dose the previous evening), the standard
levodopa dose was delivered to the rat. After 15 minutes, recording recommenced, and neurons
were recorded from the SNr and STN for the next three hours (levodopa effects were assumed to
last for approximately 3-4 hours). The animal was kept anesthetized until the afternoon (at least 5
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hours after the morning levodopa dose), and the procedure was repeated. This allowed recording
from many neurons during the therapeutically effective period of the levodopa drug which was
correlated to the measured behavioral improvement.

Stepping test

A modified version of the stepping test (Olsson, Nikkhah et al. 1995) was used to
measure forelimb akinesia and rigidity in the levodopa-treated cohort. The animal was held with
both hindlimbs and one forelimb, with the other, unrestrained, forelimb touching the tabletop.
The number of adjusting steps was counted while the rat was moved sideways along the surface
at a rate of 90 cm/5 s in the direction of the unrestrained forelimb. The test was done separately
for both forelimbs. Stepping test scores were expressed as the difference between the unaffected
(ipsilateral to lesion) and affected forelimb (contralateral to lesion). Trials where animals
struggled were repeated. Ratings were videotaped and scored by a blinded investigator.

Vibrissae-evoked forelimb placement test

As described by Schallert and colleagues (Schallert, Fleming et al. 2000; Schallert 2006),
rats in the levodopa-treated cohort were gently held at the torso. The hindlimbs and forelimb
being tested were allowed to hang freely while the forelimb not being tested was carefully
restrained. Each forelimb was evaluated by moving the rat towards the edge of the tabletop to
elicit a forelimb reaching behavior towards the surface. Each forelimb was tested independently
for 10 trials. The number of successful forelimb placements for each forelimb onto the tabletop
was scored.

Cylinder test

A modified version of the cylinder test (Schallert, Fleming et al. 2000; Schallert 2006)
was used to measure forelimb usage preference in the levodopa-treated cohort in spontaneous,
exploratory behavior. Rats were placed into a clear cylinder (25 cm tall, 16 cm ID) and
videotaped for 2-7 min. The number of unaffected, affected, and both forelimb placements were
counted. Limb asymmetry scores were calculated using the following formula: (# of unaffected
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limb contacts + 0.5 x both forelimb contacts)/total contacts x 100. Ratings were scored by a
blinded investigator.

Drug-induced dyskinesias (DID) ratings

DID in the levodopa-treated cohort were rated using a scale similar to previous studies
(Steece-Collier, Collier et al. 2003; Steece-Collier, Soderstrom et al. 2009). The term
"dyskinesia" referred to abnormal involuntary movements of the forelimb, neck, and trunk
characterized by dystonic posturing, hyperkinesias and stereotypies. Animals were placed in
individual cages and sessions videotaped for 2 min. Intensity rating scores were 0-none, 1-mild,
2-moderate, and 3-severe. Frequency ratings ranged from 0-none, 1-present< 50% of observation
session, 2-present>50% of observation session, and 3-present for entire session. Frequency and
intensity were multiplied to attain individual severity scores. Profiles were the sum of limb, neck
and trunk severity scores. Ratings were scored by an investigator blinded to the rat group
membership.

Experiment 4 – YFP-FVM transplantation for histology only

To evaluate if FVM cells make synaptic connections to striatal MSNs after
transplantation, we utilized an additional cohort of 4 additional rats with an optogenetic dual viral
vector system as described previously (Gradinaru, Zhang et al. 2010). In this system, we
infected MSNs with WGA-Cre gene (AAV2-EF1a-mCherry-IRES-WGA-Cre) and FVM cells
with the Cre-dependent opsin virus DIO-eNpHR-EYFP (AAV5-EF1a-DIO-eNpHR3.0-EYFP).
After infection, Cre can then be delivered transcellularly by the infected MSNs to activate gene
expression of eNpHR-EYFP in FVM-infected cells only if these cells make synaptic connections
to MSNs.
After rats were rendered hemiparkinsonian, each rat received stereotactic injections of
WGA-Cre into the left striatum at 3 sites (AP+1.7, ML+2.5, DV-5.5; AP+0.7, ML+3.0, DV-5.5;
AP-0.8, ML-4.0, DV-5.5) to infect striatal MSNs (Gradinaru, Zhang et al. 2010). Each site
received 1ul of AAV-WGA-Cre, injected at a rate of 0.5 ul/min, left in the brain for 10 min and
slowly retracted. After three weeks, animals received stereotactic injections of FVM cells
infected with DIO-eNpHR-EYFP into 3 sites (same FVM transplantation coordinates described
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above at 3 sites, total ~600,000 cells). Rats were immunosuppressed with CSA for 4 weeks, then
euthanized as described below. Fluorescent histology was performed to check for red mCherry
infected MSN cells and yellow Cre-activated eNpHR FVM cells.

Results

Experiment 1 – FVM cell transplants provide symptomatic amelioration and firing pattern
normalization

The 6-OHDA lesioned rats showed histological and behavioral deficits as expected
(Figure 4-1, Figure 4-2). Histology showed a range of cell survival in the FVM transplants, with
34 out of 75 transplanted rats showing at least some TH+ cell survival in the grafted locations.
For a subset of nine rats which showed large striatal grafts in two or more sections stereological
graft cell counting was performed using design based optical fractionator method. In addition, in
all rats with visible TH+ cells, photomicrographs of the grafts were independently scored by four
blinded expert raters on a scale of 1 – 4 (for more details on the rating instructions, see Figure 48). The mean of the four ratings was called the “GraftScore”. Figure 4-2C shows that the
GraftScore correlated with the stereological counts (R2 = 0.5011, p < 0.05).
In order to compare the effect of different sized FVM grafts in Experiment 1, a
classification line was drawn on the plot of the GraftScore against the APIR improvement (Figure
4-2B), and the rats with surviving graft were grouped into categories of “large” or “small” striatal
grafts. The categories were further subdivided depending on whether surviving nigral graft was
seen in the rats that had originally been dual-transplanted (only the presence, not the size or
health, of the nigral graft was considered, because the nigral grafts were all small). Rats with
verified striatal grafts which had originally also received nigral grafts but in whose brains no
definite TH+ nigral grafts could be histologically-verified were grouped together with the singletransplant rats. Rats in which no surviving TH+ grafts were seen were excluded from further
analysis of behavior and electrophysiology.
A regression of the GraftScore against the 3-month APIR improvement showed a
significant correlation (R2 = 0.1201, p < 0.05, Figure 4-2B), confirming that the larger grafts
produced more amelioration of the HP symptoms as measured by the APIRs. Figure 4-2A shows
that the APIR improvement was 15-20% in the small-graft groups, whereas it was 50-70% in the
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large-graft groups, as expected from previous literature and from the group classification
procedure. A subset of the HP rats received vehicle sham-transplants into the striatum (see Table
4-2), and as expected these rats did not show significant APIR improvement (Figure 4-2A).
The firing rates in the SNr were generally similar between control groups and grafted
groups (Figure 4-3A). Although the small striatal-nigral graft group was significantly lower than
the normal control rate, none of the groups had rates lower than the HP control group. Likewise
for the STN firing rates, there were no significant differences between control and grafted groups
(Figure 4-4A).
By contrast, firing patterns varied between groups. In the SNr, the coefficient of
variation (CV) was increased in the HP control compared to the normal control (Figure 4-3B).
Also increased from normal were the small striatal graft groups both with and without nigral
grafts, and the large striatal-nigral graft group. Likewise the Poisson DDH comparison showed
increased burstiness in the HP control and small striatal-nigral graft groups compared to the
normal control (Figure 4-3C). In the STN, the large striatal graft group CV was significantly
decreased compared to the HP control. The Poisson DDH comparison also showed that the HP
control group STN was more bursty than the normal control group. Corroborating the CV results,
the Poisson DDH comparison showed significantly reduced burstiness in the large striatal graft
group STN compared to HP control. Figure 4-6 shows additional burstiness metrics which
corroborate the normalizing effect observed in the FVM-transplanted rats.
Oscillatory activity in the SNr was increased compared to the normal control group in the
HP control, small striatal graft, and large striatal graft groups (Figure 4-3D). In the STN there
were no significant differences in oscillatory activity between control and grafted groups.

Experiment 2 – RPEC transplants also provide symptomatic amelioration and firing
pattern normalization

The RPEC transplanted rats showed an approximately 35% improvement in their APIR
scores, a significant reduction compared to the null hypothesis (p < 0.05). Excellent RPEC
survival was seen all 6 transplanted animals, as shown in Figure 4-1J and 4-1K. RPEC retained
their EGFP expression and their epithelial phenotype after the 3 month implantation, and
remained attached to the collagen beads with very few unattached RPEC seen anywhere in the
needle tract or in the striatum. RPEC also stained positive on their cell membranes for the human
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specific extracellular matrix metalloproteinase inducer (EMMPRIN, basigin, CD147) that helped
in uniquely identifying these cells from the rodent brain (Figure 4-1K). Design based
stereological cell counts in 3 animals showed 90% survival of grafted RPEC (mean estimate of
9020 ± 783 cells) at 3 months. Only animals that showed behavioral improvements were used for
analysis of electrophysiological data. Two animals that had good surviving RPEC striatal grafts
did not show any behavioral improvement at the end of 3 months (study end point) although they
did show significant improvements at month 1 and month 2 post-transplantation. We believe this
result in these 2 animals is related to technical errors of how the rotational testing was performed
at month 3, so these animals were excluded from the analysis.
The firing rates in the SNr and STN in the RPEC transplanted groups were not
significantly different than the control groups (Figure 4-3A, 4-4A).
The firing patterns in the SNr in the RPEC transplanted group were more bursty than the
normal control but unchanged from the HP control, as measured by the Poisson DDH comparison
(Figure 4-3C). By contrast the STN firing patterns were significantly less bursty than the HP
control as measured by the Poisson DDH comparison, and the CV was not significantly changed
(Figure 4-4B, 4-4C).
The proportion of oscillatory neurons was unchanged in the RPEC transplanted group
compared to the HP control.

Experiment 3 - Levodopa provides behavioral improvement but does not normalize
electrophysiological firing patterns

The levodopa-treated rats showed excellent behavioral benefits while on-drug. Due to
the impracticality of performing APIR tests while on levodopa, four other behavioral tests were
used (stepping, forelimb placement, cylinder, and extended body swing) and the rats were also
rated for dyskinetic activity. Figure 4-5 shows that there was significant amelioration of stepping,
forelimb, and extended body swing deficits at 30, 60, 90, and 120 minutes after levodopa
injection (p < 0.05), and a trend toward cylinder deficit improvement. Concomitantly, dyskinetic
behavior was significantly increased at 30, 60, 90, and 120 minutes (p < 0.05), especially within
the first hour.
The electrophysiological results showed several changes between the control groups and
the levodopa-treated group. In the SNr, the firing rate was significantly increased in the HP on-
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LD group compared to both normal and HP controls, and there was also a trend toward an
increased firing rate in the HP off-LD group (Figure 4-3A). In the STN, both the HP off-LD and
HP on-LD groups had significantly higher firing rates than both the normal and HP control
groups (Figure 4-4A).
SNr firing pattern analysis showed that the HP off-LD group had significantly higher
burstiness (measured with the CV of the interspike intervals) than the normal control group
(Figure 4-3B). In the STN, the HP on-LD group had significantly higher CV than the normal
control group (Figure 4-4B), and the Poisson DDH comparison also showed increased burstiness
compared to normal control (Figure 4-4C). The STN burstiness of the HP on-LD group was
unchanged from the HP control group.
Oscillatory SNr activity was increased compared to normal control in both the HP off-LD
and HP on-LD groups, and in the HP off-LD group it was also significantly higher than the HP
control (Figure 4-3D). In the STN, both the HP off-LD and HP on-LD groups had significantly
higher proportions of oscillatory neurons than both the normal and HP control groups (Figure 44D).

Experiment 4 - WGA-Cre crosses synapses between transplanted and host cells

All 4 rat brains showed strong mCherry fluorescence under the microscope (Figure 4-1I),
indicating successful WGA-mCherry-Cre transfection of striatal MSNs. A small number of cells
with FVM morphology in the vicinity of the FVM transplantation sites showed yellow
fluorescence under microscopy, indicating successful infection of at least some FVM cells with
the rAAV-YFP viral vector and the presence of synaptic connectivity with the host MSNs in
which the Cre protein crossed over through the graft-host synaptic junction to unlock the doublefloxed DNA site and allow YFP expression (Figure 4-1D). An interesting finding was the
presence of multiple red-fluorescing dots on the surface of the yellow-fluorescing FVM cell
somas, possibly indicating reciprocal axonal connectivity from the MSNs onto the transplanted
FVM cells (Figure 4-1E). The red dots did not extend to the FVM cell axons, whereas the yellow
fluorescence did extend throughout the FVM cell axons, confirming the differential expression of
these two colors.
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Figure 4-1 – Histology. A. HP rat TH section showing de-innervated left striatum. B. FVMgrafted rat showing TH+ graft in left striatum (high magnification in G). C. Midbrain section
showing TH+ graft in the substantia nigra pars compacta (high magnification in H). D.
Fluorescent EYFP positive mouse FVM neuron (indicative of successful gene expression of
eNpHR-EYFP) and its neurites in the rat striatum. E. Same cell as (D) but showing red (mCherry)
fluorescent synapses from nearby MSNs. F. Composite of (D) and (E). I. Composite showing
both red (mCherry) MSNs and yellow (EYFP) eNpHR-infected FVM cells (white arrow) in the
striatum. J. Immunostaining for DDC in RPEC grafted rat brain. Composite showing EGFP
positive (green) RPEC graft in the striatum, against a red striatal background from a DDCrhodamine stain. K. Confocal image of RPEC EGFP fluorescence (green), human RPEC specific
extracellular matrix metalloproteinase inducer (EMMPRIN) immunochemistry using rhodamine
secondary antibody (red), and DAPI (blue) from a striatal RPEC graft 3 months posttransplantation, showing RPE cells attached to the microcarrier bead, retention of epithelial
phenotype, and cell membrane staining for EMMPRIN identifying its human origin. Scalebars:
A-C, 1mm, D-F: 10µm, G: 250µm, H: 100µm, I: 50µm, J: 100µm, K: 30µm.
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Figure 4-2 - APIR behavioral improvement and blinded graft ratings. A. Percent difference in APIR score between baseline and 3-months
post-transplant, for HP control with sham-transplant, small striatal FVM graft, small striatal and nigral FVM graft, large striatal FVM graft,
large striatal and nigral FVM graft, and RPEC graft groups (* p < 0.05, *** p < 0.001). B. APIR score percent difference between baseline
and 3-months post-transplant, regressed against the blinded-rater GraftScore, with linear trend (solid line) and classification boundary
(dashed line) between "large" and "small" graft groups. C. GraftScore regressed against stereological counts for subset of 9 rats which had
counts, with linear trend line, showing correspondence between counts and blinded ratings.
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Figure 4-3 - SNr Firing Rates and Patterns. A. Firing Rate. B. Coefficient of Variation. C.
Proportion of neurons classified as "regular", "poisson," or "bursty" by comparison with the
Poisson density discharge histogram. D. Proportion of neurons classified as "oscillatory".
Recordings were not separated by EEG state as in Chapter 2 because EEG recordings were not
taken from all rats.For all graphs, groups from left to right are: Normal control, HP control, HP
off-LD, HP on-LD, FVM small striatal graft, FVM small striatal and nigral graft, FVM large
striatal graft, FVM large striatal and nigral graft, and RPEC graft (# p < 0.05 compared to normal
control, * p < 0.05 compared to HP control).
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Figure 4-4 - STN Firing Rates and Patterns. A. Firing Rate (spikes/s). B. Coefficient of Variation.
C. Proportion of neurons classified as "regular", "poisson," or "bursty" by comparison with the
Poisson density discharge histogram. D. Proportion of neurons classified as "oscillatory".
Recordings were not separated by EEG state as in Chapter 2 because EEG recordings were not
taken from all rats.For all graphs, groups from left to right are: Normal control, HP control, HP
off-LD, HP on-LD, FVM small striatal graft, FVM small striatal and nigral graft, FVM large
striatal graft, FVM large striatal and nigral graft, and RPE graft (# p < 0.05 compared to normal
control, * p < 0.05 compared to HP control).
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Figure 4-5 - Behavioral tests after levodopa treatment, showing the behavioral effectiveness of the
levodopa dose (* p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001).
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Figure 4-6 - Additional electrophysiological measures of firing pattern activity in the SNr and
STN, in control and grafted groups (# p < 0.05 compared to normal control, * p < 0.05 compared
to HP control).
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Figure 4-7 – APIR behavioral improvements after FVM or RPEC transplantation, shown as the
difference at 3 months compared to baseline. Left: APIR group mean values (± SEM); Right:
APIR scores of all transplanted rats with surviving graft, regressed against the blindly-rated
“GraftScore”, with the division denoted between “large” and “small” grafts.
Table 4-1 – Total numbers of rats originally in the different groups
Normal
HP control
HP, Cell-transplanted
control
rAAV-WGAHP HP-LD FVM (single- and
RPEC
mCherrydual-transplant)
Cre:eNpHREYFP dual vector
18
19
3
75
17
4
Number of rats
Table 4-2 - Numbers of neurons recorded in each group, in bold, followed by the number of rats
used in final electrophysiological and behavioral analysis
Normal HP
HP
HP
Small
Small
Large
Large
RPE
offonstriatal striatal
striatal striatal &
LD
LD
FVM
& nigral FVM
nigral
FVM
FVM
126/17
127/19 14/3 36/3
115/19 15/2
76/9
16/3
19/3
SNr
87/18
17/3 43/3
91/16
4/1
61/7
12/3
20/4
STN 98/18
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Please rate the quality of all the grafts, as either “1” (worst), “2”, “3”, or “4” (best).
Only consider grafts with TH+ cells inside or adjacent to the striatum. If you feel that you need a
higher magnification zoomed image of a particular section, let me know and I can get it for you.

Make sure you are seeing actual TH+ cell bodies, with axonal protrusions, not merely
TH+ debris. For example, below are photos that only have debris:

Figure 4-8 - Sample pictures given to blinded raters for creating the combined “GraftScore”
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Figure 4-9 – Graft sizes. A. GraftScore means (± SEM) for all FVM groups (ANOVA p < 0.001,
* p < 0.05 post-hoc T-test with Tukey HSD). B. Stereological means (± SEM) showing TH+ cell
counts from a subset of the rats in the small striatal graft group (N=3 rats counted) and in the
large striatal graft group (N=6 rats counted) (* p < 0.05 one-sided T-test). No counts were
performed on the small striatal-nigral graft and large striatal-nigral graft groups.

Discussion

This study aimed to address three crucial unanswered questions in the cell transplantation
field related to PD and BG neurophysiology: systemic intermittent pharmacological dopaminergic
therapy versus focal graft-supplied continuous dopaminergic therapy; transplants that make
synaptic connections versus transplants that do not; and striatal versus extrastriatal dopamine
replenishment. Our results shed light on each of these critical questions.

Continuous versus intermittent dopaminergic stimulation

The downstream electrophysiological effects of the continuous dopaminergic
replenishment provided by the FVM cells or RPEC were different from the effects of intermittent
levodopa treatments. The firing rates and patterns in the SNr and STN were not normalized by
the chronic or acute levodopa, but were instead moved farther from normal. This effect was most
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pronounced in the STN, where the burstiness of the cells increased after administration of
levodopa. The oscillatory activity which has been connected in the literature with parkinsonism
also increased in both the SNr and STN in both the off-LD and on-LD conditions. By contrast,
the large cell grafts provided significant normalization of the bursting and oscillatory firing
patterns, confirming other recent related studies (Besnard, Decressac et al. 2010; Gilmour, Piallat
et al. 2011; Richardson, Freed et al. 2011). The small grafts had a lesser normalizing effect, as
expected.
Our observation that dopaminergic grafts normalized the STN burstiness more than the
SNr burstiness may have relevance for understanding the mechanism of deep brain stimulation
(DBS). DBS is typically performed on the STN, presumably affecting the so-called indirect
pathway (striatum to globus pallidus externa, to STN, to globus pallidus interna (GPi)) more than
the direct pathway (striatum to GPi). An alternative hypothesis coming from optogenetic
experiments is the notion that STN DBS works via antidromic effects on the cortex (Gradinaru,
Mogri et al. 2009). Regardless, our results suggest that normalization of the STN firing pattern
may be one of the key downstream changes mediated by dopaminergic grafts that allows
restoration of the remainder of the cortico-basal-ganglia loop firing patterns. Further studies are
needed to examine whether striatal dopaminergic grafts preferentially affect the indirect pathway
(i.e. STN) more than the structures that are involved in both the direct and the indirect pathway
(e.g., SNr and GPi).
To our knowledge this is the first time a direct comparison of the electrophysiologic
consequences of levodopa treatment has been made with dopaminergic cell therapy in any animal
model of PD or in PD patients. Our results suggest that intermittent dopaminergic stimulation
exacerbates the BG firing pattern abnormalities, while dopaminergic cell graft therapy
ameliorates them. Thus dopaminergic graft therapy appears to provide the behavioral benefits of
continuous dopaminergic therapy and the neurophysiological modulation that is achieved through
STN DBS.
Studies of continuous dopaminergic stimulation (CDS) in human patients using duodenal
infusions and transcutaneous drug deliveries have shown promise in reducing PD symptoms
without causing dyskinesias (Chase, Baronti et al. 1989; Juncos, Engber et al. 1989; Mouradian,
Heuser et al. 1989). Our results show the promise of CDS using a cell-transplant mechanism,
since previous studies have shown that FVM grafts produce dopamine (Forni, Brundin et al.
1989; Moukhles, Forni et al. 1994). Moreover, unlike the pharmacological CDS experiments,
dopaminergic striatal grafts putatively provide focal CDS in the striatum thereby mitigating side-
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effects associated with systemic pharmacological CDS (e.g., nausea, hallucinations, etc.). Future
studies should directly measure the dopamine levels in the striatum in the different groups to
better equalize the comparison between grafted groups and levodopa-treated control groups.
Future studies investigating CDS and transplants should also investigate LFPs which have been
shown to be affected by dopaminergic therapy (Brown 2003). Future studies should also take
into account the brain arousal state (Gilmour, Piallat et al. 2011) and test the effect of transplants
in awake preclinical models, to clarify the potential role of anesthesia effects on the results we
report.

Graft-host synaptic connectivity

We report that RPEC grafts showed normalization of the bursty STN firing patterns
similar to the FVM grafts. In view of the previous literature suggesting that RPEC transplants
may reduce PD symptoms without producing graft-induced dyskinesias and without
immunosuppression (Stover, Bakay et al. 2005; Stover and Watts 2008) unlike FVM grafts
(Freed, Greene et al. 2001; Olanow, Goetz et al. 2003), the electrophysiological normalization
reported here is a significant and promising finding.
As discussed earlier, the recent large multicenter clinical RPEC trial used post-natal
RPEC that were never adequately tested in preclinical animal studies (Gross, Watts et al. 2011),
as opposed to embryonic origin RPEC that had been extensively tested in several preclinical
studies (Subramanian, Marchionini et al. 2002; Watts, Raiser et al. 2003; Bakay, Raiser et al.
2004; Doudet, Cornfeldt et al. 2004; Stover, Bakay et al. 2005; Cepeda, Flores et al. 2007; Flores,
Cepeda et al. 2007; Gross, Watts et al. 2011) and in the open label study of 6 patients who report
continued benefits from the transplants 10 years after the surgery (Stover, Bakay et al. 2005;
Stover and Watts 2008). The present study provides additional evidence that RPEC striatal
xenotransplants survive well without any immunosuppression and provide electrophysiological
benefits comparable to FVM grafts. The behavioral APIR benefits were statistically significant in
our RPEC treated animals, but were not as robust as seen with the large FVM grafts. Interestingly
the number of grafted cells that survived the transplantation was similar. In the FVM cohort of
large grafts the number of transplanted cells were ~600,000 with approximately 9000 cells
surviving, and in the RPEC cohort 10,000 cells were transplanted with approximately 9000 cells
surviving. It is possible that if more RPEC cells were grafted a better behavioral and
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electrophysiological outcome could have been obtained. Another factor could be the smaller
sample size in our RPEC cohort compared to the FVM cohort. A previous study that used adult
origin RPEC demonstrated a somewhat lesser degree of behavioral improvement, but in this case
these investigators used 1000 RPEC as their dose for transplantation (Ming, Li et al. 2009). This
dose was the same as the dose that we reported previously using embryonic RPEC (Subramanian,
Marchionini et al. 2002). Our findings suggest that a dose greater than 10,000 RPEC, possibly
delivered into more than one striatal site, would be worthy of investigation in future studies.
Our study demonstrates that a well-characterized set of adult origin RPEC is capable of
providing good behavioral, electrophysiological and histological outcomes in preclinical therapy
for parkinsonism. These findings support the notion of revisiting RPEC as a viable clinical
transplantation therapy for advanced PD. Other advantages are that RPEC transplants do not need
long-term continuous immunosuppression, can easily be obtained from eye-banks, and can be
passaged, tested and stored in cell banks for extended periods of time without losing efficacy. Our
findings also demonstrate how a well-characterized set of adult origin RPEC can logically
progress from successful in vitro characterization (see supplemental data) to success in preclinical
studies that can now potentially move into large animal models and human trials. This logical
progression contrasts to the approach described in the recent multicenter study (Gross, Watts et
al. 2011) which used post-natal origin RPEC directly in clinical trials without preclinical testing
in suitable animal models of PD. Other cells such as inducible pluripotent stem (iPS) cells may
also play a similar role in future cell transplant therapy (Warren, Manos et al. 2010). However,
RPEC have an advantage over iPS cells in that they do not need to be genetically reprogrammed,
greatly reducing the risk that the cells might transform into cancer cells. RPEC also seem to
cause less immune response and rejection than iPS cells.
To our knowledge, our novel WGA-mCherry-Cre / eNpHR-EYFP-transfected-FVM
dual-viral-vector transplant experiment provides the first proof that proteins from the host cells
are able to transfer across the synaptic junctions into the transplanted cells and provide functional
transformation in a graft (host neuron derived WGA-Cre traversed the synapse and altered DNA
in the graft). This is relevant to the current controversy about whether PD may have a
transmissible pathology with a prion-like propagation (for review see (Cushman, Johnson et al.
2010)). Several investigators have reported α-synuclein inclusions in grafted cells during postmortem examinations of grafted PD patients’ brains (Kordower, Chu et al. 2008; Li, Englund et
al. 2008) but their etiology is unclear. A recent study has shown that passive transfer of αsynuclein from the host into the graft is possible in animal models of PD (Kordower, Dodiya et
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al. 2011). The unique contribution of our study is to show that proteins can cross between host
and graft cells and provide functional alteration in the graft, as there is no other way that the YFP
fluorescence would have become visible in our FVM transplants. Our rAAV constructs also
contained optogenetic molecules (NpHR) and this study provides first proof of principle for the
idea of selectively labeling grafted neurons using a Cre-Lox dual vector system. Such a system
would potentially have future application in optogenetic manipulation of striatal grafts in vivo
similar to in vitro experiments (Tonnesen, Parish et al. 2011). In contrast to FVM grafts, RPEC
do not make any synaptic connectivity with the host and remain attached to the microcarriers with
no phenotypic changes post transplantation. This finding of unchanged phenotype has been
previously reported in RPEC-xenografted animals up to 12 months post-transplantation with
excellent cell survival (Subramanian, Marchionini et al. 2002; Watts, Raiser et al. 2003; Bakay,
Raiser et al. 2004; Stover, Bakay et al. 2005; Cepeda, Flores et al. 2007; Flores, Cepeda et al.
2007; Ming, Li et al. 2009) and in a limited autopsy report from an allografted patient with postnatal RPEC with poor survival (Farag, Vinters et al. 2009). Since RPEC grafts remain
phenotypically unchanged after grafting and do not form synaptic connections, they potentially
have a reduced risk of acquiring a protein-transmitted pathology via synaptic contact with the
host. Moreover, the notion of aberrant synaptic connectivity in the striatum is also moot in the
case of RPEC, mitigating the subsequent problems associated with graft-induced dyskinesias. The
recent evidence that FVM grafts can produce graft-induced dyskinesias via serotonergic cells in
the striatum (Carta, Carlsson et al. 2010) is also unlikely to be applicable to RPEC grafts as they
secrete levodopa rather than dopamine (Subramanian 2001; Watts, Raiser et al. 2003; Bakay,
Raiser et al. 2004). The conversion of levodopa to dopamine is likely mediated by the remaining
functional host dopaminergic nigrostriatal terminals and by the few dopaminergic neurons known
to exist in the striatum and known to be upregulated in the presence of nigrostriatal degeneration
(Betarbet, Turner et al. 1997). These mechanisms provide for an inherent level of control from
excess graft-secreted dopamine in RPEC transplanted animals and patients.

Striatal and extrastriatal dopamine replacement

Our results show that the size of the striatal graft seems to be a more important factor for
electrophysiological and behavioral normalization than the presence or absence of extrastriatal
grafts. There were trends toward a slightly lower firing rate in the dual-grafted rats, but this was
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only significant in the small striatal-nigral graft group. There was no significant normalization of
the bursty firing patterns, although there was a trend toward a reduction in the proportion of
oscillatory cells in the dual-grafted rats. However, it is difficult to make an exact comparison
between the single- and dual-grafted groups because of the variable survival of graft cells. We
suspect that the likely explanation for our electrophysiology results is that the size of the striatal
grafts happened to be slightly smaller in the rats with surviving nigral grafts (Figure 4-9). We
believe that more research should be performed in this area, especially in view of the results from
other laboratories showing that multiple-grafting strategies produce enhanced behavioral recovery
in patients and in preclinical behavioral tests other than APIRs (Mendez, Sadi et al. 1996;
Mendez, Baker et al. 2000; Mukhida, Baker et al. 2001; Mendez, Dagher et al. 2002). We
hypothesize that future studies with comparable surviving striatal graft size between single- and
dual-grafted groups would show comparable or greater electrophysiological normalization of the
bursting firing patterns in the dual-grafted group. Future electrophysiological graft studies should
also include additional behaviors besides APIRs such as the behaviors we used in our levodopa
cohort, to correlate with the differences in fine motor behavior recovery reported in the previous
studies. Studies that examine dual RPEC grafts into the striatum and the nigra would also be of
interest.
In summary, our results confirm that dopaminergic grafts may act to normalize
downstream BG firing patterns in addition to ameliorating parkinsonian symptoms. We
demonstrate that these graft-induced normalizing changes are different from the changes induced
by chronic and acute levodopa administration. Our demonstration that functional proteins can
cross from host cells into grafted cells sheds light on current PD transmissibility discussions.
Finally, our finding that RPEC grafts which do not make synaptic connections can achieve
similar normalization to FVM grafts suggests that such RPEC may be promising candidates to
investigate as a clinically relevant cell transplant therapy in PD.
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Chapter 5 - The effects of chronic levodopa treatments on the neuronal firing
properties of the subthalamic nucleus and substantia nigra reticulata in
hemiparkinsonian rhesus monkeys4

4

This chapter is a modified version of the paper “The effects of chronic levodopa treatments on

the neuronal firing properties of the subthalamic nucleus and substantia nigra reticulata in
hemiparkinsonian rhesus monkeys” published in Experimental Neurology, 228(1), 2011, pp. 53-8, authors
Gilmour, T. P., Lieu, C. A., Nolt, M. J., Piallat, B., Deogaonkar, M., Subramanian, T.. TG and CL
contributed equally to the paper. TS, CL, BP, MD, and TG conceived the study. CL, MN, TG, BP, TS, and
MD conducted experiments. TG, MN, MD, BP, and CL analyzed the data. TG, MN, and CL wrote the
manuscript. All authors finalized the manuscript.
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Introduction

Chapter 4 showed in a HP lesioned rat model that grafts can perform partial
normalization of the bursting firing patterns and that levodopa does not mitigate these patterns.
This chapter continues the comparison to levodopa by utilizing the 1-methyl-4-phenyl-1,2,3,6tetrahydropyridine (MPTP) lesioned primate model. This is an important next step because the
monkey brain is closer to the human brain than is the rat brain.
As outlined in Chapter 1, the models of normal and parkinsonian BG function have been
supported by many electrophysiological studies. In the MPTP lesioned primate model, Bergman
and colleagues demonstrated an increase in STN firing rate from normal to parkinsonian state
(Bergman, Wichmann et al. 1994), and a similar increase in SNr neuronal firing rate (Wichmann,
Bergman et al. 1999). Bergman and colleagues also showed that the primate STN and SNr
became more bursty after MPTP treatment (Bergman, Wichmann et al. 1994; Wichmann,
Bergman et al. 1999). The same increases of rate and burstiness in STN and SNr have been
confirmed in the lesioned rat model of PD (Breit, Bouali-Benazzouz et al. 2001; Breit, Lessmann
et al. 2006; Breit, Bouali-Benazzouz et al. 2007). The synchronized oscillations represented by
the LFPs have also been shown to have characteristic patterns in the normal and parkinsonian
state. Brown and colleagues showed that normal rats have a LFP peak in the 70 Hz region,
similar to human PD patients medicated with levodopa (LD) and undergoing intraoperative
recordings (Brown, Oliviero et al. 2001; Brown, Kupsch et al. 2002). Mallet and colleagues
showed that anesthetized HP rats showed a prominent beta LFP peak in the activated state which
normal rats did not have (Mallet, Pogosyan et al. 2008). Together, these and other animal studies
demonstrate that the neurophysiological properties of STN and SNr are altered in response to
nigrostriatal denervation and dopamine depletion.
While no studies to date have examined the effects of chronic LD therapy on STN or SNr
neuronal firing rates or patterns, the effects of acute dopamine agonist therapy have been
examined in the human STN. Recordings in PD patients undergoing functional neurosurgery for
deep brain stimulation show that apomorphine increases burst discharges in the STN but does not
alter firing rate at optimal doses. However, apomorphine decreases STN firing rates in the
dyskinetic state (Lozano, Lang et al. 2000; Levy, Dostrovsky et al. 2001). Also, the prominent
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beta peak in STN LFPs has been shown to be greatly reduced when the patient is acutely given
apomorphine or LD (Brown, Oliviero et al. 2001; Giannicola, Marceglia et al. 2010).
Although these studies in PD patients have contributed to our understanding of the
neurophysiological properties of these structures, in clinical studies it is not practical for patients
to be off anti-PD medications for an extended period. Clinical studies have shown that greater
than 2 weeks of washout from LD is necessary to remove beneficial effects of LD therapy in PD
patients (Fahn 2005). Such long washouts are not well tolerated by patients and have potential
risk of significant morbidity and mortality (Newman, Grosset et al. 2009). Therefore, conducting
electrophysiological studies in PD patients in the complete “off” state devoid of all influences of
LD or other dopaminergic medications is virtually impossible.
To overcome these difficulties, the experiment described in the remainder of this chapter
evaluated the effects of chronic intermittent LD treatments at optimal doses in the MPTP treated
stable HP monkey model of PD. We focused on the STN because of its important role in the
indirect pathway of the corticostriatal-thalamocortical loop, and on the SNr because of its
importance in mediating both motor and nonmotor symptoms of PD.

Materials and methods

Two adult female Macaca mulatta were housed according to standards set forth in the
NIH ‘Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals’. All procedures were carried out in
strict compliance with the “Principles of Laboratory Animal Care” (NIH Publication No. 86-23,
revised 1985) and were approved by the local institutional animal care and use committee.

Assessing parkinsonism and chronic LD therapy

Monkeys were assessed behaviorally using a primate parkinsonism rating scale (from 0,
normal, to 100, severely parkinsonian) which was modeled after Part III of the Unified
Parkinson's Disease Rating Scale (mUPDRS) (Subramanian, Lieu et al. 2010; Lieu, Deogaonkar
et al. 2011). Ratings were performed by a blinded investigator and were spaced at least three
days apart.
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Intra-carotid injections of MPTP were administered to render the monkeys
hemiparkinsonian on the right side of their body. Both monkeys received an initial dose of
0.5mg/kg MPTP, followed by two weeks of observation. If the original dose did not result in a
stable unilateral HP state, repeated doses were given. The final result was a HP state which was
stable for more than six months.
Once behavioral stability was documented, recording chambers were surgically
implanted to permit chronic single cell extracellular neuronal recording from the left STN and SN
in the stable HP state and on chronic LD treatment. LD/carbidopa (CD) therapy was initiated at
an oral dose of 100mg/25mg twice a day and gradually escalated by 100mg/25mg every 72 hours
until no further improvement in mUPDRS scores was observed. This was defined to be the
optimal dose and was subsequently held constant throughout the dosing period. Serum dopamine
levels were measured in a single monkey to check that dopamine was being successfully
delivered, showing dopamine concentrations of 1.022 ng/mL before starting LD dosing and 17.04
ng/mL while on optimal LD dosing. Occasionally, the monkeys would refuse oral intake (defined
by missing three successive doses). When this occurred, injectable benserazide and methyl ester
of LD (25/100) were injected SQ. At the point of stable mUPDRS score improvement and steady
twice daily LD/CD dosing for at least one week, extracellular neuronal recording resumed.
Dyskinetic activity was not seen on the stable dosing regimen (Lieu, Deogaonkar et al. 2011).

Electrophysiology

All recordings were done in awake, behaving animals. Wakefulness was monitored by
eye blink reflex and responsiveness of animal to investigators while in the restraint chair.
Animals were trained to allow passive limb movements by experimenters in order to examine
somatotopic responses during recordings (Starr, Subramanian et al. 2000). Extracellular single
cell recordings were carried out using glass coated platinum-iridium microelectrodes (impedance
0.5-1.0 Mega-ohms, FHC) or tungsten microelectrodes (0.5-2.0 Mega-ohms, FHC). The STN and
SNr nuclei were systematically sampled, recording each neuron encountered at the target depth
range, with tracts typically separated laterally from each other by 1 mm. The electrical signal was
amplified (MDA-4I BAK or ISO-80 WPI), filtered (200-10,000 Hz, Krohn-Hite), monitored on
an audio loudspeaker, and displayed on a digital oscilloscope to ensure good signal isolation. The
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signals were digitally sampled at 25000 samples per second (Spike2, CED). Simultaneously,
LFPs were filtered (3-500Hz) and digitized at 1000 samples per second.
Localization within the nuclei was confirmed in five ways. First, the depth of the
electrode tip was correlated to a rhesus brain atlas. Second, firing characteristics of landmarks in
the brain were monitored as reported previously (Starr, Subramanian et al. 2000). Third, on some
tracts, after a neuron had been recorded for at least 60 seconds for later analysis, somatotopic
responses were examined by flexing and extending the monkey’s arm or leg during the recording
(for example, see Figure 5-5). Fourth, recording tracts were histologically confirmed in the STN
and SNr. Fifth, the root mean square (RMS) was calculated on the activity recorded along each
track. RMS has been used clinically to determine the borders of STN, as the overall activity in
STN is higher than that above and below the STN (Moran, Bar-Gad et al. 2006; Snellings, Sagher
et al. 2009).

Data analysis

During offline analysis, interspike intervals (ISIs) were generated using Spike2’s
template matching spike sorting algorithm. Neuron sorting and isolation was further refined using
principal component analysis on the spike waveforms. In each case, records were comprised of at
least 400 spikes and had duration between 60 and 120 seconds.
In addition to firing rates, seven measures of the firing patterns were employed, as
described in Chapter 1. First, the coefficient of variation (CV) of the ISIs was computed for each
recording. A low CV indicates a regularly firing cell. Second, the burst index was computed as
the mean of the ISI distribution divided by the mode of the ISI distribution (Hutchison, Levy et
al. 1997). A higher burst index indicates a cell that tends to fire in bursts. Third and fourth, the
percent of spikes in bursts and percentage of time in bursts were calculated using the Poissonsurprise method (Legendy and Salcman 1985). Bursts were confirmed if their Poisson surprise
value was greater than or equal to 3 (Aldridge and Gilman 1991; Wichmann and Soares 2006).
This provided a sliding time-window view of the burstiness of each spike train, a different
perspective than the other burstiness metrics that process the entire recording at once. Fifth, the
density discharge histogram (DDH) (Kaneoke and Vitek 1996) of each recording was computed
and compared to the DDH of a random Poisson spiketrain. If the DDH of the recording was not
significantly different from the Poisson DDH by a chi-square test, the firing pattern was classified
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as ‘Poisson’. If the pattern was significantly different, the pattern was classified as ‘regular’ or
‘bursty’ depending on whether the variance of the DDH was less than one or greater than one,
respectively (Levy, Dostrovsky et al. 2001). Sixth, the range of the DDH was computed. Bursty
neurons had a larger DDH range because some bins contained large numbers of spikes.
Seventh, the sample entropy was computed as a measure of spike randomness. As in
Chapters 2 and 4, we used an embedding dimension of 2 and a tolerance of 0.2 times the standard
deviation, based on empirical optimization and on previous literature. Darbin and colleagues have
reported nonlinear features of monkey BG neuronal firing and Lafreniere-Roula and colleagues
have recently reported an entropy reduction in STN recordings from human PD patients
following apomorphine treatment (Darbin, Soares et al. 2006; Lafreniere-Roula, Darbin et al.
2010). Thus we chose this additional metric to examine whether our chronic LD treatment might
have a similar effect. The seven numeric firing pattern metrics were compared using the
Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney rank-sum test, and the categorical DDH classification was compared
using Fisher’s 2x2 exact test (grouping “Poisson” and “bursty” categories together).
Spectra were generated from LFP signals using the Welch periodogram method, using
512-point discrete Fourier transforms with 128-point overlap windows. The periodograms were
normalized using the power in the 65-80 Hz band to eliminate any bias due to 60Hz line noise.
The spectral power was then summed in 5-Hz bins. Sums were compared in each frequency band
between the On-LD and Off-LD conditions using an unpaired two-sided T-test. The centroids of
power spectral density (PSD) segments cropped between 10-50Hz were computed to test for
spectral power shifts in this region. The centroids were compared using an unpaired two-sided Ttest. The spike-triggered average (STA) of the LFP signal was computed and compared to the
STA of a randomly shuffled version of the same ISI sequence. A rank-sum test was used to
compare the ratio of the peak-to-trough difference of the STA to the peak-to-trough difference of
the randomized STA.

Results

Chronic LD treatment substantially improved parkinsonism in both monkeys without
inducing dyskinetic movements. The mUPDRS score significantly decreased in the LD-treated
state (77.7% for Monkey A and 79.1% for Monkey B, p < 0.001 unpaired two-sided T-test on
pooled data, Figure 5-1).
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During microelectrode recordings, we calculated the RMS of the activity recorded along
multiple tracks, one of many measures that allowed us to determine location within the various
nuclei. The RMS increased as the electrode traveled out of the thalamus and into STN, and
decreased upon exiting STN and entering SNr. Figure 5-2 shows normalized RMS values of
recordings in thalamus, STN and SNr.
From the microelectrode recordings, we examined the firing rate and firing pattern of
neurons in both nuclei before and after LD treatment. Although Monkey B showed an increase in
STN firing rate, the pooled mean STN firing rate (± SEM) showed no significant change (42.6 ±
3.5 Hz to 41.3 ± 3.3 Hz, Figure 5-3). The SNr pooled mean firing rate on LD decreased (52.1 ±
5.7 Hz to 36.2 ± 3.3 Hz, p<0.013, Figure 5-3). In both the STN and the SNr Monkey B showed a
larger effect than Monkey A, but both monkeys showed the same trends.
The quantification of the firing patterns did not show a significant difference in most
measures in either nucleus (Table 5-1). The STN did not show any trend toward increasing or
decreasing burstiness. The SNr showed a trend toward an increase in burstiness in all measures of
burstiness, and this trend was statistically significant in the DDH range (p < 0.05).
LFPs were also analyzed from the neural recordings. LFP spectra in SNr showed a
decrease in the low beta frequencies (20-25 Hz) and an increase in higher beta frequencies (30-35
Hz) on LD (Figure 5-4). In the STN, there was a similar shift of spectral power into higher
frequency bands, seen as a reduction in the 15-20 Hz band and an increase in the 35-55 Hz band
on LD. The centroids of spectral power in the 10-50 Hz band were significantly higher in both
the STN and SNr (p < 0.05). No significant differences in the spike-triggered averages were seen
between the on-LD and off-LD groups (for more details, see figure 5-5).
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Figure 5-1 – mUPDRS behavioral scores for each monkey separately and the pooled scores (** p
< 0.01, *** p < 0.001, two-sided unpaired T-test). Black columns represent tests taken during
off-LD periods (Monkey A: N=6, Monkey B: N=6, Combined: N=12), and gray columns
represent tests taken during on-LD periods (Monkey A: N=3, Monkey B: N=5, Combined: N=8).
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Figure 5-2 – Normalized root-mean-square (RMS) power in neuronal recordings from nuclei at
different depths. Each tract was normalized by the STN power. A rank-sum test was performed
to test the difference between the Thalamus and STN recordings and between SNr and STN
recordings (N=7 tracks, * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01).
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Figure 5-3 – Effects of LD on neuronal firing rates. Top and bottom rows: firing rates of SNr and
STN neurons, respectively (mean ± SEM). Black columns represent data recorded before LD
treatment (SNr: N=30; STN: N=50), and gray columns represent data recorded during LD
treatment (SNr: N=39; STN: N=76) (* p < 0.05, t-test).
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Figure 5-5 – Somatotopic neuronal response to elbow movement during a STN neuronal recording session. Black bar shows period during
which the monkey’s arm was being manipulated by the researcher.

Figure 5-4 – LD effects on spectral power of LFPs (Off-LD SNr: N=28; On-LD SNr: N=16; Off-LD STN: N=36; On-LD STN: N=22). Left
and center: power spectral densities (PSDs) were computed using Welch periodograms, normalized using the power in the 65-80Hz band, and
summed into 5-Hz bins. These graphs display the normalized power in each bin, labeled at the lower edge of each bin, with SE errorbars (* p
< 0.05, two-sided unpaired T-test). Right: centroids of PSD segments cropped between 10-50Hz to focus on the changes in this region (* p <
0.05, two-sided unpaired T-test).
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Figure 5-6 – Mean spike-triggered average (STA) of the LFP signal across all neurons recorded together with LFPs in the SNr and STN both
before and during LD treatment, in the 12-25 Hz band (A) and the 25-40 Hz band (B). Data shown are the ratio of the STA peak-trough
difference to the randomized STA peak-trough difference. Plots show the median (red line), quartiles (box), mean (green triangle), SEM
(green whiskers), extent up to 1.5 times the interquartile distance (black whiskers) and outliers beyond 1.5 times the interquartile distance for
all analyzed neurons. The rank-sum nonparametric test showed no significant differences between the groups.
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Table 5-1 – Firing pattern metrics (mean ± SEM) comparing the SNr and STN in the off-LD and
on-LD conditions. Only the DDH range showed a significant difference in SNr, with increased
burstiness in the LD-treated condition (* p < 0.05, rank-sum test).
SNr
STN
Off-LD
On-LD
Off-LD
On-LD
0.80 ± 0.06
0.86 ± 0.06
0.96 ± 0.06
0.95 ± 0.05
CV
4.93 ± 1.42
9.17 ± 1.71
3.74 ± 0.68
3.23 ± 0.33
Burst Index
1.48 ± 0.07
1.58 ± 0.06
1.46 ± 0.63
1.48 ± 0.45
Sample Entropy
4.60 ± 0.21
5.44 ± 0.26*
4.87 ± 0.19
4.95 ± 0.14
DDH Range
0.51 ± 0.16
1.08 ± 0.29
1.36 ± 0.34
1.26 ± 0.23
Percent of time in
bursts
2.05 ± 0.64
5.4 ± 1.61
4.96 ± 1.28
4.84 ± 0.91
Percent of spikes in
bursts
Regular: 28
Regular: 39
Regular: 29
Regular: 58
Poisson DDH pattern
Poisson: 1
Poisson: 4
Poisson: 5
Poisson: 10
classification (number
Bursty: 1
Bursty: 7
Bursty: 5
Bursty: 8
of neurons)

Discussion

In this study we have focused on the firing rates and patterns in the STN and SNr in HP
rhesus nonhuman primates in the stable parkinsonian state and when exposed to chronic
intermittent LD treatment, in order to mimic the clinical scenario of LD administration in PD
patients.

Firing Rates

The firing rates we observed in the parkinsonian state are consistent with what has been
reported in MPTP-treated primates and PD patients. Neuronal discharge rates in the parkinsonian
state range from 26-50 Hz in the STN, and 45-86 Hz in the SNr (Bergman, Wichmann et al.
1994; Hutchison, Allan et al. 1998; Wichmann, Bergman et al. 1999; Bejjani, Dormont et al.
2000; Levy, Hutchison et al. 2000; Magnin, Morel et al. 2000; Theodosopoulos, Marks et al.
2003; Wichmann and Soares 2006).
The pooled mean STN firing rate did not show a significant change on LD. This fits with
a previous report in human PD patients which showed that apomorphine did not change the STN
firing rate in the human (Lozano, Lang et al. 2000; Levy, Dostrovsky et al. 2001). However, this
result does not fit the rate model, which predicts that amelioration of PD symptoms would
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correlate with a reduced STN firing rate. Our result also contrasts with a previous study which
showed a reduction in STN firing rate after apomorphine treatment (Kreiss, Mastropietro et al.
1997). However, LD has important differences from apomorphine. Apomorphine can act upon
dopamine receptors anywhere, whereas LD mediates its effect only through surviving
dopaminergic (and sometimes serotoninergic) neural pathways. This may explain the difference.
In contrast to the STN, the firing rate of the SNr decreased significantly on LD. This
result is similar to a previous report of acute apomorphine treatment in the normal primate
demonstrating significant SNr decreases of firing rate but no significant changes in firing pattern
after apomorphine treatment (Nevet, Morris et al. 2004). Our result is also similar to the report
by Park and colleagues that dopamine D1 receptor agonist SKF38393 and D2 receptor agonist
Quinpirole reduced the SNr firing rates (Park, Jeon et al. 2007).
One possible explanation for why the effects of chronic LD treatment and acute
dopamine agonist treatment are similar in the SNr but different in the STN would be that based
on the classic rate model of Albin and Delong, chronic LD treatment in the parkinsonian state
affects the direct pathway more than the indirect pathway (Albin, Young et al. 1989; DeLong
1990).
Another possible explanation may be related to better preservation of the SNpc-SNr
connectivity than the SNpc-STN connectivity in these animals. Surviving dopaminergic
connections from the SNpc would putatively enable exogenous LD mediated dopamine
conversion and synaptic release into the SNr that would mimic the effects of apomorphine acting
directly on dopamine receptors located in the SNr. Supporting this notion, Prescott and colleagues
recently showed that in the SNr of human patients, LD increased stimulation-evoked plasticity
(Prescott, Dostrovsky et al. 2009). They noted in passing that LD decreased SNr firing rates, but
they did not systematically examine this decrease. Our results confirm their firing rate
observation in a systematic way in the primate model, and further suggest that treatment-induced
increases in available dopamine may have a larger effect on SNr firing rates than on STN firing
rates in the parkinsonian condition. This may be due to a specific role of the small dopaminergic
connection between the substantia nigra pars compacta (SNC) and the SNr in regulating neuronal
firing (Kliem, Maidment et al. 2007).
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Firing Patterns
Previous studies have shown that cells in the primate STN and SNr become more bursty
after MPTP-induced parkinsonism (Bergman, Wichmann et al. 1994; Hutchison, Allan et al.
1998; Wichmann, Bergman et al. 1999; Bejjani, Dormont et al. 2000; Levy, Hutchison et al.
2000; Magnin, Morel et al. 2000; Lee, Shin et al. 2001; Theodosopoulos, Marks et al. 2003;
Wichmann and Soares 2006). In our study we did not try to replicate this well-documented
change between normal and parkinsonian monkeys, but instead focused on the difference
between the parkinsonian state off-LD and on-LD.
In the STN, we did not observe any significant changes in the bursting spike patterns of
cells from the LD treatment. This contrasts with previous studies that showed that apomorphine
increased the burstiness (Levy, Dostrovsky et al. 2001) and reduced the entropy (LafreniereRoula, Darbin et al. 2010) of STN neurons. This may again illustrate the difference between LD
and dopamine agonists. Apomorphine directly acts upon the dopamine receptors, so it exerts its
effect whether or not the normal dopamine pathways are operational. LD requires the operation of
remaining dopaminergic neurons in physiological dopamine pathways to be converted to
dopamine and exert its effect.
In the SNr there was a slight trend toward increasing burstiness on LD, which was
significant in one out of the seven firing pattern measures we examined. This lack of reduction of
the burstiness fits with the finding by Boraud and colleagues that the neuronal firing patterns in
the related GPi nucleus do not become less bursty on LD (Boraud, Bezard et al. 1998). Although
our study design prevents conclusions about the “normalizing” effect of LD or lack thereof, we
clearly demonstrate that in both the SNr and STN, LD did not reduce the bursting patterns that
previous studies have associated with parkinsonism.

Local Field Potentials
Our LFP measurements show that LD decreased the STN LFP power in the 15-20 Hz
band and increased power in the 35-55 Hz band. This fits with similar previous literature reports
(Gatev, Darbin et al. 2006; Hammond, Bergman et al. 2007; Galvan and Wichmann 2008).
Similarly, Sharott and colleagues showed that apomorphine delivery reduced the beta LFP peak
in awake behaving rats (Sharott, Magill et al. 2005). In humans, several studies have shown that
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LD reduces the amplitude of the LFP beta peak in patients undergoing deep brain stimulator
implants (Brown, Oliviero et al. 2001; Alonso-Frech, Zamarbide et al. 2006; Kuhn, Kupsch et al.
2006; Giannicola, Marceglia et al. 2010; Lopez-Azcarate, Tainta et al. 2010). Some human
studies have reported seeing a peak in the high gamma band (60-90 Hz) on LD (Brown, Oliviero
et al. 2001; Lopez-Azcarate, Tainta et al. 2010), but we did not see any significant increase in the
LFP power above 60 Hz (data not shown). It is possible that the increase we observed in low
gamma band activity (35-55 Hz) in the STN may be a primate analogue to the human and rodent
high gamma band increases (Hammond, Bergman et al. 2007). Another explanation is suggested
by the report by Alonso-Frech and colleagues that high gamma band activity was increased
during dyskinesias in human patients (Alonso-Frech, Zamarbide et al. 2006). The fact that our
monkeys did not become dyskinetic may explain why we did not see an increase in STN high
gamma activity.
To our knowledge, the current study is the first to examine the effects of LD on SNr LFPs
in the primate. Our results show that LD treatment reduces SNr low beta LFP activity and
increases the high beta LFP activity, similar to the changes in the STN. Like the STN, we did not
see increases in SNr high gamma activity (above 60 Hz, data not shown). We did not see specific
SNr increases in the 35-55 Hz power in 5-Hz bins on LD, but the centroid of the LFP spectral
power in the 10-50 Hz band was shifted significantly higher in both the SNr and STN. Thus,
overall, the synchronous synaptic input to the SNr changed along with the STN input in response
to LD, although perhaps not quite as robustly. The differences in the STN LFP may be due to the
direct cortical input pathway to the STN, which has recently been shown by optogenetic
experiments to be highly important in the activation of BG pathways (Gradinaru, Mogri et al.
2009).
Although the electrophysiological properties of the STN and SNr in parkinsonism have
been studied, these properties are likely to be a combination of both the motor and nonmotor
functions of these nuclei. Future studies are necessary to evaluate the electrophysiological
properties of the STN and SNr in BG nonmotor circuits and subsequent physiological alterations
as a result of dopamine depletion and dopamine replacement therapy.
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Conclusion
In summary, our results show that chronic intermittent LD therapy in HP rhesus
nonhuman primates that mimics the clinical scenario of LD administration in PD patients reduces
neuronal firing rates in the SNr but does not reduce the bursty firing patterns in the STN and SNr.
We also corroborate previous studies showing that LD reduces the LFP spectral power in the low
beta band and increases the power in the high beta band. LD is known to ameliorate motor
symptoms of PD, as well as some nonmotor symptoms. However, long term use of LD is known
to be associated with disabling side effects such as dyskinesias and refractory nonmotor PD
symptoms. Our results suggest that future research is warranted on the BG neuronal bursting
activity and its relationship with the long term symptomatic effects of levodopa treatment.
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Chapter 6 - Rat sleep classification in principal component space, and its
application to investigate sleep in normal and parkinsonian rats5

5

This chapter contains a modified version of the paper “Manual rat sleep classification in

principal component space” published in Neuroscience Letters, 469(1), 2010, pp. 97-101, authors Gilmour,
T. P., Fang, J., Guan, Z., Subramanian, T. TG, TS and JF conceived the study. TG, JF, and ZG conducted
experiments. TG, ZF, and ZG analyzed the data. TG wrote the manuscript. All authors finalized the
manuscript.
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Introduction
This chapter explains a novel sleep scoring methodology developed and applied in the
course of this dissertation research, which was used in the following chapters to separate sleep
and wakefulness for subsequent analysis. Additionally, this chapter describes the novel
application of this methodology to directly score HP rat sleep and investigate the differences to
normal rat sleep.
Sleep classification occupies an important role in medical sleep disorder research, basic
neuroscience research, and industrial and transportation safety. Rats are the most frequently used
species in animal sleep studies. Classification of rodent sleep and wakefulness using electroencephalogram (EEG) and electromyogram (EMG) recordings has traditionally been a timeintensive manual task. The spectrum of rodent sleep is typically divided into three categories:
awake, rapid-eye-movement (REM) sleep, and non-rapid-eye-movement (NREM) sleep (Robert,
Guilpin et al. 1999; Low, Shank et al. 2008). These stages can be distinguished by the EMG
power and by the EEG power in particular frequency bands. Wakefulness is characterized by
high and variable EMG activity and medium EEG activity with power concentrated in beta (1530Hz) and gamma (30-100Hz) ranges. NREM sleep is characterized by low EMG activity and
high-amplitude EEG activity with power concentrated in the delta (1-4Hz) band. REM sleep is
characterized by very low EMG activity and medium-amplitude EEG activity with power
concentrated in the theta (4-10Hz) band.
Many systems have been created in the past two decades to automate this classification,
in order to reduce the scoring time and to reduce variability between raters and across time. A
recent review of these systems was published by Robert and colleagues (Robert, Guilpin et al.
1999). These systems have achieved varying degrees of correspondence with the human rater
“gold-standard” scorings.
The automated classification systems fall into two general types: heuristic classifiers or
machine-learning classifiers. Both types first extract features from the data, such as the EEG
spectral power between 0.5Hz – 5Hz within a particular epoch, or the average EMG amplitude
within the epoch. The heuristic classifiers then impose manually-adjustable thresholds on the
extracted features to classify each epoch. The machine-learning classifiers use a set of training
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data to automatically learn classification thresholds, and then likewise impose those thresholds on
the data to classify each epoch. The earliest automated systems used manually-adjusted
thresholds (Kohn, Litchfield et al. 1974). Newer systems have tended toward using machine
learning algorithms such as neural networks (Robert, Karasinski et al. 1996) or support vector
machines (Crisler, Morrissey et al. 2008). Many automated classifiers also typically include a
post-processing step which takes into account the sequential location of an epoch compared with
its temporal neighbors (Costa-Miserachs, Portell-Cortes et al. 2003; Stephenson, Caron et al.
2009).
Both heuristic and machine-learning automated approaches, while saving some time over
fully manual classification, still require manual adjustment of parameters or manual selection of a
training set before the classification. An alternate way to classify the data is to explicitly
transform the data into a lower dimensional state space, followed by manual or automatic
classification. If the dimensionality is reduced to three using factor analysis such as principal
component analysis (PCA), the clusters may be shown visually in a three-dimensional (3-D)
scatterplot and the classification may be performed by hand. Such scatterplots have been used in
the past as visualization tools (Bergmann, Winter et al. 1987; Benington, Kodali et al. 1994;
Karasinski, Stinus et al. 1994; Gervasoni, Lin et al. 2004; Low, Shank et al. 2008). For example,
Low and colleagues used 3-D EEG PCA scatterplots to compare mammalian and bird sleep,
showing distinct clusters corresponding to wakefulness and to NREM, REM, and intermediate
sleep (IS). Gervasoni and colleagues used 2-D PCA scatterplots to show the EEG and
intracranial LFPs, showing clusters corresponding to NREM, REM, and IS, active and quiet
wakefulness, and even whisker twitching.
However, to our knowledge the idea of using these cluster plots to directly score the
recording has not previously been demonstrated. As described below, this approach to manual
sleep-wake classification can be faster than traditional epoch-by-epoch manual scoring while
eliminating the need for manual selection of training sets or manual adjustment of time-domain
heuristic thresholds.
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Methods

Theory
The basic principle behind the classification method is to reduce the dimensionality of the
feature vector to three dimensions and then ask the human scorer to manually classify the data
based on visually-apparent clusters of similar epochs. We used principal component analysis
(PCA) for the dimensionality reduction, although in principle other decompositions could be
used.
PCA is a standard technique that computes a set of vectors that point in the directions of
greatest (and sequentially decreasing) variance of the original data. For dimensionality reduction,
the eigenvectors corresponding to the k largest eigenvalues of the covariance matrix, C, are
computed. The full covariance matrix is C = XXT = WSSTWT, where X is the data matrix, W is
the full matrix of eigenvectors (“principal components”), and S is the full diagonal matrix of
eigenvalues. Using only the k largest eigenvectors gives the reduced-dimension data: Y = WkTX,
where Wk is the cropped eigenvector matrix.
For sleep classification, the waveform data is first partitioned into epochs and the features
computed for each epoch. The dimensionality of the feature matrix is then reduced to three (k =
3) by PCA. The projections of each epoch onto the three largest eigenvectors are drawn onto a
three-dimensional scatterplot. The human scorer then rotates the plot for the best view of the
clusters, and classifies awake, NREM-sleep and REM-sleep by drawing a box around the visually
apparent clusters. Finally, the scoring was refined by classifying as awake any transitional
epochs containing high EMG activity but clustered as “NREM” due to high delta activity or
artifact. This refinement was accomplished using a second scatterplot with axes of EMG power,
EEG high beta, and EEG delta. Figure 6-1 depicts the scoring process.

Experimental Validation
To test the method, separate 24-hour EEG/EMG recordings from 10 adult male SpragueDawley rats were scored by four human raters: two using traditional epoch-by-epoch manual
scoring and two using the new PCA-space scoring. The rats were implanted with stainless steel
screws over the frontal and parietal cortices for EEG recordings and with wire electrodes in the
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neck muscles for EMG recordings. Rats were kept on a 12:12 hour light-dark cycle. 24-hour
sleep recording started after 2 weeks recovery and additional 4 days of adaptation to the recording
cable. Standard rat chow and water were made freely available. Experiments were carried out in
accordance with the guidelines in the National Institute of Health Guide for the Care and Use of
Laboratory Animals, 1996 revision, and all experimental protocols used in the experiment were
approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC).
After recovery and adaption, one channel of EEG and one channel of EMG were
recorded from each rat for a 24-hour period. Each signal was amplified and digitized at 128 Hz.
The signals were filtered offline in Matlab (Mathworks). After filtering, the signals were
segmented into 10 second epochs.
Raters T1 and T2 performed traditional epoch-by-epoch classification on the recordings
using the commercial SleepWave program. Raters P1 and P2 performed PCA-space
classification. All raters were kept blind to the others’ scoring.
For the PCA scoring, seven features were computed from each epoch based on our
observations and reports from previous literature (Robert, Guilpin et al. 1999; Crisler, Morrissey
et al. 2008). These were: absolute EEG power in the 1-4Hz (delta), 5-9Hz (theta), 10-20Hz (low
beta), and 30-40Hz (high beta) bands, absolute EMG power in the 1-10Hz band, theta-to-delta
ratio, and beta-to-delta ratio (Figure 6-2).
These seven features were collected into a feature matrix for each 24-hour recording.
The three largest principal components were then computed and used to reduce the
dimensionality of the feature matrix to three, and the projections were plotted in a threedimensional scatterplot. The visual clusters were manually classified and the classification of the
epochs was graphed as depicted in Figure 6-1. The secondary scatterplot with axes of the EMG,
EEG high beta, and EEG delta was made available to raters P1 and P2 to aid in refining the
scoring based on absolute EMG score as described above.

Comparison of normal and HP rat sleep
In addition to the sleep recordings from the 10 normal rats, 7 sleep recordings were also
taken from 5 stably HP rats to investigate any differences between normal and parkinsonian sleep
behavior. Rats were made parkinsonian by injection of 6-OHDA into the nigrostriatal pathway
and verified by apomorphine-induced rotations as detailed in Chapter 2 and elsewhere (Gilmour,
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Piallat et al. 2011). Each sleep recording was 24 hours in length, and typically started at 6:45pm,
around the time of the lights being turned off. Recordings began after at least two days of
adaptation in the recording chamber. The recordings were subsequently rated by one skilled rater
(P1) using the PCA approach, and the total time spent in each stage was computed. Additionally,
the run lengths of each stage were calculated to examine the fragmentation level of the sleep.

Results

PCA Classification method
Overall, the PCA-scoring method closely matched the traditional epoch-by-epoch
scoring. Figure 6-3 shows the agreements between the classifications of all pairwise
combinations of raters. The agreement between the two methods was calculated separately for
each class (Wake/Awake, NREM, or REM) as the number of epochs that were classified as that
type by both the traditional scoring and the PCA scoring, divided by the total number of epochs
classified as that type by the traditional scoring. Figure 6-3 also shows the values of Cohen’s
kappa for all pairs of raters. Values of kappa between 0.8 and 1.0 are generally considered to be
“very good agreement” (Cohen 1960). All of the scoring pair kappas fell within this range.
Additional data such as a representative confusion matrix, table of the Figure 6-3 median values,
and final cluster figures for all ten rats may be found online in the supplementary material.
Table 6-1 lists the average classification time for each 24-hour recording. In addition to
this time, approximately 1.2 minutes was used per recording used for filtering and processing the
data on a Pentium Core 2 T7200 2.00Ghz computer running Matlab 7.2 on Windows XP.
Two methods were used to quantify the cluster separation. First, a one-way multivariate
analysis of variance (MANOVA) was performed on the PCA projections to test the null
hypotheses that the cluster means were identical (zero-dimensional test) or were on the same line
(one-dimensional test). Both null hypotheses were rejected for every rat’s clusters at the alpha =
0.05 level of significance, as shown in Table 6-1.
Second, linear discriminant analysis was used to test the cluster separation. Since the
classifications themselves had been performed using manually-drawn lines, simple LDA
validation using the original training set would be meaningless, as it would always give “perfect”
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separation. Instead, 10-fold cross-validation was performed as follows. The temporal order of the
epochs was randomized, and a linear discriminant classifier was trained on 90% of each recording
and tested on the remaining 10%. The misclassification error was defined as 100% minus the
percent of epoch classifications that matched the testing set. This procedure of randomization,
training, and classification was repeated 10 times per rat. Table 6-1 shows the average
misclassification results from this cross-validation.

Figure 6-1 – Scatterplots from one rat illustrating the classification process. Plots A and B show
the initial unclassified epochs, plots C and D show the epochs after the initial PCA classification,
and plots E and F show the final classification after refinement using the EMG/EEG-delta
scatterplot to classify any high-EMG epochs as awake. Dotted lines in plot C and F depict
sample manually-adjusted discriminant lines used for the classification. Blue dots indicate
NREM sleep epochs, red dots indicate awake epochs, and orange dots indicate REM sleep
epochs.
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Figure 6-2 - Sample 24-hr recording showing the original and PCA-reduced features in ascending
order. From bottom: features 1-7 (black, in order starting from feature #1 EEG 1-4Hz at the
bottom), principal components 3, 2, and 1 (blue, green, and red respectively), and at top the
hypnogram resulting from the PCA classification (from rater P1).

Figure 6-3 – Pairwise comparison of raters, shown by (A) the inter-rater percent agreement and
by (B) Cohen’s unweighted kappa coefficient. Raters P1 and P2 used the PCA-space method,
and raters T1 and T2 used the traditional epoch-by-epoch method. Percent agreement was
calculated as the number of concordant epochs of a particular class divided by the total number of
epochs of that class. Boxes show the interquartile range, whiskers show the full extent of the
data, and center lines show the median.
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Table 6-1 – Classification time and cluster quality statistics from both PCA-space raters. The
percent of misclassification errors for each rat’s PCA clusters was computed from a linear
discriminant classifier trained on 90% of each recording and tested on the remaining 10%. Mean
values are listed for each rat from 10 randomized repetitions of each classification, and the mean
across all rats is listed. MANOVA results test whether the cluster means were the same (zerodimensional) and whether the means lay on the same line (one-dimensional).
Rater
Rat
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Mean ± SD
P1
Time
4.3
3.9
4.3
4.1
5.1
4.7
4.7
3.3
3.7
2.9
4.1 ± 0.7 min.
LDA error 5.46 2.81 4.33 3.68 2.35 3.21 2.42 1.45 2.33 3.11 3.12 ± 1.15 %
MANOVA p < 0.00005 for all rats, both zero- and one-dimensional tests
P2
Time
4.9
5.5
6.9
7.0
9.7
4.8
6.1
3.5
4.1
3.4
5.6 ± 1.9 min.
LDA error 5.61 4.55 4.32 4.01 2.95 4.21 2.20 1.64 2.16 3.50 3.52 ± 1.26 %
MANOVA p < 0.00005 for all rats, both zero- and one-dimensional tests

Table 6-2 – Representative confusion matrix using pooled epoch counts from all ten rats.
Concordance is listed between traditional epoch-by-epoch classification performed by one rater
(rater “T2”, rows) and PCA-space classification performed by one rater (rater “P1”, columns).
Accuracies were computed by dividing the number of concordant epochs by the total number of
epochs. False positives and false negatives were computed by dividing the sum of nonconcordant epochs by the total number of epochs.
PCA method (rater P1)
False-negative
NREM Awake REM (%)
Accuracy (%)
35178
1444
273
4.7
95.3 (NREM)
Traditional NREM
2102
41338
248
5.4
94.6 (Awake)
method
Awake
292
281
5244
9.9
90.1 (REM)
(rater T2)
REM
4.0
9.0
94.6 (Global)
False-positive (%) 6.4

Table 6-3 – Classification percent agreement, median across all rats, for each pair of raters.
Rater Pair
P1 v P2
T1 v T2
P1 v T1
P1 v T2
P2 v T1
P2 v T2
NREM
98.7
97.5
92.5
94.3
93.5
90.5
Awake
95.3
95.0
97.2
96.0
98.1
99.0
REM
98.9
93.9
94.0
92.7
82.9
84.5
Overall
96.4
95.9
94.5
94.9
93.9
93.7

Figure 6-4 – Representative final PCA cluster plots for all ten rat recordings from rater P1, after PCA-classification and EMG refinement.
Blue dots show NREM sleep epochs, red dots show wake epochs, and orange dots show REM sleep epochs. Each plot has been rotated
independently to clearly show the clusters.
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Application to analysis of hemiparkinsonian rat sleep
The comparison of the HP sleep to the normal sleep revealed some subtle differences.
For example, the HP rats spent more time in the Wake state and less time in the NREM sleep
state (Figure 6-1 and Figure 6-2). Additionally, the run length analysis showed several
differences in the sleep structure. In particular, in the awake state, the HP rats had fewer singlelength runs (i.e., 10-second epochs) and more runs of length 2, 3, 4, and 8 (i.e., 20, 30, 40, and 80
second epochs, respectively) (there were no length-14 runs in the HP group).

Figure 6-5 – Plot of all NREM sleep (black), Wake (grey), and REM sleep (white) 10-second
epochs throughout the 24-hour recordings (numbered columns). Columns 1-10 show recordings
from 10 normal rats (1 recording from each rat). Columns 11-17 show recordings from 5 HP rats
(columns 11-12 and columns 13-14 show consecutive 24-hour periods from two HP rats,
respectively). The top of the y-axis shows the beginning of the day when the lights were turned
on (approximately 7:00am).
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Figure 6-6 - Sleep class comparison. Left: Percentages of epochs in NREM (blue), Wake (green),
or REM (red) states. Columns 1-10 show recordings from 10 normal rats (1 recording from each
rat). Columns 11-17 show recordings from 5 HP rats (columns 11-12 and columns 13-14 show
consecutive 24-hour periods from two HP rats, respectively). Right: number of epochs in different
sleep states (* p < 0.05, two-sided T-tests between Normal and HP rats).

Run-length Histograms
Wake

REM Sleep

(means of above)

(means of above)

recording

NREM Sleep

run length

counts

(means of above)

Figure 6-7 - Run length comparison. Top: Rows 1-10 show recordings from 10 normal rats (1
recording from each rat). Rows 11-17 show recordings from 5 HP rats (rows 11-12 and rows
13-14 show consecutive 24-hour periods from two HP rats, respectively). Columns show the run
length (i.e. shorter run lengths on the left and longer run lengths on the right). Bottom: means
(solid) and standard errors (dotted) of the top histograms, showing normal in black and HP in blue.
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Table 6-4 – Two-sided T-test p-values between Normal and HP groups at different sleep stage
run lengths, from 1 to 20. P-values less than 0.05 are bolded.
Run Length NREM Sleep Wake
REM Sleep
1
0.66
0.00
0.00
2
0.84
0.02
0.00
3
0.42
0.72
0.00
4
0.71
0.56
0.00
5
0.96
0.19
0.61
6
0.21
0.34
0.34
7
0.77
0.22
0.38
8
0.96
0.34
0.03
9
0.98
0.54
0.68
10
0.63
0.08
0.30
11
0.82
0.00
0.04
12
0.47
0.40
0.36
13
0.38
0.16
0.48
14
0.92
0.92
0.04
15
0.15
1.00
0.16
16
0.85
0.14
0.93
17
0.39
0.39
0.94
18
0.39
0.24
0.35
19
0.10
0.72
0.39
20
0.23
0.80
0.08

Discussion

PCA-space classification method
The PCA-space classification method is able to classify the sleep/wake state of the rodent
to a high degree of agreement with the traditional manual epoch-by-epoch scoring method. The
percentage of agreement is comparable or higher than the human inter-rater agreements reported
in the literature ranging from 80% to 95% (Neckelmann, Olsen et al. 1994; Robert, Guilpin et al.
1999; Louis, Lee et al. 2004; Ambrogio, Koebnick et al. 2008; Crisler, Morrissey et al. 2008;
Stephenson, Caron et al. 2009). The higher agreement on awake and NREM segments than REM
segments also matches previous literature reports (Neckelmann, Olsen et al. 1994; Robert,
Guilpin et al. 1999; Louis, Lee et al. 2004; Crisler, Morrissey et al. 2008). REM sleep tends to be
harder to classify because its EEG waveforms look similar to wakefulness, and its EMG
waveforms show a mixture of hypoactivity interspersed with occasional muscle twitches.
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The PCA scores from rater P1 were closer to the traditional scores than from P2,
probably reflecting a higher degree of training of rater P1 on the new paradigm. Rater P1 had
previous experience of more than one hundred scoring sessions of one hour or more each, while
rater P2 had previous experience of only two scoring sessions lasting less than one hour each. The
difference in experience between the PCA-space raters combined with the general agreement
between their scorings highlights the ease of learning the new method. The REM sleep showed
the poorest classification agreement (especially from rater P2), as expected because of the
difficulty of scoring REM sleep in general.
In a previous study, Gervasoni and colleagues reported mediocre sleep classification
accuracies using EEG alone in a linear discriminant classifier, suggesting that surface recordings
are not enough to produce clear clusters and accurately classify the full range of sleep (Gervasoni,
Lin et al. 2004). However, they did not record EMG in their paradigm, and it is well known that
the EMG signal is useful in separating REM sleep from wakefulness. Thus the higher accuracies
we report here without using any intracranial recordings are likely attributable to our inclusion of
the EMG signal.
In addition to accuracy, the PCA-space method provides a significant speed improvement
over the traditional epoch-by-epoch scoring method because it allows classification of all the
epochs at once. Assuming thirty minutes as a typical required time for scoring 24 hours of sleep
data using traditional methods, Table 2 shows that the PCA method was approximately six times
faster than traditional scoring.
Comparison of the PCA-space method with previously published fully-automated sleep
classification methods suggest both advantages and disadvantages. The main advantages are the
elimination of the need for training data or threshold adjustments, and the unique perspective
provided by the state-space representation. The main disadvantages are the classification
subjectivity and the difficulty of generalization for extremely large datasets.
All published sleep classification methods require human interaction at some level. The
methods vary in at what point in the classification the human interaction is required, and to what
extent it is required. The two main types of automated classifiers are currently the heuristic and
the machine-learning types. Typical heuristic classifiers require manual adjustment of thresholds
before running the algorithm for best performance (Benington, Kodali et al. 1994; Robert,
Guilpin et al. 1999; Louis, Lee et al. 2004). Early classifiers required adjustment of the thresholds
separately for each rat and each recording. Some newer heuristic classifiers such as that reported
by Stephenson and colleagues require only global dataset parameter adjustments, but this
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classifier achieved only 89% global agreement with human raters (92% wake, 88% NREM, 80%
REM) (Stephenson, Caron et al. 2009). This adjustment of parameters typically requires initial
human analysis of 1 or 2 hours of rat recordings prior to the automated analysis of the remainder
of the recordings. By contrast, the PCA-space method has the advantage of not requiring this
separate pre-analysis since the whole recording is directly classified at once. Alternatively, one
could say that the PCA-space manually-drawn cluster boundaries are themselves the “thresholds”,
imposed in PCA-space, which allows faster classification of the entire recording at once.
Machine-learning sleep classifiers also require human involvement in the selection of
training data prior to the automated classification. One study using a neural network as the
classifier required 40 minutes of sleep data to be manually classified as a training set (Robert,
Karasinski et al. 1996). Another more recent study using a support vector machine used 2 hours
of recorded sleep data for training, requiring approximately 30 minutes of human rating (Crisler,
Morrissey et al. 2008). In contrast, the PCA-space method has the advantage of not requiring any
training data, since it is a direct manual approach.
Another advantage of the PCA approach is the unique perspective of being able to
graphically visualize the relationship between the sleep and wake states in each data record.
Unlike the “black box” approach of the automated classifiers, the PCA approach keeps the human
rater involved and alert to the presence of outliers or systematic biases. Meanwhile, the PCA
approach is faster than the traditional epoch-by-epoch sleep scoring.
The flip side of retaining human scoring is that the PCA classification is not as objective
as completely automatic classification. Different raters or the same rater on different days might
draw the boundaries between the clusters differently, resulting in different scoring.
Another disadvantage is that while the time savings in using the PCA method is
considerable for up to a certain amount of data, at some point it may be more efficient to invest
several hours in procuring a high quality training set for training an automated classifier. This
“break-even point” will depend on how stationary are the recordings across sessions and across
rats. We did not investigate using the cluster boundaries drawn for one particular 24-hour
recording to classify other recordings from the same rat or different rats. This question, and the
question of the best EEG screw locations for optimal discrimination, would be interesting
directions for further research. The same problem is faced by the automated classifiers:
recordings that are widely disparate in feature content will always need separate training or
parameter adjustment for best results.
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A potentially fruitful direction for future research would be to use the PCA-space method
as a first stage in a multi-stage classification. For example, the PCA method could provide an
easy way to pick “representative” epochs from visually apparent cluster centers which could then
be used to train machine-learning algorithms for subsequent high-throughput classification.
Alternatively, since the visually-apparent boundaries of the PCA clusters provide an
indication of epochs potentially containing transitions between awake and asleep, this unclear
subset of the data could be easily flagged in PCA space for subsequent human epoch-by-epoch
analysis.
Another potential refinement of the basic PCA method would be to include a postprocessing step to use sequential epoch information, as used in many automated systems
(Stephenson, Caron et al. 2009). The classification of each epoch could be adjusted depending on
the classifications of its antecedent and following neighbors.
Further refinements of the method might include adjusting the features used, and using
normalized rather than absolute features to increase inter-subject generalization.
Besides the rat model, the PCA method is anticipated to be useful for other models, such
as mouse, an increasingly used sleep model. An important future question is the utility of the
PCA method for classifying human sleep. Initial unpublished results from our laboratory suggest
that the method has promise for human sleep classification, although full validation is still in
progress. This is an important research question because of the thousands of hours spent on sleep
classification in clinics worldwide in the diagnosis of sleep apneas and other disorders.

Comparison of normal and HP rat sleep
These results show that HP rat sleep patterns are significantly different from normal rat
sleep patterns. The sleeping patterns between the normal and HP rats are visibly different in
Figure 6-5, as the normal rats primarily slept during the initial (light) portion of the day and were
active during the second (dark) portion, whereas the HP rats showed less distinction between the
periods. The HP rats also showed more total time spent awake, and a significantly greater
number of epochs at various lengths in the awake state (Figures 6-6, 6-7).
These results generally fit with reports of other parkinsonian animal models. Yi and
colleagues reported in a rotenone-induced parkinsonian rat model that their rats exhibited
insomnia during their normal daytime sleep period and excessive drowsiness during their normal
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nighttime awake period (Yi 2007). McDowell and colleagues reported similar disruptions of
normal circadian sleep patterns in a cycad-diet rat model (McDowell, Hadjimarkou et al. 2010),
and Barraud and colleagues reported similar disruptions in the MPTP monkey model (Barraud,
Lambrecq et al. 2009). Ben and colleagues found a disruption in circadian rhythm following
bilateral striatal 6-OHDA injection which persisted at 4 weeks in the heart rate measure (Ben and
Bruguerolle 2000). Similarly Gravotta and colleagues recently reported that MFP 6-OHDA
lesioning caused a disruption in the circadian cycle as measured by wheel-running activity
(Gravotta, Gavrila et al. 2011).
In contrast, Baier and colleagues reported persistent circadian rhythms using video
analysis of unilateral 6-OHDA MFB-lesioned rats (similar model to ours), and the HP rats
showed a reduction in sleep transitions (Baier, Branisa et al. 2006). However, Ben, Gravotta,
Baier and colleagues did not use EEG and EMG measures to confirm their findings.
Monti and colleagues reported an increase in sleep in their 6-OHDA ventricle-injection
rat model, but they only analyzed 6-hour blocks, not the full 24-hours as we did here (Monti,
Ponzoni et al. 1999). Likewise Ondo and colleagues observed no significant change in total sleep
time in their bilateral 6-OHDA A-11 injection rat model, but only analyzed portions of each day
by video (Ondo 2000).
Our results corroborate those of Yi, Ben, Gravotta, Barraud, and McDowell. To our
knowledge our work is the first time sleep disturbances over the 24-hour cycle have been
confirmed by EEG and EMG methods in the widely used HP 6-OHDA lesioned rat model of PD.

Conclusion
In summary, the PCA space method is a novel way to quickly classify sleep and
wakefulness in rat recordings. It provides accuracy that is comparable to or better than inter-rater
agreement, while requiring less time than traditional epoch-by-epoch scoring. In contrast to fully
automated classification systems that use heuristics or machine-learning algorithms, it does not
require any prior adjustment of parameters or training data selection. The PCA method opens
future possibilities for hybrid sleep classification systems that combine the best of all types of
currently available classifiers.
Regarding clinical relevance, a high percentage of human PD patients report problems
with sleep disturbances (as high as 80%), and these symptoms may appear as early as 10 years
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before the diagnosis of PD (Rye 2006; Friedman and Millman 2008). Likewise, it has been
shown that sleep disorders such as excessive daytime sleepiness and REM behavioral disorder are
risk factors for developing PD within the following decade (Abbott 2005). Therefore the
confirmation reported here that sleep disturbances can be seen in the widely used 6-OHDA rat PD
model is an important step toward developing adequate treatments for this disabling nonmotor PD
symptom.
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Chapter 7 - The effect of striatal dopaminergic cell transplants on transfer
entropy between subthalamic local field potentials and cortical
electroencephalograms6

6

This chapter utilized data from Chapter 2, with transfer entropy computer code developed by

Timothy Gilmour with advice from Constantino Lagoa, W. Kenneth Jenkins, and Thyagarajan
Subramanian.
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Introduction
In Chapter 2, linear measures such as the mean square coherence were employed to
examine similarities between the cortical EEG and the STN LFPs in the spectral domain.
However, such linear measures do not take into account possible higher-order correlations
beyond the second order. In order to investigate such higher order correlations, this chapter
describes the estimation of transfer entropy between the cortical EEG and STN LFP.
The transfer entropy technique was introduced by Thomas Schreiber in 2000 to
investigate directional information transfer from a probabilistic perspective (Schreiber 2000).
Earlier methods such as the cross-correlation provide a simple comparison of the similarity
between two signals, but do not account for higher order moments. Other information-theoretic
measures like the mutual information account for higher order moments (both linear and
nonlinear), but do not provide directionality information unless one of the inputs is shifted in
time, and require large amounts of high quality data for their estimation (Sabesan, Good et al.
2009). The transfer entropy provides both directionality information and sensitivity to linear and
nonlinear higher-moment terms, through its use of the conditional probability density functions
(PDFs).

Methods - Theory
Given two simultaneously-measured stationary time series X t = {xt }t =1,..., N and

Yt = { y t }t =1,..., N , the transfer entropy measures the deviation from the assumption that the system
between X and Y follows the generalized Markov property: p ( xt +1 | xtk ) = p ( xt +1 | xtk , y lt ) , where

xtk = ( xt , xt −1 , xt − 2 ,..., xt − m +1 )T and y lt = ( yt , yt −1 , yt − 2 ,..., yt − l +1 )T are the state vectors (or
embedding vectors) at time t of dimension k and l respectively. The deviation is measured using
the Kullback-Leibler divergence:
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TEY → X =

∑

xt +1 , x tk , y lt

p ( xt +1 , x tk , y lt ) log

p ( xt +1 | x tk , y lt )
p ( xt +1 , x tk , y lt ) p (x tk )
k
l
p
(
x
,
x
,
y
)
log
=
∑
t +1
t
t
p ( xt +1 | x tk )
p ( x tk , y lt ) p ( x t +1 , x tk )
xt +1 , x tk , y lt

. The quantity TEY → X provides a measure of the predictability of the next observation of X based
on past measurements of both X and Y, after removing the predictability of the next observation
of X based on past measurements of X alone.
In order to investigate whether changes would be seen between groups beyond those
changes observed from cross-correlation, we also computed the cross correlation between the
pairs of signals. This provided a control measure using only linear information, for comparison
to the TE which includes nonlinear effects.

Methods - Implementation
For computational simplicity, we used k = l = 1, following (Lungarella, Pitti et al. 2007).
To estimate the PDFs, we used normalized histograms, with 10 bins spanning the dynamic range
of the signal. We chose 10 bins heuristically given the typical length of our data recordings to
allow a good tradeoff between PDF resolution and sufficiently large bin counts. To remove bias,
we subtracted the mean of estimates of the transfer entropy in 10 randomly time-shuffled versions
of the same data (Gourevitch and Eggermont 2007). Next we computed the normalized transfer
entropy (NTE) as in (Gourevitch and Eggermont 2007): NTEY → X =

TEY → X − TEYshuffled
→X
∈ [0,1].
H ( xt +1 | x tk )

The NTE represents the fraction of information in X not explained by its own past which is
explained by the past of Y. Finally we computed the NTE at different time shifts between the
input and output signals, equivalent to 250 ms before and 250 ms after the zero-delay point, in 5
ms increments. This provided a waveform which could be used to estimate the unidirectional
transfer entropy at different time lags. If the transfer entropy were simply a measure of
predictability, the peak of the transfer entropy would be expected to come at the point where the
two waveforms were the most correlated. However because the transfer entropy is based on
conditional transition probabilities, the transfer entropy between two perfectly correlated signals
is zero. Thus it is necessary to examine time shifts slightly before and after the expected time
range of correlation, not only to find the time of peak cross-correlation but also to find the
additional time shift (if any) at which the peak average conditional information transfer occurs.
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We applied the NTE measure to two types of signal pairs. First we computed the NTE
between the cortical EEG and the LFP (of the SNr or STN), providing a measure of the
information transfer between the cortical output and the BG nucleus input signals. Second, we
computed the NTE between the cortical EEG and a spike firing-rate waveform created by
smoothing detected spike impulses with a Gaussian window. The window length was empirically
set at 30 samples (150 ms) which provided a good tradeoff between smoothness and preservation
of firing rate variations. This NTE measurement provided a measure of the information transfer
between the cortical output and the BG nucleus output signals. By estimating the NTE between
the cortical EEG and both the BG nucleus input and output, inferences could be drawn
concerning any observed changes in STN or SNr information-carrying potential.
In order to utilize the maximum number of available recordings, two sets of recordings
were vetted from the anesthetized rat electrophysiology experiment described in Chapter 2. One
set contained all the recordings in which well-isolated single-unit neuronal spikes were recorded
for about 120 seconds or longer and containing stationary neural firing. The other set contained
all the recordings in which LFPs were free of any artifacts, such as power line interference,
breathing artifacts, or heartbeat artifacts. The majority of recordings had high quality spikes and
high quality LFPs, allowing inclusion in both sets. All included recordings had good-quality
EEG signals. The NTE between the EEG and the smoothed firing rate signal was estimated on
the data set with high quality single unit isolation, and the NTE between the EEG and the LFP
was estimated on the data set with high quality LFP recordings. The “grafted” group contained
the recordings from the animals with “large” grafts, as detailed in Chapter 2.

Results
Several statistically significant differences were seen between the groups. Figure 7-1
shows the cross-correlations and NTE between cortical EEGs and the SNr or STN LFPs, and
Figure 7-2 shows the average maxima of the cross-correlation and NTE waveforms. The NTE
average maxima shown in Figure 7-2B show similar trends to the cross-correlation maxima in
Figure 7-2A, but the NTE measure showed more pronounced differences between the groups.
The NTE measure showed statistically significant differences in both the SWA and the GA
conditions, whereas the cross-correlation measure only showed statistically significant differences
in the GA condition.
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Figure 7-1 - Waveforms for EEG-to-LFP signal pair similarity measures. (A) Cross-correlation
between cortical EEGs and SNr or STN LFPs. (B) Normalized transfer entropy (NTE) between
cortical EEGs and LFPs. The thick blue, green, and red lines show the means from the normal
control group, the HP group, and the grafted group, respectively. The thin lines show the standard
error from each group. The x-axis shows the time shift between the two signals, in seconds, with
the midpoint (zero lag) at 0.
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In the SWA state, the SNr showed increased NTE in the HP and grafted groups compared
to normal, which was significant only in the grafted group (p < 0.05, Figure 7-2B). The STN also
showed increased NTE compared to normal in the HP and grafted groups, but this increase was
significant only in the HP group (p < 0.05, Figure 7-2B). The cross-correlation showed similar
trends but no statistical significance.
In the GA state, there was a clear increase in NTE and cross-correlation in the HP group
in both the SNr and STN (p < 0.05, Figure 7-2B). The NTE and cross-correlation were restored
in the grafted group to levels not significantly different from the normal group.
The cross-correlation and NTE between the EEG and the smoothed spike firing signal showed
different changes when measured using the cross-correlation or the NTE (Figures 7-3 and 7-4).
In the SWA state, both the SNr and STN showed an increase in cross-correlation and NTE in the
HP state compared to the normal group, and a decrease in the grafted group compared to the
normal group. However, this trend was only significant in the NTE measure (p < 0.05, Figure 74B). In the GA state, the NTE showed no significant differences, but the cross-correlation in the
normal group was significantly higher than in the HP group (p < 0.05, Figure 7-4A).
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Figure 7-2 - Maximal EEG-LFP correlations and NTEs. Means of the maximum values over the
50-forward and 50-backward sample shift windows shown in Figure 7-1 (* means "significantly
different from normal group", # means "significantly different from HP group", from joint
confidence interval T-tests with the Tukey HSD correction, alpha=0.05). Errorbars show the
standard error.
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Figure 7-3 - Waveforms for EEG-to-Spike signal pair similarity measures. (A) Cross-correlation
between cortical EEGs and SNr or STN smoothed spike firing. (B) Normalized transfer entropy
(NTE) between cortical EEGs and smoothed spike firing. The thick blue, green, and red lines
show the means from the normal control group, the HP group, and the grafted group, respectively.
The thin lines show the standard error from each group. The x-axis shows the time shift between
the two signals, in seconds, with the midpoint (zero lag) at 0.
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Figure 7-4 - Maximal EEG-LFP correlations and NTEs. Means of the maximum values over the
50-forward and 50-backward sample shift windows shown in Figure 7-3 (* means "significantly
different from normal group", # means "significantly different from HP group", from joint
confidence interval T-tests with the Tukey HSD correction, alpha=0.05). Errorbars show the
standard error.
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also have a normalizing effect in the amount of information being transferred (and the crosscorrelation) from the cortex to the input of the SNr and STN and also to the output of the SNr and
STN.
However, there was a differential effect seen, in that the normalizing effect on the inputs
of the nuclei was most seen in the GA state whereas the normalizing effect on the outputs was
most seen in the SWA state. This difference seen between SWA and GA states fits with
functional connectivity differences shown by other methods in previous literature (Magill,
Pogosyan et al. 2006) and will be important to research further in the future. The peaks seen in
the EEG-to-LFP cross-correlations in Figure 7-1A (and reflected in the NTE graphs in Figure 71B) may correspond loosely to the fast (5ms, 1 sample lag) and slower (20-40ms, 4-8 sample lag)
peaks observed by previous studies such as that by Magill and colleagues measuring subthalamic
response to cortical stimulation (Magill, Sharott et al. 2004), although those were spiking
responses and therefore there is a slight additional delay involved. The fast peak is thought to
represent the hyperdirect pathway (Nambu, Tokuno et al. 2002) whereas the slower peaks are
thought to arise from striatal pathways and pallidosubthalamic feedback inhibition loops
(Devergnas and Wichmann 2011).
The EEG-to-spike normalization seen in the SWA condition would be somewhat
expected from the burstiness normalization results described in Chapter 2 and because STN
spikes are known to be more synchronized to the cortical EEG in SWA under anesthesia (Magill,
Bolam et al. 2000). The fact that the increased NTE begins before the zero-lag index in Figure 73B further supports this understanding. However, our observation of increased information
transfer between the EEG and the HP SNr and STN in the GA state is more novel. Likewise our
observation that in the GA state grafts restore the levels of corticosubthalamic and corticonigral
information transfer back to normal is highly novel, and complements the spike burstiness
normalization reported in Chapters 2 and 3.
One observation did not fit the general normalization hypothesis: the EEG-to-LFP NTE
was observed to increase in the SNr of the grafted group in the SWA state to a level even greater
than in the HP group. It is known that the SNr is the downstream recipient of at least three
pathways carrying information from the cortex: the direct pathway from the striatum, the indirect
pathway from the striatum which traverses the GPe and STN, and the hyperdirect pathway which
modulates the STN and thus indirectly modulates the contribution of the STN to the SNr. Thus, if
confirmed by additional research, this observation might imply that the grafts affect the
information-carrying capacity of some paths from the cortex to the SNr more than other paths,
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and that grafts are able to effect normalization of BG output (SNr) firing even while enabling
abnormally high information transfer the cortex in the SWA state.
Thus overall, in the majority of the states and measures observed, the data show that
grafts reduce the levels of information transfer between the cortex and the SNr and STN toward
normal levels in the anesthetized HP rat.
Second, the results indicate that the transfer entropy technique may be more sensitive in
showing this normalization than cross-correlation. For example, in Figure 7-4 the trends seen in
the SNr and STN in the SWA case were similar between the measures, but only NTE showed
significant changes. Likewise in Figure 7-2 the HP group showed a nonsignificant trend toward
higher cross-correlation in the GA state, and the NTE showed a related trend toward higher
information transfer which was significant (p < 0.05). These changes may be due to several
factors. The NTE may potentially be more sensitive to different underlying neuropathological
factors than is the cross-correlation. Additionally, the cross-correlation is strictly a measure of
similarity whereas the NTE also takes into account the self-predictability of the sequence,
distantly related to the MS-ARX model described in Chapter 2. Finally, the NTE includes
information from higher order moments than second-order, theoretically measuring nonlinear
information transfer more accurately than the cross-correlation.
Directionality information may be obtained by observation from Figures 8-1 and 8-3
(higher values to the right of center), indicating that in general information flowed from the EEG
to the SNr and STN. Future additional analysis should look at both the forward and reverse NTE,
and use these to compute a simple preferred direction of flow (Gourevitch and Eggermont 2007).
Additionally, future studies may wish to utilize the linearized transfer entropy which is computed
by assuming the processes are Gaussian (Nichols 2006) as an even more closely matched control
metric than the cross-correlation. Such a direct comparison between the regular transfer entropy
and the linearized transfer entropy would allow investigations of the degree of nonlinearity in the
channels between the cortex and the BG, and whether the nonlinearity changes in the HP and
grafted states.
In conclusion, transfer entropy analysis shows that grafts are able to normalize the
information flow from the cortex to the BG in the anesthetized HP rat model. This normalization
is more prominent in the GA state for the BG LFP inputs and more prominent in the SWA state
for the BG spiking outputs. Furthermore, transfer entropy provides different and more sensitive
measurements of these changes than the commonly used cross-correlation, and is thus an
important research tool for multichannel electrophysiology.
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Chapter 8 - The effect of striatal dopaminergic cell transplants on
subthalamic local field potentials in awake behaving hemiparkinsonian rats7
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Introduction
In Chapter 2 and 3, electrophysiological recordings were performed under anesthesia to
compare neuronal BG firing patterns between normal, HP, and grafted groups. An important next
experiment was to investigate BG activity in awake rats from the same treatment groups, to
respond to the potential objection that the observed differences were merely due to anesthesia
effects. This chapter describes the results of this experiment in awake and asleep rats.
Previously, Sharott and colleagues found that awake quiescent HP rats showed a
pronounced peak in the beta (20-35Hz) coherence between LFPs of the subthalamic nucleus
(STN) and the motor cortical EEG signal (Sharott, Magill et al. 2005). This fit with previously
described clinical reports of beta power peaks in the LFP and EEG of parkinsonian patients as
described in Chapter 1. However, Sharott and colleagues only used short time segments of a
couple minutes in length, and did not measure sleep or wakefulness using EEG or EMG methods,
only manual observation.
Avila and colleagues found an increase in “low beta” 12-25Hz SNr LFP power in HP rats
during quiet awake periods, but an increase in “high beta” 25-40Hz power during a treadmill
walking task (Avila, Parr-Brownlie et al. 2010). This partially corroborated the observations of
Sharott and colleagues, but highlighted that the peak locations are variable and change with
movement.
In our study, we wished to elucidate the effect of dopaminergic transplants on the HP
electrophysiology, both in awake (quiescent and moving) and asleep periods. Therefore, we took
long recordings, typically 8 hours or more, during the more active nocturnal phase of the rats’
day. We compared spectral and entropy measures on the STN LFP and EEG signals between the
normal, HP, and FVM-transplanted groups, as described below, to elucidate differences due to
the grafts.
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Methods

Rats and Lesioning Surgery
Thirty-eight female Sprague-Dawley rats were used in these experiments, weighing 220250g at the time of acquisition and housed on a 12:12 light:dark cycle with ad libitum access to
food and water. All procedures were approved by the Pennsylvania State University Institutional
Animal Care and Use Committee.
Hemiparkinsonism was induced in 29 rats by the animal vendor (CRL) as described in
Chapter 2. The remaining 9 rats stayed without any treatment (Normal control). The HP rats were
randomly assigned to one of two groups: HP control (N=7) and FVM transplanted (N=22).
Following a 3 week recovery period, lesioned rats were challenged with apomorphine
HCl (0.2 mg/kg, SC) as described in Chapter 2. Only rats with more than 245 rotations over 35
minutes were used in the study.

Tissue Preparation and Transplantation
For the rats in the transplant group, ventral mesencephalic tissue was harvested from
embryonic day 13.5 C57BL/6 mouse fetuses and prepared as described in Chapter 2. One µl of
cell suspension was injected at two depths into three striatal sites (AP 1.7, 0.7, -0.3; ML 2.5, 2.5,
3.5; DV -6.0/-5.0, -6.5/-5.5, -6.5/-5.5) at the rate of 1µl/min, for a total of 600,000 cells per rat.
The stereotaxic frame’s incisor bar was set at -3.3 mm for all rats. All transplanted rats were
immunosuppressed for the duration of the experiment with daily injections of cyclosporine (10
mg/kg SC) to prevent graft rejection.
The rats in the HP control group were transplanted with vehicle only (HBSS) using the
same coordinates and surgical procedures as the rats in the FVM group.

Chronic STN electrode implantation
Bipolar stainless steel wire electrodes were implanted into the STN under ketaminexylazine anesthesia following the cell or sham transplant (FVM or HP control group) or during a
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dedicated surgery (normal control group). The electrodes were fabricated in our lab using
stainless steel wire insulated with polyimide (diameter 0.125mm bare, 0.15mm insulated,
Plastics1). A section of polyimide tubing (0.287mm inner diameter, 0.0254mm wall thickness)
approximately 5mm long was used to hold together the two wires inside the brain (Figure 8-1).
During the surgery, two stainless steel screws were placed over the frontal cortex (3-4mm
anterior, 2.5mm lateral to bregma) and a third screw was placed close to bregma (see Figure 8-2).
Three ground screws were placed into the skull and wired together using bare stainless steel wire:
one over the right parietal cortex (1mm posterior, 2.5mm lateral to bregma), and another two over
the occipital cortex (4mm posterior, 3.5mm lateral to lambda). A subcutaneous electrode was
also inserted into the neck muscle area to record EMG signals. The bipolar STN electrode was
inserted at coordinates 3.8-3.9mm posterior, 2.5mm lateral to bregma, and the bipolar tip zone
lowered to a depth of 8.5mm below the top of the skull. The transcutaneous connector (Plastics1)
was secured to the skull using dental acrylic. All parts were autoclaved prior to implantation.

Figure 8-1 Photomicrographs showing typical bipolar electrode, focusing on tip area. Ruler in
background shows mm.

Electrical Recordings
Rats were placed in a metal and plexiglass recording chamber (custom-built based on
Med Associates, Inc. chamber) that was surrounded by grounded faraday shielding. A subset of
rats also had accelerometer recordings taken. Rats were given free access to food and water
during the course of the recordings except for behavioral training sessions as described below.
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Recording sessions were typically started in the late afternoon (~4pm to 6pm) and concluded the
next morning (~9am). Time-synchronized video was captured throughout the session.
Recordings were amplified (A-M Systems model 3500 amplifier) at a manually-adjusted
gain for each rat to ensure good dynamic range, filtered from 0.5 Hz to 500 Hz (EEG and EMG
channels) or 1 Hz to 500 Hz (STN channels), and digitized at 1000 samples per second
(Micro1401, CED, UK).

Figure 8-2 – Top-view skull diagram of chronic electrode and EEG screw surgical placement.
Pink circles show screws, green circles show transplant locations (in the transplanted and shamtransplanted rats), blue rectangle depicts nuchal EMG electrode, and grey circle shows STN
electrode location. Skull drawing and underlying horizontal brain atlas adapted from Paxinos’
atlas (Paxinos and Watson 1997). Background grid is in mm.

Behavior training
Because PD is a movement disorder, it is of interest whether grafts can effect changes in
the BG electrophysiology during movements. Because of the difficulty in analyzing EEG activity
synchronized to movement to in freely moving rats, a subset of the rats were trained perform a
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stereotyped motion which could be time-synchronized to the EEG and STN signal. Rats were
trained to insert their noses into a pokehole in an operant conditioning chamber (Med Associates,
Inc.) and hold their noses in the hole until a water spout was triggered to emerge, giving them a
drink of water as a reward. Rats were first taken off ad libitum 24-hour water access and allowed
ad-libitum water for only 30-60 minutes per day, in the evening. After two days, training began.
The first few days involved helping the rats to find the water spout and begin to make the
association between entering the pokehole and receiving the water reward. During this initial
phase, the reward was manually controlled by a human observer. The next few days involved
consolidating this behavior and ensuring that the rats held their noses in the pokehole for a
gradually lengthened period of time, such as 0.5 second. During this phase, the reward was
automatically triggered by computer when the rat’s nose broke an optical beam at the entrance of
the pokehole. After 1 or 2 hours of training per night, the rat was given free access to water for at
least 30 minutes. After the rat had become proficient at the task, EEG and STN recordings were
taken during performance of the task, acquiring between 10 and 60 trials per session.

Levodopa recordings
After the months of regular recordings had finished, prior to euthanasia, a subset of the
HP control rats were given chronic morning and evening doses of levodopa for 5 days. On the
evening of the 5th day, recordings were taken to directly compare the effects of intermittent
levodopa treatment to FVM grafts. The dose was 2mg/kg levodopa (methyl ester) mixed with
15mg/kg benserazide in saline, delivered intraperitoneally. Rats were inserted into the recording
chamber immediately after injection and were recorded overnight, typically approximately 8
hours.

Histology and behavioral analyses
At the end of the recording session, rats were euthanized by transcardial perfusion as
described in Chapter 2. Each brain was frozen and sectioned coronally into ten wells at a
thickness of 40 µm or 60 µm. Sections in one or more wells were stained for cresyl violet to
localize the electrocoagulation lesions and microelectrode tracks, and for tyrosine hydroxylase
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(TH) as previously described in Chapter 2 to confirm lesion-induced nigral cell loss and localize
the striatal graft.
The statistical significance of graft-induced changes in rotational behavior was assessed
with an ANOVA followed by post-hoc T-tests. The criteria for including data from a given
grafted rat in the final statistical analysis were: (1) TH-stained sections showing definite
surviving grafts, and (2) histological confirmation of the tip of the chronic electrode in the STN.
Likewise normal and HP control rats were included if they showed histological confirmation of
the tip of the chronic electrode in the STN.

Analysis of electrophysiological data
Two types of analysis were performed on the data, to acquire multiple perspectives on the
graft effects. First a detailed spectral analysis on a small number of representative awake
quiescent epochs without significant movement or electrical artifacts, and second a broad overall
mean spectral analysis over the hundreds of hours of recordings, including segments with
movement.
For the first type of analysis, epochs were randomly selected in which rats were verified
to be awake and performing very little motion, using video, EMG, and EEG records. The spectra
of the EEG and LFP were computed using a Welch periodogram in a custom Matlab script. The
periodogram window length for the spectra and magnitude squared coherence was 2048 samples,
with window overlap of 50%. The spectra were normalized by the total summed power in the 059 Hz band (to avoid the 60 Hz line noise peak). The coherence was Fisher-transformed to
stabilize the variance, and the 95% confidence interval significance levels were calculated
according to the number of windows used as described by Halliday (Halliday, Rosenberg et al.
1995).
For the second type of analysis, all recordings without external electrical artifact
problems were included, regardless of whether they contained movement or not. Recordings
were first sorted by the method of Chapter 6 into 10-second epochs of type “Wake”, “Non-REM
Sleep”, or “REM Sleep”. All epochs of a particular type from each recording file were then
concatenated for spectral analysis. Recording files varied in size because of changes in computer
hardware. To ensure that exactly the same number of windows were used in the Welch
periodograms and coherence estimation (for significance testing), only the first 150 seconds of
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each recording file were used in analysis for coherence testing. Any recordings that were less
than 150 seconds were not used in subsequent analysis.

Results
Rats were included in the analysis whose electrode tip was histologically verified to be
located in the STN, who had recordings free of electrical artifacts, and whose FVM grafts (if
applicable) were verified to have survived by TH staining (Figure 8-3). Four normal rats, three
HP rats, and seven FVM rats passed these criteria and were subsequently analyzed. Only one rat
out of the subset of the HP rats given levodopa was found to pass the other criteria for inclusion.
As expected, the FVM-grafted rats showed a significant decrease in APIR scores which
persisted at three months (Figure 8-4, p < 0.01). The sham-transplanted rats also showed a trend
toward decrease but this trend was not significant and gradually returned toward the baseline
level.
For the first type of electrophysiological analysis, one quiescent alert period was
manually selected from a representative rat from each group as being at least 60 seconds in
length, being scored as awake by the PCA approach, being relatively free of any movement
(verified by inspection of the video, EEG, and EMG records). These spectra are shown in
Figures 9-5 and 9-6. All rats showed variable gamma activity (40-100Hz), but a prominent
“alpha/low beta” (5-20Hz) peak was seen in the HP rat spectra which was attenuated in the
normal and FVM rat spectra. Additionally a smaller “high beta” (30-40Hz) peak was seen in the
HP rat spectra which was absent in the normal rat spectra and attenuated in the FVM rat spectra.
For the second type of analysis, all records were included regardless of whether motion
was present during the awake epochs or not. Since there were more than 500 hours of total
recordings, this aim of this approach was to compare an overall average spectrum from wake,
NREM sleep, and REM sleep states. Figure 8-7 shows the spectra and coherences from the
normal, HP, FVM, and HP-on-levodopa groups.
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Figure 8-3 – APIR counts at baseline and post-surgery. Scores of rats in the HP group were not
significantly different from baseline at any time point, but rats in the FVM group (with
histologically confirmed grafts) were significantly lower than baseline (* p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01).
Few differences were seen between the group average spectra, but the coherences showed
some differences between groups. A “low beta” peak in the 15-20 Hz range was seen in the HP
group but not in the other groups. The HP group also showed a significant peak in the gamma
(50-100Hz) range in all three states, which was not shared by the other groups. All groups
showed the standard theta (7-8Hz) peak in the awake and REM states, as expected. The HP-onlevodopa group showed a large 30-50 Hz peak in the awake and REM states which was not
shared by the other groups.
In order to better understand the high variability between rats, Figure 8-8 shows the
individual mean coherences for each rat in each state, and Figure 8-9 shows all session spectra
from all groups in the “Wake” state. Figure 8-10 shows a sample spectrogram of EEG and LFP
spectra, EEG-LFP coherence, and simultaneous EMG and accelerometer time plots, after prior
“wake” scoring and concatenation. These graphs show the high level of variability in spectral
content between activity phases of the rat.
Figure 8-11 shows the correlation between EEG and STN LFP, the normalized transfer
entropy (NTE) from EEG to STN (see Chapter 8), and the reverse NTE from STN to EEG. The
HP group generally had the highest magnitude in both the correlation and the NTE. However, in
the wake condition, the HP-on-levodopa group had a higher magnitude, and in the REM
condition the cross-correlation peaks of the four groups were roughly similar.
Figures 9-12, 9-13 and 9-14 show the spectra from rats which had been behaviorally
trained to enter the nose pokehole. Substantial inter-trial variability is visible, and some motion
artifact was present in almost all the trials.
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A

B

C

Figure 8-4 – Histology. (A) shows a representative CV stain with the tip of the chronic bipolar
electrode straddling the STN, indicating that the bipolar zone between the electrodes was directly
in the STN. (B) shows a representative TH stain from a grafted rat, with (C) showing a higher
magnification of (B), showing TH positive FVM cells in the graft area (left striatum).
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Normal

HP

FVM

Figure 8-5 - Representative spectra and coherence. (A) and (B) are spectrograms of the EEG and STN LFP, respectively, from a single
session with individual rats, showing a single contiguous period scored as "awake" and verified by EMG and video to be without significant
movement. Lighter colors are higher (log-power scale for spectra, absolute scale for Fisher-transformed coherence). (C) is the coherence
between (A) and (B). (D), (E), and (F) are the side-view averages of (A), (B), and (C), where the x-axes of (D) and (E) are in arbitrary
normalized log-power units and the x-axis of (F) represents the Fisher-transformed coherence. The black arrows in the HP graph (F) denote
prominent alpha and high-beta peaks (8-12Hz and 30-40Hz, respectively) which are less prominent in the Normal and FVM rats.
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Figure 8-6 – Representative EEG-to-STN LFP mean transformed coherences from 3 normal rats,
3 HP rats, and 3 FVM-grafted rats. Coherences were computed from 2 minute segments
concatenated from 10-second epochs which were verified by EEG, EMG and video to be awake
but without significant movement. The 3 FVM-grafted rats were the ones with the largest
surviving graft (deliberately selected in order to best see any graft-induced changes). Colored
lines show individual rat mean coherences, black line shows combined mean.
EEG PSD

STN-LFP PSD

EEG-LFP Coherence
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Figure 8-7 – Group mean EEG and STN LFP spectra and EEG-LFP coherences, based on first
150 seconds of each recording file, for standardizing the number of windows for 95% confidence
interval coherence significance levels (black dotted line). Thick colored lines show means, thin
lines show SEM. The line color legend applies to all graphs. Spectral y-axis units are arbitrary
log-power units, and coherence y-axis units are Fisher-transformed coherence units. The spike
seen in the LFP spectra at 60 Hz was due to residual power line interference, despite the faraday
shielding.
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HP

FVM

Figure 8-8 –Individual rats’ EEG-LFP coherence, using all data (not just the first 150 seconds of each file). Line colors represent the same rat
in each column, but not in each row. Thick line shows mean, thin line shows SEM. Coherence significance level is not shown because of the
variability in the number of windows used (minimum 1 window, maximum 1740 windows, mean 669 windows across all three groups).
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EEG PSD

STN-LFP PSD

EEG-LFP Coherence

Figure 8-9 –All recording sessions’ spectra and coherences from concatenated “Wake” epochs (arranged by day) using all data (not just the
first 150 seconds of each file). Colors show normalized log-power-spectra (left, center) and normalized log-Fisher-transformed coherence
(right). Alternating black and white line in center denotes separate sessions of varying lengths. Each column of pixels denotes a single
recording file.
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active segments. During segments with motion, an increase in gamma (50-100Hz) activity is typically visible in the spectra and coherence.

Figure 8-10 – Sample spectrograms on concatenated “Wake” epochs from a single HP rat recording, showing mixture of active and non-
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Figure 8-11 – Transfer entropy and correlation plots, for NREM, Wake, and REM, for Norm, HP,
FVM groups, based on the first 150 seconds of each recording file. The plots are synchronized at
the midpoint, meaning that 100 on the x-axis denotes the time-shift when the EEG and STN LFP
are exactly aligned. Ticks higher than 100 denote correlations or transfer entropies where the
EEG has been shifted ahead of the STN. Thick line shows mean, thin line shows SEM.
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Figure 8-12 - Movement-synchronized normal rat EEG and LFP spectra and coherence, in nose
pokehole water reward task. Top shows data averaged from the 1 second prior to entering the
pokehole, and bottom shows data averaged from the 1 second after. Images show event number
on x-axis, frequency on y-axis, and power as color (warmer colors are higher power). Line graphs
show the average of the image to their left, with coherence x-axes showing transformed coherence
and spectral graphs in arbitrary log-power units.
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Figure 8-13 - Movement-synchronized HP rat EEG and LFP spectra and coherence, in nose pokehole water reward task. Top shows data
averaged from the 1 second prior to entering the pokehole, and bottom shows data averaged from the 1 second after. Images show event
number on x-axis, frequency on y-axis, and power as color (warmer colors are higher power). Line graphs show the average of the image to
their left, with coherence x-axes showing transformed coherence and spectral graphs in arbitrary log-power units.
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Figure 8-14 - Movement-synchronized FVM-grafted rat EEG and LFP spectra and coherence, in
nose pokehole water reward task. Top shows data averaged from the 1 second prior to entering
the pokehole, and bottom shows data averaged from the 1 second after. Images show event
number on x-axis, frequency on y-axis, and power as color (warmer colors are higher power). Line
graphs show the average of the image to their left, with coherence x-axes showing transformed
coherence and spectral graphs in arbitrary log-power units. Rat 1 Session 1 contained some 60 Hz
line noise artifact but was included here for comparison of the other frequencies.
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Discussion

Frequency spectra and coherences
Several laboratories have reported that the basal ganglia in parkinsonian human patients
and preclinical animal models of PD exhibit characteristic synchronized rhythms such as the beta
(15-30 Hz) peak in the STN and in the cortico-subthalamic coherence. This beta peak is
generally considered an “anti-kinetic” correlate (associated with both voluntary and involuntary
paucity of movement) (Brown 2003; Mallet, Pogosyan et al. 2008; Mallet, Pogosyan et al. 2008).
Significant evidence has accumulated to verify the phenomenon, as summarized in Chapter 1 and
in the introduction of this chapter. Specifically, Sharott and colleagues used similar methodology
to the current experiment and found a pronounced beta coherence peak in quiescent HP rats
which was absent in normal controls.
However, as discussed in Chapter 2, the details of this “beta peak” are notoriously
variable. In contrast to Sharott and colleagues who showed a beta peak during quiescent periods,
Avila and colleagues showed that awake HP rats showed beta activity primarily during walking
on a treadmill in a direction that forced the use of the lesioned hemisphere, and did not evince the
beta peak at other quiescent times (Avila, Parr-Brownlie et al. 2010). In human patients,
Giannicola and colleagues reported that three out of nine patients did not show beta peaks at all
(Giannicola, Marceglia et al. 2010), and de Solages and colleagues reported coherence peaks
occurring within a wide spectral range of 10-35 Hz (de Solages, Hill et al. 2010).
In view of this variability, we employed both a “microscale” and a “macroscale” analysis
to seek to examine the graft effects. The microscale analysis (Figures 9-5 and 9-6) was similar to
that performed by Sharott and colleagues, and showed spectral peaks consistent with their
finding.
Future analysis of our data should select a larger number of epochs to average together,
similar to Sharott’s approach, for testing of statistical significance. However, such an approach is
not without its pitfalls. First, it is very difficult to find epochs when an awake rat is truly
“quiescent”. By analysis of the EEG, EMG, and video, we found that in every case when the rat
was not moving, it was starting to fall asleep as evidenced by EEG spectra beginning to lose their
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theta peaks and increase in delta activity. Likewise, in every case when the rat wakes up, it
begins to move about its cage, eat, drink, and groom. The only epochs when this microscale
analysis is feasible seem to be those precarious moments between waking and sleeping.
However, selecting and concatenating many of these such borderline epochs (as Sharott and
colleagues presumably did) runs the risk of computing a spectral profile which is not
representative of the rat’s awake spectra as a whole.
For this reason, we feel that the macroscale analysis we performed still has merit, despite
the inclusion of some movement artifacts (Figures 9-7, 9-8, and 9-9). Future chronic rat
recording research should develop “mesoscale” analyses in which movement artifacts are
robustly removed (perhaps with a combination of accelerometer, EMG, video, audio, and EEG
data) yet all sleep and transitioning-to-sleep epochs are robustly automatically separated from
wake segments.
Our macroscale analysis showed that the coherence between EEG and STN LFP in the
FVM group was generally between the HP and the normal groups, implying that the FVM
transplant was providing some normalization of the BG rhythms. In particular, the low beta
coherence peak was absent from the FVM group and the high beta peak was attenuated, in
comparison to the HP group. In these bands the FVM group was more similar to the normal
group.
The HP-on-levodopa recording showed a large coherence peak in the 30-50Hz band. The
reason for this synchrony is unclear. It is unfortunate that only one of our rats passed the criteria
for analysis of the levodopa regimen. Future work should investigate this result in more detail.
One improvement for future similar research would be to use a smaller electrode, similar
to that used by Sharott and colleagues (the Rhodes concentric electrode), because it is easier to
localize the tip exactly in the STN, leading to higher yields of usable rat recording data. Future
graft electrophysiology research should also use higher numbers of rats, especially in the control
groups, to be able to provide better statistical significance to the results.
One interesting followup experiment based on this data would be to correlate the size and
effectiveness of particular grafts (and their behavioral effect) with their electrophysiological
normalization. This could be done using various methods, including additional behavioral tests,
HPLC recordings, stereological cell counts as performed in Chapters 2 and 4, PET imaging, or
other markers. If it could be shown that large healthy grafts produce more normalization of the
aberrant beta synchrony peaks while producing excellent symptomatic amelioration, it would
strengthen the case for trying grafts again in clinical trials. Such experiments should also
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consider dyskinesias, to investigate whether grafts that produce dyskinesias (analogous to the socalled “runaway dyskinesias” or “graft induced dyskinesias” in PD clinical trials) have a
particular electrophysiological signature or inability to provide normalization of basal ganglia
electrophysiological abnormalities associated with parkinsonism.

Transfer entropies and correlations
Several interesting features are apparent in Figure 8-10. The transfer entropies are
generally higher from EEG to STN than vice versa (the "reverse NTE"), indicating a general
information transfer balance from EEG to STN. However, the HP awake NTE is higher on the
left side than it is on the right, whereas the normal and FVM NTE graphs are both more
symmetrical. This says that in the awake HP case, later values of the EEG are contributing more
information about current STN values than earlier values of the EEG are contributing. This may
be indicative of a more "reverberatory" BG in the HP case, not only in terms of sinusoidal
frequency components but in terms of information flow. In other words, the higher "left
shoulder" of the NTE graphs from 1 to 100 ms to the left of center is indicating that the STN is
contributing a larger novel contribution to the prediction of the EEG in the next 100 ms after a
given momentary observation of the STN's output (beyond the prediction which could have been
formed based on the EEG itself), than the novel contribution that the STN could contribute to
predicting the EEG's output in the previous 100 ms. This accords well with the observations by
Bergman and colleagues of higher correlations between neighboring neurons in the parkinsonian
BG, and also with the observations of increased bursting activity and increased beta oscillations
(period 30-60 ms) in the parkinsonian BG.
The HP-on-levodopa awake NTE graphs show that more information is being transferred
from the STN to the cortex on levodopa than off levodopa. However, since this data was from
only one rat, more experimentation should be performed before drawing conclusions about the
exact role levodopa plays in modulating the information transfer.
The HP transfer entropies are higher in general than those of the normal and FVM
groups, indicating a higher flow of information between the cortex and the STN in the HP case.
This could also be inferred from the correlation in the wake and NREM sleep cases, but in REM
sleep the correlations are more equal in magnitude. This illustrates the transfer entropy's
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sensitivity to small differences in information flow due to its implicit incorporation of both
nonlinear and linear relationships.

Movement-synchronized recordings
Androulidakis and colleagues showed that healthy human volunteers showed an increase
in beta EEG power immediately prior to an anticipated postural challenge (Androulidakis, Doyle
et al. 2007), and Doyle and colleagues showed that PD patients had an event-related
desynchronization (reduction in power) in the STN LFP beta band power just prior to movement.
In light of such experiments, we were hoping to see modulation in specific frequency bands
before, during, and after movement.
The time-synchronized trained behaving recording spectra shown in Figures 9-11, 9-12,
and 9-13 show some consistent features between trials such as a common broad 40-Hz EEG peak,
but also enormous variability, especially in the coherence plots. Because of the variability, no
conclusions could be reliably drawn as to differences seen between the normal, HP, and FVM
cases. Future experimental improvements on this paradigm could utilize a more specific training
task in which the rat is required to stay motionless (or resting on a surface) before moving a
specific muscle (for example, pressing a lever). However, tasks which require rats to utilize only
specific muscles are more difficult to train, and might be better suited for a monkey model or
human volunteers (healthy volunteers with EEG, or PD DBS patients with both EEG and STN
LFP). Another improvement to the paradigm would be to reduce electrical motion artifact by
using an implanted telemetric recording device, to reduce electromechanical artifacts due to the
cable moving or touching the chamber wall. Future experiments can also investigate differences
between cortical areas during these tasks, as different parts of the homuncular representation may
show different levels of beta synchrony. Finally, future experimental improvements would utilize
a larger number of rats and a larger number of trials, in order to elucidate potential small changes
in synchrony amidst the EMG artifacts.
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Summary
In summary, we report here for the first time the finding that dopaminergic grafts
substantially removed the alpha and low-beta coherence peaks seen in the quiescent HP rat
(Figures 9-5 and 9-6), reduced the overall coherence levels in most bands toward physiological
levels (Figure 8-7), and reduced the cortico-subthalamic transfer entropy to more physiological
levels in wake, NREM, and REM conditions (Figure 8-11). These findings are an important and
independent corroboration of the normalization reported in anesthetized recordings from Chapters
2 and 4. The chronic behaving recording results presented in this chapter provide a different view
of grafts’ function, and confirm normalization in LFPs, a population-level neural measurement
modality separate from individual neuronal spike firing patterns.
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Chapter 9 - Conclusions and Future Research
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Conclusions and Contributions
This dissertation research investigated the effects of dopaminergic cell grafts on
downstream basal ganglia firing in preclinical animal models of PD, and investigated traditional
and novel signal processing approaches for analyzing the relevant neural signals. Five important
novel contributions to the field are summarized below, followed by discussion of future directions
for the neuroscience and signal processing aspects.

A. Intermittent levodopa does not normalize PD basal ganglia electrophysiology, whereas
dopaminergic cell grafts do normalize it.
The research described in Chapter 2 provides the first systematic demonstration that
dopaminergic cell transplants can normalize the aberrant bursting firing patterns in the
parkinsonian BG. Chapters 4 and 5 strengthen this result by showing that the most common PD
medication, levodopa, does not normalize the bursting firing patterns and in fact exacerbates the
aberrant firing.
In Chapter 1, several models of normal and pathological BG electrophysiological
function were discussed, such as the firing rate model and the pattern models involving
burstiness, oscillations, crosstalk, and entropy. All of these models predicted that dopamine
replacement (e.g. levodopa treatment) would reverse the changes.
The results described in this dissertation show that a new “pattern model with plasticity”
is needed that takes into account whether the dopamine replacement occurs in a steady,
continuous fashion as provided by cell transplants, or whether it occurs in an intermittent,
pulsatile fashion as provided by traditional levodopa and dopamine agonist treatments. The
replenishment provided by grafts induces normalization of the pathological bursting patterns,
spiking oscillations, entropy, and beta coherence peaks, whereas the replenishment provided by
intermittent levodopa therapy does not normalize these electrophysiological parameters. This is
consistent with the EEG findings of Degos and colleagues, in which they reported an increase in
25-40 Hz motor cortical power and motor-somatosensory coherence in HP rats during motion and
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during rest (but not during non-REM sleep) which gradually increased over the one month
following lesioning (Degos, Deniau et al. 2009). Their experiment showed plasticity in the
removal of dopamine and the gradual development of EEG beta synchrony peaks. Analogously,
our experiments show basal ganglia plasticity following presumptive continuous dopaminergic
replenishment into the parkinsonian brain. Acute or intermittent restoration is manifestly
insufficient to provide electrophysiological normalization; that requires steady, continuous
restoration of dopamine.
This is a significant finding which has broad implications for the field of PD research.
Levodopa, though providing effective symptomatic amelioration in the short term, is well known
to cause side effects such as dyskinesias after several years of use. Although the exact causes are
still unclear, the pulsatility of oral intermittent dosing has been increasingly highlighted as a
likely contributing factor (Chase 1998; Gershanik and Jenner 2012). It is possible that
electrophysiological changes precede pulsatility-induced biochemical changes in the basal
ganglia and can be used to understand pathophysiology of drug induced complications. The
research in this dissertation indicates that dopaminergic cell grafts can provide unique
electrophysiological normalization and is thus worth investigating further as a treatment with
good potential to provide symptomatic relief while avoiding drug-induced side effects.

B. Non-synapsing graft cells provide the same electrophysiological normalization as
synapsing graft cells.
The research described in Chapter 4 strengthens the previous result by showing that a
different type of cell (RPEC) which provides continuous levodopa but does not make synaptic
connections can achieve similar firing pattern normalization as the traditional FVM cell. This is
important because research in the past 5 years has been showing that fetal cell grafts transplanted
into PD patients can acquire Lewy body protein inclusions of the same type as the surrounding
host cells (Kordower, Chu et al. 2008; Li, Englund et al. 2008).
Chapter 4 showed that FVM cell grafts not only make synaptic connections with the
neighboring host cells, but uptake and utilize functional proteins through their synaptic
connections. By contrast, since RPEC do not make synaptic connections with the host, and due
to their nearly equal effectiveness in ameliorating parkinsonian symptoms and
electrophysiological abnormalities, the results of this dissertation research suggest that they are
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good candidates for future research into PD dopamine replacement therapies. This is a surprising
finding because until now the neuroscience field has generally assumed that grafts that make
synaptic connectivity with the host are desirable due to better control of secretions. Our data
shows that grafts that simply serve as continuous L-dopa or dopamine replacement methods may
be just as effective, while avoiding the risk of acquiring host pathology associated with PD.

C. Transfer Entropy and MS-ARX modeling are useful tools for measuring connectivity
differences in the parkinsonian basal ganglia.
Chapter 8 showed that the Transfer Entropy (TE) distinguished more significantly than
correlation the difference between the normal, HP, and FVM-grafted rat groups. This shows the
importance of using a metric which can take into account nonlinear relationships between the
network signals. This dissertation research presents the first time that TE has been used to
analyze the connection between the cortical EEG and the LFPs of the SNr and STN, and
corroborates the findings of other scientists that TE can expose nonlinear neural interactions that
would not be observable to the same degree using strictly linear methods (Sabesan, Good et al.
2009; Staniek and Lehnertz 2009; Besserve, Scholkopf et al. 2010; Neymotin, Jacobs et al. 2010;
Vicente, Wibral et al. 2010).
This is an important finding which bridges the disciplines of signal processing and
neuroscience. This finding predicts for future experiments that TE will be a superior and more
sensitive measure of other changes in basal ganglia electrophysiology.

D. PCA sleep scoring is a useful tool for general sleep analysis, and specifically
demonstrates sleep structure differences between normal and HP rats
Chapter 6 presented a novel PCA-based tool for sleep scoring based on EEG and EMG
recordings which was first validated by comparison with traditional methods on normal rat sleep
recordings, and then applied to investigate the difference between normal and HP rat sleep. The
results confirmed previous reports of sleep disturbances in other animal PD models, and provided
an efficient, accurate, and convenient way to score similar future recording experiments.
This is directly relevant to the sleep disturbances experienced by about 80% of PD
patients. Although the unilateral 6-OHDA MFB-lesion HP rat model has been investigated in
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some previous studies, ours is the first study to apply EEG and EMG techniques to confirm the
differences from the normal condition. Therefore, the confirmation reported here that sleep
disturbances are seen in the widely used 6-OHDA rat PD model is an important step toward
developing good treatments for these patients with this prevalent disabling nonmotor PD
symptom.

E. Awake chronic recordings from HP FVM-grafted rats show that grafts partially
normalize the aberrant HP STN LFP coherence abnormalities and the cortico-subthalamic
transfer entropy.
Chapter 9 showed in awake rats that dopaminergic grafts effect a reduction in the
abnormal beta peak in EEG to STN-LFP coherence. This links together the research of Brown
and colleagues who have highlighted the pathological synchronization in particular frequency
bands in PD, with the observation that continuous dopaminergic stimulation provides
symptomatic benefits.
This is a significant result that suggests that grafts can normalize all aspects of BG
abnormalities, not simply bursting firing patterns. Furthermore, the demonstration of
electrophysiological normalization in awake behaving rats is even more clinically relevant than
the results from anesthetized recordings shown in Chapters 2 and 4, demonstrating that cell
transplants are a treatment that hold great promise for the next generation of PD therapies that
provide long-lasting symptomatic improvement without dyskinesias or other deleterious sideeffects.

Future Neuroscience Research Directions
One of the biggest questions that remain to be answered is the question of whether PD
treatments are primarily chemical or electrical in their mechanism of action. There is obviously a
mixture of both, because chemical changes can causes changes in neural firing pattern (Zhu,
Bartol et al. 2002; Ibanez-Sandoval, Carrillo-Reid et al. 2007) and neural firing patterns can cause
changes in neurotransmitter delivery and synaptic potentiation (Pike, Meredith et al. 1999).
Still, the question remains as to which is the primary therapeutic target. For example, on
the “electrical” hypothesis, ought we to seek primarily to restore regular, non-bursting, non-beta-
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oscillatory firing patterns, if such restoration will eventually accomplish plastic changes which
will allow the parkinsonian BG to cope well without the missing dopamine? Or, on the
“chemical” hypothesis, ought we to seek primarily to restore a continuous (preferably
endogenous) flow of dopamine to the parkinsonian BG, if it is the case that simply restoring
enough dopamine to enough nuclei in a steady-enough manner will automatically cause the firing
patterns to gradually return to normal?
Future experiments should seek to combine “electrical” tools such as deep brain
stimulation (DBS) and “chemical” tools such as cell transplants and infusion pumps, and tools
such as optogenetics which can act in both ways. These tools may be matched against each other
in order to understand the most effective and necessary targets for PD treatment. For example, an
experimenter could stimulate the HP STN using either regular or irregular regimens, at beta
frequencies or much higher (150 Hz) frequencies (in different cohorts), and in the striatum of the
same animal inject dopaminergic cells which are shown in control groups to perform
electrophysiological and behavioral amelioration. If chemical dopamine replenishment is more
important than electrical firing pattern normalization, then it should not matter what regimen the
DBS stimulator is utilizing; the rat should get better and stay better due to the grafts. But if
electrical firing pattern normalization is enough by itself, then some animals should be able to be
cured by electrical stimulation alone. Experiments of this sort are necessary because the effects
of DBS are still controversial (some scientists think that DBS exerts its effects by stimulating
neuroprotective trophic factors in the brain) (Spieles-Engemann, Behbehani et al. 2010; SpielesEngemann, Collier et al. 2010).
Future neuroscientific studies should also perform additional direct comparisons between
dopaminergic medications and cell transplants. To more precisely elucidate the effects of
continuous dopaminergic stimulation, miniature infusion pumps could be implanted which
provide constant intra-brain or systemic delivery of levodopa or dopamine agonist, and the results
could be compared with grafts. This would also shed light on the question of whether grafts are
merely working via levodopa and dopamine, or whether they are secreting additional trophic
factors in vivo which are just as important as levodopa and dopamine.
Another important future path is the connection to dyskinesias, since one of the main
reasons why levodopa is not a completely satisfactory PD therapy is the eventual rise of motor
and nonmotor complications. Animal models of dyskinesias and levodopa have already been
developed (Steece-Collier, Collier et al. 2003; Steece-Collier, Soderstrom et al. 2009), and the
dyskinesias factor would be an important one to link to the electrophysiological normalization or
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lack thereof discussed in this dissertation. For example, the various cohorts used in this
dissertation could be duplicated by cohorts primed for dyskinesias, to see whether graft-produced
electrophysiological normalization correlates to reduction or protection against dyskinesias.
Another important variable to investigate further is movement, as discussed in Chapter 9.
Movement during awake animal electrophysiology experiments is currently considered unhelpful.
Recordings are often taken only during nonmoving epochs, and methods have been developed to
remove movement electrical artifacts from recordings. Ideally however, movement could be
harnessed to explore the brain in greater detail. For example, animals could be trained to
manipulate a lever with greater specificity (possibly with EMG or video-capture 3-D
reconstruction), such that the bursting firing patterns and LFP oscillations in the BG could be
exactly synchronized to the movement of particular muscles. For example, Li and colleagues
recently segmented a primate reaching task into movement substates for cortical connectivity
analysis (Li, Park et al. 2012). As the connection is better understood between movement and the
firing of neurons in the BG-thalamus-cortex loop, better therapies can be developed to help
patients with classic movement symptoms such as akinesia and freezing.
Another avenue to explore is the difference in electrical activity between the direct
pathway versus the indirect pathway from the striatum to the GPi. The current awake chronic
recording research focused on the STN, which is part of the indirect pathway. If a similar
experiment was performed with recordings from the SNr (and other nuclei), key inferences could
be drawn about whether the graft effects its firing pattern normalization primarily through
indirect or direct pathway (or hyperdirect pathway) normalization in the awake brain.

Future Signal Processing Research Directions
One logical next step in the application of transfer entropy (TE) would be to apply
multiscale or filter-bank-based TE (Lungarella, Pitti et al. 2007) to these BG experiments. Lalo
and colleagues recently used directed coherence to show differences in cortico-subthalamic
connectivity between frequency bands and between dopaminergic medication states in human
patients (Lalo, Thobois et al. 2008). However, directed coherence is a linear measure and does
not account for higher order terms, like the TE does. Thus the TE may be very useful in future
band-specified neuroscience investigations. TE could also be extended to employ geospatial
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dimensions, helping to elucidate any potential “neuroelectrodynamic” coding in the brain (Aur
and Jog 2006).
An important extension of the NTE work would be to implement a “linearized NTE” as a
control, following Nichols (Nichols 2006). The implementation of this simplified computation
(which assumes linear systems and Gaussian signals) side-by-side with the full NTE would allow
direct estimations of the “degree of nonlinearity” of the neural systems under investigation, as
Nichols shows in his work on structural nonlinearities. This would be of great interest to the
neuroscience community, to test for example whether the parkinsonian state or a particular drug
treatment renders a particular pathway more nonlinear or more linear. A similar approach based
on TDMI has been recently employed by Jin and colleagues to investigate linear and nonlinear
information flow between the EEG and the EMG (Jin, Lin et al. 2010). As Nichols points out, the
TE has an advantage over traditional nonlinearity measures such as the bispectrum because the
TE is nonparametric and can handle all-order moments, not just third-order terms. Other
information-theoretic measures such as the correntropy or Lempel-Ziv complexity or chaostheoretic measures such as the Fano factor may also be employed to provide different
perspectives on the functional connectivity of the basal ganglia in PD and during PD treatments.
Another direct application of this work would be to test the MS-ARX technique on
anesthetized FVM-grafted rats’ recordings. The initial hypothesis would be that MS-ARX would
show reduced (normalized) predictability between the EEG and the STN LFP in the case of rats
with large, behaviorally-effective, TH+ grafts. This would strengthen the case for using MSARX as a general neuroscientific connectivity analysis tool. Meanwhile, MS-ARX could be
developed to utilize nonlinear models, such as small neural networks, for more accurate
predictions.
Future development of the PCA sleep-scoring approach can combine automated
computer rating together with human rater intervention in a more optimized and iterative manner
for greater speed and accuracy. For example, a human rater could quickly draw borders on
initially-generated PCA epochs to create class-templates. Next, the computer could adaptively
recompute variable-length epochs and apply automatic fuzzy clustering to the remaining epochs.
Finally, the computer could flag “unusual” and “class-border” epochs for closer manual
inspection and scoring, followed by a final fuzzy classification. Such an approach would greatly
reduce the time needed for sleep scoring, not only for preclinical research but for clinical sleep
disorder medicine.
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